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1. 
INTltODJCTION 
Louisiam'q rapidly expanding livestodk: program has fooused atten­
tion upon the development and maintenance of more and better pastures 
as a basis for a stable livestock eoonony. The mild climate with a long 
growing season and adequate rainfall fairly well distributed throughout 
the year is conducive to forage production. The fact is, however, that 
although the pastures of the state produce abundant grasing in the spring 
and early summer and at times throughout the year under certain en­
vironmental conditions, many are not dependable for all-rear RraBing, 
There is need for all-year grasin^ since the oarrjdng capacity of 
a pasture is limited by the lainimum oH grasing it provides at ai^ oxie 
period of the year. It is recognized that a good all-year pasture 
should bo composed of a mixture of sjrasses and lep;umes. The ob.iect of 
sowing both grasses and le-.umes Is to incroase the total production of* a 
pasture, improve the qualil^, and at tho same tiios provide more uniform 
production throughout the year* Since each species has its peak period 
or periods of production, a mixture of species should provide a uniform 
production, if the periods of Tnaximum production of each species do not 
occur simultaneously, Moreover, the r^ixtures of different adapted 
species oan be expeoted to insure a mors uniform cover because of their 
adaptation to the varying environmental conditions, 
^ Forage crop research has received some attention at the Louisiana 
Agricultural •Experiment Station for the past several yenrs. Varietal 
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testsf cultural treatments, rate of seeding and time of seeding exper­
iments have been oonduoted since 1930 (Pip,ure 1). These haw included 
soma 35 grasses and legumes thought to have eoonomia value. Vdiile the 
use of commercial fex^iliEershas been considered essential in the produo« 
tion of cultivated crops in Louisiana, their use has not been considered 
essential in the production of pastures since Louisiana farmers have nofc 
•been primarily interested in grassland fanning. 
Studies have shown that the pastuivs of the state have a -wide range 
of mriability in production and botanical couposition from season to 
season and from y-?ar to year, '''t was quite apparent that yield data 
and the usual observations made in the field did not explain the diversity 
in forage yield and botanical coinposition. Furtliermore the inrrasion of 
other legumes and grasses not sown made up a considerable amount of the 
forage yield usually atti*lbuted to the crop planted. At times the yield 
of the irdxture of species not sovm totaled more than the species sovm. 
A conparatlvB study was made of the moro detailed iwjthods of veg­
etation analysis in an effort to find a method or methods that viould not 
only give the yields of the varieties sowi and being studied but would 
also take into consideration the establishment and growth of unseeded 
species as well. It was realized that the problem included an investiga­
tion of plant competition and succession. A study was made of the best 
methods of measuring the environa»ntal factors favT)rable and unfavorable 
to the speclea sown as well as to the invading species. It was under­
stood that this would include the fertility of the soil, the climate* and 
the previous history of the area. 
Figure 1* Forage crops axperimenta, Louisiana Agricultural Exporlment 
Station, Baton Rouge, La,, Spring, 1932. Clovor in foreground# 
It 'WRB believed that a detailed knov/ledge of the eoologioal struc­
ture of plant oommunitiea found and introduced into the pastures of the 
south oould contribute materially to more suocessful forage management. 
The infonuatlon (Stained from suoh an analysis should serve as a founda­
tion for further eoologioal studies on plant-environnient relationships. 
Tt seemed probable that the ohnnp^ee in the vegetation *ould be Increas­
ingly pronounced as the forage program progressed and hit^her rates of 
fertilizer application were en^lqyed and better fan&io^ methods practiced. 
The general expansion of livestock interest in the south made it desir­
able for praeticsal reasons that such oeolo-'lcal Infornstion be made 
available to the farmers of Louisiana, 
i\gronomists generally have reoommended for pastuire mixtures in the 
south, benouda grass, Cynodon dactylon (L«) Pers.j ndiite clover, 
Trifolium i-epens (L.)j lespedesa, Lespedeza striata (Thunb.) H, and A.; 
and oaz*pet grass, Axonopus oorapressus (Smarts) Beauv, Vihen any of these 
are emitted, it is usually because they are already present or experience 
has shown them not well adapted to the environment of that particular 
oeotion. Observations in Louisiana have shown that bennuda az]d white 
clover are usually found more abundantly and with a more luxurious 
growth on fertile soils, while earpot i^rass and lespedeas are dominant 
on soils of a lower fertility levsl* Permanent pastures seeded to bermuda 
and white olover eventually become lespede&a and oarpet grass pastures 
unless a high level of fertility i6 n«intained. 
Tinder some environmental conditions in Txjuisiana white clover, 
lespedesa, oarpet grass, and bermuda grass are able to establish them­
selves and at times tend to become dominant* Under suoh oouditions the 
planters of the state have obtained satlsfaotozy hay and forage yields 
and ha've sold seed in carload shipTnonta. Under less favorable con­
ditions one or raore of these crops has been replaced by other species 
of less value or by others v^olly undesirable for forage* On large 
areas in. Louisiema these species have not become established to the 
extent of contributing materially to the production of forap^e. Tt is 
believed that an ecological study of the effect of some of the basic 
environmental factors on pasture establiiihinent and j^rowth would provide 
additional information on the conditions under which the more valuable 
species and weeds Tnay indicate crttical periods durinp; which certain 
adverse environmental conditions tend to assist In their eradication 
or control, Over-grasin^ and other undesirable management practices 
in pastures developed without planting have caused their deterioration. 
To restore or introduce grasses and legimes to pastures« information is 
needed on sowing and managing of the pastures. 
The chief purpose of this investifTation has been to study the nature 
of competition amontj certain selected grass-legume cor.binations and 
their adap'totion to olin&tic, edaphic and cultural conditions found in 
Louisiana, Selected quantitative methods of Investigating the grass-
leguine vegetation of the pastures were employed in order to follow as 
closely as possible the herbage cover histori/- of the species studied 
during an eight-year period and to evaluate, if possible* the ability 
of ths species to remain in a pasture under certain fertiliser and seed­
ing treatments. The effect of the presence of one species or variety 
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upon the establishinent and development of another, the interaction of 
apeoies and varieties iind«r different environmental oonditions, and 
the value for forage and hay of different species ol' grasses and le;£;umes 
in pure seeding Hnd in inlTtures with each of the other speoies, are some 
of the ohjeotives of the project. 
7. 
itliVIEkV OF LirKilATUIffi 
A general survey in the field of tliis study disoloaes that com­
paratively little use has been made of quantitative wethods which 
enable the investigator to determine the growth relationships of the 
component plants of eoim pastures and to trace the nature of those 
relationships over a period of years. Although there is much published 
research on rani^^e raanagemeztb methods, there are very few data* especially 
for southern conditions, on which definite reoosL-nendationB en pasture 
establishment and inanagement can be based. In much of the research done 
on pastures aiid pasture plants at several as^rioultural erpeiriment stations 
und elsewhere, it is generally conceded that specific results are 
localized beoauso of the effects of definite eavironisental factors. 
Because of the broad scope of the problem it seemed necessary to 
group even the most pertinent literature on the basis of its application 
to different phases of the problem. Two of these divisions have to do 
primarily with methods of study, one witli con^etitive relationships and 
suooeasional effects and one -with comparative effects of levels of 
fertility as influenced by fertilizer treatments. 
Methods of Range and Pasture Analysis 
The literature concerning the technique of range and pasture analysis 
is quite voluminous. It has been, reviewed by Hanson and Love (45)» 
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Campbell (22), Penfotind ("^1), Tinnoy, ^.emodt and Ohlf;reen ^104), Bnd 
others* Until recently relatively little attention has been r.iven to 
pastures in the sense of developing a technique whex*eby they might be 
studied on a quantitative basis. Hcwover, ntany range research methods 
are applicable to pastuM research. 
It -was in the latter part of the 19th Century that problems of 
Tfnetbods and techniques suitable for the analysis of I'orage were first 
considered in £urope and that data began to be collected on maasured 
quadrats. The developmant of exact quantitative techniques in oonneo-
tion with forage studies may be traced baok to the use of the quadrat, 
•which has been in general use since the beginning of the present oentuiy 
and was introduced into the United States by Pound and olsments (B5)» 
'i^hile quadrat studies normally have been conducted with great thoroufc^h-
ness, there has been a tendency amon";; investigators to place too great 
reliance upon the results of a sinrlo rend in?' taVen to represent one 
plant association. The examination of 8ii\^le quadrats may very 
valuable prelirainary evidence in vegetation surveys but it is obvious 
that no degree of reliance can be placed upon the numeral results ob«> 
tained. They can only be looked upon as indicators sufr^gesting possible 
subsequent and more critical studies. 
The quadrat meldiod isas defined by Gleason (37) as the intensive study 
of the vegetation or environment of a lir:dted and definitely oircam-
scribed area, Icnovin as a quadrat, in order to gain a compreheusive knovi-
ledge of the vegetation as a 'whole. He considered it -Uie only practicable 
9. 
jnetuas for the quantitative study of the plant assoointion. In studying 
the grazing values of native vsg^etation oa southern piuo forest ranges 
in central Louisiana, Campbell (22) determined that ooolo^io&l methods 
of study, when applied to securing the inforrnation on the kind and 
amount of vegetation, the faotors influencing its growth, ani its use 
"by anifrals, offered an excellont approach to devolopjaant of ruanagement 
methods for full production from the forest ranges# 
Tlie estimation of the percentage of total vegetative cover some­
times expressed as areal cover or degree of cover has been widely used 
in aprononty, ecoloi^r, forestrj', anJ range investigations. In rang© 
survey woric percentage estination of plot cover was usod by Jardine in 
1907, The percentage of cover v/as estimated on large plots and the 
percentage contributed by each species ms approximated in the recon­
naissance Tnefnod desorl'hedl by Jardine an<? Ant^erson ff50)» Kenell (91) 
sponsored the utilization of cover neasurojnonts and rocanmended that 
the degree of cover be expressed in percentage of the area covered. 
The density list quadrat method perfected by ISalinsted (63) and 
the later square foot density method developed by Stewart cuid Hutchings 
(102) and cUiers were based on an ocular estimate of the percentage of 
plot cover, For many years these •wwre th5 nxjst vridsly used methods of 
measuring vegetation quantitatively in studying the relationship between 
herbaceous plant populations and range management. While these methods 
•were useful for determining major plant relationships and an iniprovement 
over early range reconnaiasanoe methods their susceptibility to error, 
due to misjudgment by inexperienced or poorly titiined observers and the 
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limited number of specific data obtainedj made them objectionable from 
a research standpoint. i.1ere ostimatos of the amount and charaoter of 
the vegetation, although of son© imlue in making up a graring plan for 
practical use, are inadequate to determine the exact nature and the 
causes of changes in plant population. Smith (97) concluded from a study 
of the reliability of range VBgetation estimates that density estimates 
did not sivtt a highly reliable measure of range Tralue. The insults of 
this study supoort the current tendency among ran^e teohnieians to rely 
less upon density estlntations as a means of determining ^rasing capaci-i;^ 
of ranges and more upon a general ecologioal oiialysis of the plants. 
ITio area list quadrat method described by Hanson and LOTTO (45) 
gave a more ac<^urate percentage f^oirer -unlue becRiise 1.t -vras obtained by 
direct reading in square inches of the aroa covered at s^ound level by 
means of a plotting square or rule* Percentage of basal area of the 
vegetation was then coTnputed. They considered the basal area method beat 
adapted to their use in grazing studies in Colorado. However, Steiger 
(lOl) concluded that for eastern Nebraslca prairie there -nas no direct 
correlation between basal area and the development of the above ground 
parts. The short grsiss (jromng in the prairie measured three times the 
basal area of the bluestem; yet, the dry weight of its forage material 
was much less than that of the bluestem. Sarvis (93) calculated the 
porcentaRe of basal area from chart list quadrats. 
The weight list quadrat, in which green and diy weights of the 
vegetation are determined after clipping* has been used by mai^ in-
11. 
VBBtigators to measure the yield of ran^e aiul pasture plants, ^teiger 
(101) found dry weight to be the best measure for expressing the response 
of prairie vei^etatlon to the siwi of the flnvtroTmental factors, /Llbertson 
and '.eaver (5), Cull:;, 'ampboll and Canfield (27), and others believed 
that the clipping treatment may be applied in the field in work with 
field crops and turf. YJhile recognizing that clippin,; does not sim­
ulate grazing of livestock* most workers agree that clipped quadrats, 
carefully selected and carefully done, can be used to good advantage in 
grazing studios. Rlaser (11) concluded that sinulated -^rasing techniques 
influenced the yield and quali-igr of forage which in turn reduced the 
effisienc^' oC or.peritsents with pasture plants. 
Brown and i&insell (16, 17) questioned the yield of dry matter as a 
criterion in evaluating forages. They recognized that this criticism 
depended to a oonsiderable extent upon the species and their stage of 
maturity. They considered the method fairly accurate until the grasses 
head and even later for legumes, but a poor measurement of feed production 
as the plants apnroach Tnaturity. Ordinsrilv, ohoTnieal analyses were 
credited with furnishing some Indication of fora;-o crop quality. They 
also offered criticism of the continuous clipping r»thod of measuring 
the production of pasturese In each of three differently fertilised, 
grazed permanent pastures, caged areas clipped with grass shears for 11 
years had decidedly.less grass, mai^ more weeds, much more barren ground, 
and consistently smaller yields including weeds than nearby areas caged 
for only one year. They found that the markedly greater prevalence of 
iveeda under contiwious clipping throws much dou'bt on the applicability 
of that method as a substitute for '-razin'; in ineasurin;: the ^jroduction 
of pciBtures, 
Pochemoo and Ste-wart (80) atudied methods of tatcing samples in an 
effort to reduce experimental error. The vegetation was harvested in 5 
by fi foot subdivisions. They fbund that the saniplinf^ intensity,' required 
to provide an adequate sample of the native rTiH(;;e varied greatly v/ith the 
plant species beinj; studiod. They -were led to conclude that in exper­
imental range studies it is likely to be nore effective in reduoin{; error 
to aprsly the snine scnount rf samolirif effort or> sfivernl replications of 
the same treatment rather than to incroaso the intensity/ of sanpling 
for a single replication* Pechaneo and Pickford (79) have developed a 
weif^t estimate quadrat me'Kiod which is economical of tine, can be 
readily checked and can be converted into terms of oarrj'-inc capacity. 
Tho chart quadmt method provides a ground plan of the exact position 
of tho various species ccmposin;^ the vegetation, T/hich may l>e accurately 
determined by the use of a square grid or frame with its area subdivided 
into E5 equal squares. fVa-n this view maps sho-winc, the detailed charao-
teristics of the vegatation enclosed are charted on apipropriate graph 
pappr, and later transcribed to a numerical basis and recorded. 
That the permanent cliairt quadrat is admirably adapted to intensive 
studies of the sod-fomin^ grasses as well as the lebumes in the south 
has been pointed out by Gray (41). This method is moat useHil in piotui> 
ing chanp;© in ven^tat^or before rand sfter treatment or in the oompariaon 
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of two or more areas under different oonditions. It would aeera to 
offer possibilities in fumishin^^ an extremely useful comparative 
pioture for sequential studies of forage which oan be transcribed to 
a numericsil basis and the percentage of vegetative cover oaloulated 
therefrom. The method offers a better insight into the complete story 
of development and ^ives niuoh informtion about competition and hcnnr it 
results in the disappearance of suine speoies and the appearance or 
inorease of others* The ohief objection to the chart quadrat znethod 
is that it is Inboricnjs nnd sIotv, '"ut ^t is nrrspprly doie, it is 
accurate* Under the conditions of this study v^ith sod-forming grasses 
coming in, the cha.jrt quadrat seemed to be the best method. 
In a discussion of the metliods of studying vegetation, Vioaver 
and Clements (110) suggested the chart quadrat -when a more detailed record 
cf vegetation is required. They considered it a record of the existing 
structure and a basis for deterniinins future ohan^^os and development, in 
case it was nade pennanent. Ihey reconunended the permanent quadrat 
recharted year after year as giving the complete story of development* 
Likewise Mie bisect was mentioned for investigations wherein the structure 
of vegetation with regard to the relative height and lateral spread of 
plants and the interrelation of the plants above and below ground are 
essential* 
In studying the relation of flora to soil types in Eastern townships 
in Canada, TTewton and ''owosad utilised the chart quadrat method for 
the open pastures and the belt transect method for the woodland pastures* 
Five groups were establisheds clovers, useful grasses, weeds, all other 
u. 
plants listed and moss and bare ground. Groups of indicator plants ^re 
auggostod, Pearse (78) found the area-list mathod less laborious but 
less reliable than the ohart quadrat method in desoriblnp; anfl quantitat-> 
ivoly measuring herbaceous ran,^e plant populations in ntah. 
The GQooalled point quadrat metiiod in reality does not measure 
hoz^iage in term of a quadrat but utilizes an instrument designed for 
measuring a small segment of a line transect. The point method consists 
in utilizing a linear roiv of 10 points spaced 2 inches apart from -which 
botanical readiness are made of the herbage "touched at each point. A 
series of readings are made for each area being studied. It is a mod­
ification of the specific frequency and of the percentage area methods 
and -was de-rtsed and introduced by Levy (57) workii^g in Wew Zealand, 
This method and a variation of it knovm as the inclined point quadrat 
metl'iod was described by Tinney* et al* (104). The inclined point me-thod 
has been utilized to ad-vantage by agronomists» particularly in forage 
and pasture research* 
The great advantage of the point Tnethod is the exactness with Tiiich 
may be defined the point and also the forage it -touches. It is particular­
ly useful in the analysis of dense turfs or sods nhioh are closely moited 
or graced. The point aet-hod is not rsry satisfactory for -vegetation 
having a -tall and irregular growth. T^on the forage is upright growing 
and dense -the tallest species tend to get an exaggerated rating. The 
point method does not give the definite picture of the -vege-tation -which 
is possible by the use of the ohart quadrat method. It does elimina-te 
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th® parsonal factors in ostimation. In aotual praotico, in 
comparison with the porcentago area method, Ponfound (b1) oonoludod 
that the point quadrat inothod ?;aTO very aimiXar results, 
Spra^ue and iiyera (100) compared the inolinsd point quadrat mothod 
with botanical separation in a study of ivantuoky bluegrass and white 
olovsr. lisiog the inclined point quadrat, they found that the ostiiaated 
percentapo of clo-ror r/as lower than that foTmd "by '^otanieal separation# 
Variations in the differenoe betweon the two methods led them to oon-
olude that inaccurate results would be obtained from using a constant 
for correcting the point method data* 
Since the introduction of the frequency method 1)7 Bauntciaer (36), 
quadrat size has been the subject of considerable investigation. It vias 
the consensus of Oleason (37), Kenoj'-er (53), Eanson and Love (44), Cain 
(19), and others that the size of the quadrat should be adjusted to the 
size of the vegetational units being investigated. The reoent work of 
Penfound (81) has shorn that the quadrat size should be fitted to the 
tj'pe of vegetation studied since it is related priraerily to the veg­
etative cover of the predominant plants in the population. Prior to 
this study vszy few investii^ators had studied either the number of 
species or the degree of cover to arrive at the proper quadrat size to 
be employed in comnunlty analysis, Tn applytn?; the sample-plot tech­
nique to alpine vegetation in T.yomin^, Cain (20) considered 0,1 square 
meter as the minimum size to yield satisfaotoiy data, Tvyenty plots per 
stand were considered necessary for satlsfaotory frtiquenoo and coverage 
percentages* 
Penfound (81) devoted considerable study to the interrelations of 
frequency, densitj', and cover. It vns broujjht out that the actual 
cover per Bpeoies does not vary with quadrat sire, although it does 
shift with tho numhor of species or tho total plant cover. The cover 
relation ajnon(^ species ms unaffeoted by quadrat size, number of species# 
or total pluxxt oover* 'I'ha quadrat aise ms relatively unimportant if 
frequency was omitted, since size of quadrat did not affeot density or 
cover relations, Penfound abnndonefl th© cover frrades In favor of cover 
poroentagea. Ho ooiicluded that the density values may or may not have 
rauoh significance in delineating the relative importance of a species 
in a corninunity. If tlie species are similar in sizo and spread, the 
number of individuals per unit area may be a vsry important criterion# 
In froqiiency studies ILanson (43) multiplied the frequency value of 
each species its abundance factor based on its volume or weisht in 
tho quadrat to obtain data of greater sii^nificance in coraparing the 
oomponent plants of the range. 
The investifrations of Eisole and Aikaian (31) showed the practicabil­
ity'- of a rnore various quadrat methods in « field study of 
planted pasture mixtures. In studying the reaction of different species 
and varieties of 5Z*as8ss and la^cumea in pure seeded plots and in mixtures, 
they found that idiere is an optimum number of plants of similar i^quii«-
ments that an area can spipport, Tn Ponsi(?erlnr -Hie connlementary 
relationship of speoies iiavin^ different vegetative characteristics 
oertein legumes and grasses were found to grow well together. 
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'Xhero in muok dlaagreamaat on the number of quadrats for an adequate 
sample* The number of ten quadrats used by Cain and Fenfound (21) in 
the red maple swamp forest of central Long Island would seem to be too 
small a number to e-mluate any tut the most homogeneous of assoRintions, 
In most field studies, ths number neoessar^' for an adequate sanq>jb must 
be tested i'or each ^lant oonuuunit^ to ascertain whether additional nunijers 
would add significantly to the aocrurac^ of the results* A means of 
reducln,^ the number Is the stratification of the eoTmminity into honogen-
eous units. jJost investiijators agree with brandt (14) that true 
randomisation of the quadrat must be based on a method that insures an 
even ohanoe for each q'oadrat area unit of the a<simMnity intrestlgated 
being selected for study. 
Root Studies 
Much work has been done on the root systems of prairie grasses* 
Since the early studies of Yieaver (108, 108) on their depth and lateral 
extent, detailed investigations have been made by Bavlychenloo (76) upon 
their rate of growth, total root length, and quantitj"- and quality of 
root material. The quantity of root material under different grassland 
olinates has been ascertained by tihively and i»ea-ver (96) end the quantity 
under different degrees of utilieatlon of these grasses in the some 
olimate by '.saver and Hamon ^112), ".Teaver, ITougen and '^eldon (115) 
studied the quantity of root material at different soil depths. The 
length of life of the roots of prairie grasses has been investigated by 
Vteaver and Zink (114)* N^early all of the prairie grasses studied have 
a long life azid show great permaneuoy of ocoupanoy* 
In stuciyiag the first year's root production of se-von southern grasses 
established from seed, Burton (18) found that over three-fourths of the 
total root system produced by carpet rrmss was found in the upoor B inches 
of soil. Burton oonsidered carpet grass best adapted to low* wet areas. 
The study was made on Tifton sandy loam at 'xifton, vieorgla. 
Laird (55) oonoluded fran a study of the root systems of bermuda, 
oaiTaet, centipede, and other Rrssses in T'lori'lfi that RO per cent by 
weipjht of the roots was oonoentrated in the first 8 inches of soil, but 
that the roots penetrated to a depth of six or eight feet. There was 
some, but vexy little, difference among the root systems of different 
species. 
In studyinf; the relation of time of seeding to root development and 
winter suiTrival of fall-seeded grasses and legumes, Keim and Beadle (52) 
found that wizzter survival in Nebraska was closely correlated with the 
vegetative growbh and root developtnont made in the fall* Nedrow (71) 
found for sudan grass that the relative developmont of roots was greatest 
where soil was the driest. The shoot-root ratio was least rvhere corn-
petition was for water only. The greatest production of roots in relation 
to shoots occurred when competition for water in the soil was greatest. 
The shoot-root ratio in the nitro{;en treatment was 3«7}1. 
Bates ^R) oonoluded -Hiat a restrictefl root ranee resulted in the 
plant obtaining a limited water supply which autontatically produced a 
sjnaller leaf and oonsequently a smaller ar«a of transpiration. He found 
that soil acidity may ooour throughout the whole of the soil or in a given 
stratun and that when acidltjr reatriots root development* loaf slse la 
ftlao reduced In proportion to the decree of root reetrifrtion# Tt haa 
been knovm for scan© time that white olover tolerates a hij^-h de^jree of 
soil aoidity* Bates attributes the definite stratification of soil 
acidity largely to biotio influences, Ihe presence of dead root nater-
ial and a mat of or^anlo rnatter In the •nrocess of deccnposltion in the 
surface layer of the soil aa well as evolution from the living roots 
caused this layer to have a low pH* 
Sperry (99) belie"7ed that one of the most irsportant factors affect­
ing root configuration and penetration is that of the oxygen content of 
the soil vfhich he felt is intimately bcund up with that of the water 
table* In ooraparinR the root systems of Illinois prairie -with those in-
•TOstigated in the western prairies Spezry foimd shorter root systsma in 
Illinois and considered this caused by either an abundant rainfall or 
by relatively poor drainage or both. 
Pavlychenko (75) Trorkinp; with the entire root system o^weed and 
crop plants utilised water from a hose to remove the soil particles fraa 
the root systems* He found the hand pick mathod resulted in loss of nudi 
of the finest roots* He and Harrington (77) studied the root systems of 
single plants of cereals end weeds free from all eowpotition to provide 
material to compare tho root systems cf plonts r.rown under various in­
tensities of competition in order that they mii^ht express -the full effects 
of competition on their development. 
In order to compare ^he root weight of normal plants -with their top 
wel^t, unit volumes of soil were collected under the plants and tho roots 
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vnubed out by tiie use of fine screens • iiy iijultiplyia£i averac^e voluitw 
of aoxi permeated by a plant ly tiw average Tdiei^ht of living grass 
roots within that soil, an estimate of the w0ip;ht of tiae entire root 
system was obtained, iiost of tho plant weirht of bunch v/heat grass 
•m.a actually underground. The underground portion was 13 times the 
•weight of the herbage. 
Competition and Sucoession 
A veryr voluminous literature Is to be found on plant competition 
and plant succession. lUi attempt will be made here to review only some 
of the more pertiiient literature to show tiie previous trends and thoughts 
in order to give a background to the present study as well as some of 
the important relationships involved. 
Clements, tieaver and liauson (24) have given an idea of the com­
plexity of the vegetative processes known as competition and succession. 
They believed that plant competition was purely a physical process, end 
with few exceptions that an actual strucpile betyreen competing plants 
never occurred. They concluded that competition arises from the reaction 
of one plant upon the physical factors about it and the effeot of these 
modified factors upon its competitors. In the exact sense* two pleints, 
no matter how close, do not compete with each other as long as water 
content, nutrient material# lir^t and heat are in excess of the needs 
of both. Vihen the immediate supply of a single necessary factor falls 
below the combined demands of the plants, ccmpetition begins. 
In a studv oi' tiie davelopioent and survival oi' speoies and var« 
ieties in sown pastures Eisele and Ailonan (31) found a remarkable con-
stanoy in thp total number of thr f;rass ant! lerume nlents in all fixtures 
regardless of tlio rate of seeding fro.T. 2,300 to 7,700 seeds per square 
meter. They concluded that there was a limit to the mmber of planbs of 
similar requirements that a given area could support* Mixtures of 
grasses and legumea yielded more than did mixtures of different grasses. 
Competition between individual plants of a single species appeared 
keenest •when sovai alone. 
In a study of subclimax prairies LloComb and ix>omis (65) concluded 
that the high fertility of uneroded glacial drift soil stiznulates such 
a vigorous growth of grasses and herbs that the spread of forest species 
is checked. They V/elieve that the establishnent of forwst has been 
permitted under conditions in which erosion has diminisned the originally 
abundant nitrogen content of the soil and as a consequence tiie grass 
growth. 
Billinpjs (9) in his study of olnnt succession from early invaders 
to short leaf pine in llorth Carolina observed that on abandoned light 
textured Piedmont soils» the ar«a is jirst occupied by a relatively 
shallcw^rootod herbaceous oonsounity dominated by broozo-sedge (Andropogon 
virgiaious). Short leaf pine invades this area often in great numbers 
because of its vdndbome seed. Short leaf pine is able to germinate and 
survive because of exposed nineral soil and low root competition. F«rly 
in succession the complex is especially unstable and consequently there 
ar® rapid ohanges as may be seen by the oonstanb read justmenta in the 
vegetation. Later as some at' the factors approach equilibrium, there 
is a gradual retardiJSatio>n of lilie decrease oontinues to a 
condition o£ near stability, iliis state of near stability, viiioia is 
dynamic, is oonmonly '-rncwm as the climax condition. In the constant 
compotition for water, li;-'.hb una the other factors of the habitat, only 
that reproduction survives which is physiologically and morphologically 
able to withstand adverse conditions. 
In studying the natural succession of* vegetation on abandoned fam 
lands in Teton County, T/Iontana, Judd (51) classified the succession of 
vegetation. In going from the primary or annual vreed stage through the 
sscoud ac mixed annual«>perennial stage he foimd the third or perennial 
stage on fields abazidoned from 3 to 3 years. He ooncluded that the 
length of tine required for the niore desirable grasses ful]y to reclaim 
abandoned fields varies on the average from 8 to 12 or rvsre years. 
'.Veaver and ?lory (111) found in tlie climax prairie that the land 
"goes back" to the prairie and the vegetation is reestablished vhen 
cultivation is discontinued on lazid adjacent to prairie and the surface 
soil is not otherv.ise disturbed. Their study shows that control in 
grassland does not require complete occupancy of the basal cover of 
dominants vdiich seldom exceeds 25 per cent. In studying the relation of 
the stages of plant succession to soil erosion Aikinan (3) ooncluded that 
the iregetation of successive stages progressively increases in volume 
and that the depth of soil is progressively greater. In pioneer stages 
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of 8oil "buildinf; from rook, the chief edaphic difference seems to be 
one of deryfch of soil mther •tiian of percentage of orpanio matter# 
Fonton (33}> in grassland root studies in Devonshire pernianont 
pastures, reported that in jj^oud permanent pastures the best grasses artd 
olover rooover too quickly after sraeing to permit any inferior plant 
from offering serious competition, 'lo further statofi that as the soil 
becomes less fertile tha inferior grassas and other plants are better 
able to cmpete* lie cautioned that all permanent pastures cannot be 
"improred" to include solid stands of the better grasses and legumes. 
Exposure, soil, and cliTnate -were all considered as playing a part and 
at tlTies inif'ht act as limiting factors particularlj' from an economic 
aspect. It was pointed out there is a constant invasion of seed of 
inferior plants in the poorer pastures. 
In a grass-legume competition study conducted on ituston sandy loam 
soil at Pirn Fluff, Arkansas, Mays (64) observed that Korean lespedeca 
is reploeed by bemuda grass in a lospedeza-bermuda ^rass mixture, but 
that a fifty-fifty edaphic climax resulted Tidien Jtiorean loapede*a vias 
grown in association vrith dallis grass, i'our hundred pounds per acre 
of superphosphate was the only fertilizer used. 
Hanson and Hoin (47) made a fo»ir-r"'e8r bet^nicel and yield study of 
ptisture mixtures at Beltsville, i'Ai^'land. A series of 3 pasture mixtures 
composed of various [;raBB species were grown in association with Louisiana 
white clover. Thejf reported ttie percentage of Louisistna white clover 
declined rapidly through the early years of the experiment, indicating 
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its inability to persist in oonpetition with the f^rasBes under close 
cutting, Kentuoky bluegraas predominated at the end of the seoond 
year after seeding in all mixtures in which it ms inoluded. It ocmprised 
over 90 per cent of the total praas population in theae mixtures the 
fourth year» The use of Tiore conploT seed jnirtures for penaanent pas­
ture increased the yield of forage significantly only in the first year 
after seedine and only during April, iiay and June of that yoar» Forage 
production during July and Auf^ust was not increased regardless of the 
complexity of the mixture acem. 
In considering sane of the factors affecting the pre'valenoe of 
vrtiite clover on grsiBsland, Bro\'m (15) pointed out that the causes of 
the ivlde fluctuation in tlie prevalence of white clover in grassland were 
still largely undetemined. He considered fertilizer treatment and 
species of grasses sown with clover of raore importance than climatic 
conditions in Hie maintenance of •vjhite clover in pasture Mxtures, The 
retarding effects of nitrogenous fertilizer on clover in grass mixtures 
was caused ciiiefly liy the increased grass competition caused by the 
nitrogen. Very little clover -sjas found in grazed permanent pastures 
except •iThere phosphorus had been adrled, "lover -was much lees prevalent 
when groun with tho turf-»forming grasse? than when grown with spGcies 
having moro open stands* This study covered a three-year period and 
included strains of clover indigenous in old pastures of England, New 
Zealand and the United States* 
A suraman'^ of pasture studies inoluding Southern grassea grown in 
in combination with clover was made by liollowell (48). He pointed out 
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that berrauda j^rass did not fona a donse tnat at the surface of the soil, 
particularly in soils at the lorfer fertility level which waB in contraat 
to carpet jrass •wh'-ch did form h th'c^- TO'.irrt novar. He bellevBd that 
this sorneviiat open turf would facilitate tlie establishment of seedlinss 
of doTOr, leepedeza and other plants in a bennuda grass cover. 
Climatoloi^ical data for the different yeai^ indicated that soil 
moisture twis not tho limiting factor nor was soil temperature for the 
failure to obtain stands of clover. A lackr of sufficient li^Jit was 
believed to be the principal reason for failure. Equally as good stands 
were obtained from clover on the undipped bennuda grass plot as from 
the clipped plots. Hollowell attributed tliis response to tho fact that 
tho stems developed from -1310 spreading underground riiiEones of bormuda 
did not tiller when the;^- eraerged throup:h the soil surface. This resulted 
in an openness in the turf at the surface of the soil. Contrasting 
results with carpet grass may be explained in pajrt by the difference in 
growth habit of the carpet grass which spreads vegetatively by creeping 
stems whioh mice a dense, tif^ht mat over th<* soil surface. It was 
believed that this ^jrowbh habit was responaiblo for tlie differences in 
behaviour of the clover seedlings as related to the clipped and non-
clipped treatments. 
Glover (38), in the highveld flora of South Africa, classified 
bermuda grass as growing best on disturbed sites in contrast to other 
species classified as adhering to one kind of habitat, and species which 
did not adhere to any one l^pe of habitat. Patterson (74), discussing 
rarm crops^ declared that it was not at presexzt possible to sow a 
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permfiinent tnir.tur© o? varieties nnd stmins tViat at t"h® end of 10 years 
will still domimto the svjard to the alracst total exclusion of tiio 
mtural salf«-establi8hed plants. In lon^ duration mixtures the object 
should be to get a good sole to tho sward as soon, as possible, and to 
erov/d out weeds and Bent grasses. 
Sampson (92) stu-died the growth requlreraonts and life history of 
the voijetation in considering !;lant succession and competition on range 
lands. The work of Shants (94) gave the background of much later research 
on plant canpetition and succession und the reaction of difforont stages 
of succession. 
•Molson (72) studied the seasonal habits of the aTrailablo pasture 
plants of Arkansas v.ith a view to effeoting tlieir best possible combin­
ation and adjustment in establishing, pastures. iLe cuncluded that barzouda 
and dallis (j;rasses, hop, bur and trtiite clover nnd lespedeza were the 
most reliable soecies of Ar^-ansas oatsido th?* coastal plain soil area, 
tallis grass was not sufficiently aggressive to crowd out bcrniuda grass. 
V.Tiito clover developed quickly at tiraes, and then again -nould fail com­
pletely. Lespedesa was sanetijaes crowded out by the vigorous grov/th 
of the clovers. Dodson (28) found that one and sometimes three seed 
crops of carpet grass may bo harvested each year in south Louisiana 
v;hon the fields are grazed until midsunmsr and then clipped closely. 
Loworn (&8, 59) studied the beliaviour of carpet gruss, bermuda 
grass and dallis grass in pure stands and in combiiiations vdth lespedeza, 
white clover end loir hop clover under six soil fertility levels on a 
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Norfolk fine Bandy loam aoil in North .Carolina# He concludlod tliat a 
mixture of dallis grass and lespedeza produced higher yields tlian. any 
other aoedings whan conutBrcial nitrogen was applied. ileaTjy applicatione 
of nitrogen stimilated -tJie i^rasses tiiieh in turn increased their ccsn-
potitive abi lity and reduced the stsnd of lespedeza* Iflxtitres of each 
of the {grasses and lespedeea produced lar^jer yiolds than the grasses 
alone* lie ccuoiuded that legumes in oombination with the grasses v/ere 
essential for satisfaotoiy yields. 
Itwood and '^arber ^6) forir\<l thst f-he presono© or abeenee of p;ood 
clover was clearly reflected in the color and quantity of associated 
bluegrass. In his study on the influence of legumes on the available 
nutrient supply of southern soils Koser (69) concluded that leguminous 
plant additions ynre beneficial for soil improvement not only for the 
nitrogen supolied but also because they rendered phosphorus and potassium 
more available. Acouisulated lespedeza residues shotved CI p.p.m. of 
nitrogon compared to cheoik: soils with 41 p.p.m. The acid-soluble phos­
phorus tests shoiwed that soils from non-legume areas contained 16 p.p.m. 
of available phosphorus -wftiereaa 25 to 30 p.p.m, were found in the soil 
reooivin.^ legrminous plant naterial. The renlaoeable potassitnn content 
varied with treatment, giving 48 to 64 pip.m. for non-lejjaiuo plotsj 
while the le^^ume^treated soils contained frosi 1^6 to 168 p.p.m. 
%ers (70) found that the grasses benefitted only six times in 157 
associations with lepjumes, 114 of Yfbl ch w«r« on'^Tiinntlons of hairy vetoh 
and Balboa xyo» The work was done in sand cultures. Addition of soil to 
some of the sand cultures did not result in a transfer of fixed nitrogen 
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to the non-lei^utos until a lato growth 8t»ge in tho let^ume* 
The study of Kobez^s and Olson (8S) on the interrelationships of 
legumes and grasees pjrcwn in RBSoointlon led tliem to conclude that in 
no oases were both and grass obserrred that vwre either benefited 
or injured by assooiated growth as oompared to growth in poor stands* 
In general when one component of a mixture produced more dry iveight or 
toteil nitrogen in mixture than in pure stand the other oomponant produced 
less v^en in mixture than in pure stand. Differences in the yield of a 
grass in the association studied could all be explained by differences 
in the Euaount of associated^ oompetingf legume tissue with the possible 
exoeption of relatiwly high yields of grass in association with red 
olover. They did find« however* i^t in several grass^legume mixtures 
greater yields of dry weight and nitrogen -were obtained from mixtures on 
a unit area of soil than from pure stands of a grass and a legume, each 
on one-half unit areas. 
The largest gain from association occurred when a legume with vigor­
ous growth habits was assooiated with a eirass with weak growth habits. 
Gains in dry weight and total nitrocen because of assooiated growth of a 
grass and legume are believed to have insulted from spreading the plants 
with vigorous growth habits over a greater soil area* thus making more 
efficient use of the total soil area involved* 
Similar results were reported by Aberg* Jdinson and Wilsie (l)« 
Two grasses and two legmes were grown alone and in all eombinatlons of 
two eaoh in spaoe-planted field plots, and 3 grasses and 3 leguiaes were 
studied in a similar manner under greenhouse omditions. The nitrogen 
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paroentagee were not significantly different for grassea grown in 
aeaociation with unf^ !';rcwn alone. The yield of roots in the 
greenliouse study was in agreement with gains or losses in forage yields 
of the crops grown in association* It was found that in no case in 
either the field or greenhouse study tos there a significant gain or 
loss in forage or root yields for both members of an association. Sig­
nificant gains or losses in yield for one crop usually resulted in sig­
nificant looses or gains respectively for the other crop in association. 
The significant gains in a crop combination usually were made by the 
moat Txgorous crop and the losses by the least vigorous crop. It -was 
pointed out that the responsu of crops in mixtures nas of i^e compensating 
type rather than mutually beneficial or antagonistic. 
Observing differenoes in yields of certain species of grasses and 
legumes when j^rown alone and in mixture xihl^^ren and iiamodt (2J concluded 
in their study that harmful root interactions may occur between VBrious 
species of pasture grasses and lenimos. They bellftve<1 that these inter-
aotiozis were profoundly influenced by environmental conditions. 
Other workers have found several species apparently v^ith different 
vegetative oharaoteristios growing together in natural plant comjnunit3,es 
Trithcut nctieeable competition* M a result of woric done in Hew York, 
Mggans (116) suggested that meadows should never be seeded to grasses 
alone even though a pure stand of grass is desired, A better stand is 
obtcdned if olover is included in the mixture, f«iontgomery (68) concluded 
that the legume root occupation of a deeper stratum of soil accounted 
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for the lack of competition •h«'b»»en timothy and clover prown in a mix­
ture, In studyinc the effect of the assofiiation of lep^umes and non-
legumes« Ellett« Uill and iiarris (32) oonoluded in the oase of bluegrass 
and white clover that the soil raoiature and nitrogen factors exerted more 
influence on the bluegrass than oould be derived from the assooiatiou 
with the ^ite clover. 
In Btudyin;;, the response of tluecrass -with different harvest treat­
ments and at different fertility levels HughoB (49) found that in eaoh 
of the four years during which the experiment ran yields were actually 
decreased by t<he use of nitrogenous fertilizer. It was felt that this 
•was an indirect effect reaultimr from the greatly increased vip^or of 
the grass in the early spring interfering with a satisfactory stand and 
growth of the clover. 
Pertiliser Treatments 
Vinall and V.il'kins (107) concluded in 1936 that it was difficult to 
form conclusion as to how fertilisers affect the ohemical composition 
of pasture herbage by an examination of the literature on this subject. 
In many of the oases cited in publications the botanical composition of 
the plant popufetion had bcTO altered by the fet-cilizer and this in turn 
had its effect on the oheinicai composition of the herbage produced. It 
would seem then by changing the date this quotation might be applicable 
at present. There are so many factors involved which are classified 
under either "olimte" or "soil" that it becomes difficult to evaluate 
ths erfeots of all of thom in a study of the ohe'nical compocition cf 
pasture forage# 
The results of Viiiall and Vilkins at boltsville, Larji'laad indicate 
ratiier definitely a significant increase in many of the elements, 
particularly protein, calcium, and phosphorus when fertilizer was applied 
to l entuo'n' hlue-^rass, ^'itropen applied in the fertilizer inoreasecl the 
crude protein 12 per cent* There was no increase in the protein content 
resulting from application of nitrogen to white clover. I^isregarding 
dry matter in 7 of the 9 forage oonstituenta there T.-aB a decrease result­
ing from nitrogen apnlications to the soil. 411 forms of nitrogen v/era 
included in these decreases but t!is largest increase of 11 per cent 
occurred in calcium. 
Favorable respozise to summer applications of nitrot^en vias obtained 
by Robinson and Pierre ^90) in a stiidy of the effects of nitrogen 
fertilization on permanent pastures cn esfenor«?land silt loara in -est 
Virginia. This favorable response v/as obtained only vihen soil moisture 
ms adequate. 
In studying clover in Florida Tlaser (lO) found tliat the soil must 
be supplied mth lime, phosphorus, potash and in sone oases other nutrient 
materlp.lso lie sugsests that winure be added for superior resalts 
and that light ap Jllcations of nitrogen may be sliijhtly beneficial. 
Soil types which were moist to wet during the fall, vfinter, and early 
spring ven best suited for growing clover. Low soils vhere iKater &CC\OT-
ulates for several weelcs but is fairly -srell drained d\irin~ the remainder 
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of the y.^ar were aatisfactorv. , iccd clover ''•.rowth was ohtainod with 
soil aoidity Muriin^ from a pii of 4«9 to a pii of 6.0 aiid above* 
Application of 600 pounds of superphosp^iate per aore proved most eatis-
faotory under Florida oonditiona. Blaser reported a slight increase in 
the yield of clover ydth 75 pounds of nitrate of soda in a complete 
fertilizer and the addition of lime. liowevwr, 300 pounds of nitrate of 
soda per acre ^ave lower yields* 
"illard aai licClure (11?) have reported that heai/y fertilisation 
•with nitrogen greatly deoreased the relative amount of under^jround parts 
of "blusKrEiss in a quantitative study of tops anti roots. The actual 
quantity of roots in the fertilized area -mas notably less than in the 
unfertilised area for a period after the fertilizer "was applied; but 
toward the end of the season the quantity of roots was very nearly equal 
in the two areas* Faynes ^46) famrl that an inorosse of roots near the" 
surface of the soil and a decrease cf roots below t'.vo inches was associated 
with surface applications of fertilizer in a study on Luchess loam near 
Sussex* New Jersey* Positive correlations were foxind between potach and 
root growth and phosphate at high phosphate concentrations, Tiie signif­
icance of an increase in root concentration near the soil surface in 
relation to the contiDi of erosion was noted, 
Fraps, et al* (36) studied the effects of fertilizer treatment on a 
Crowley clay loain on the chonical coraposition of the total forage and of 
carpet grass at Peaumont, Texas, Sodium nitrate produced a significeint 
increase in yield hut did not affect the chemical composit'on of the total 
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forage or of carpet grass. ?Airlate of potash had no effect upon either 
the yield or ohemloal oomposition. tiuperphosphate greatly increased 
the yield and the protein* phosphorio aoid« and liine content of the total 
forage and of oarpet grass. I'iine alone inoreased the yield of forage 
45 to 53 jper cent. It also Ineraased the protein* phosphorio aoid, and 
HTM in the total forage and in oarpet grass. Variations in yield and 
ohemloal eomposition veto much greater with different dates than vrith 
different fertiliser treatments* 
Blaser and utokes (12) found that the e&loium* phosphate* and 
potassiion content and the growth of carpet grass grown on a coastal plain 
soil -gms significantly better when a top dressing of lime and complete 
fertiliser were applied than with no fertilizer* The lime* phosphorus* 
and potash content was inoreased in plants when these materials were 
previously added to the soil in the produotion of oarpet grass* 
The deficiency symptoms and chemical composition of lespedeza 
related to fertiliser treatment were studied by blaaer, Volk and Stokes 
(13) on Leon Sirw sand in Florida. The caloium* phosphorus* potassium* 
and nitrogen oontent of oonison leapedeea samples during the early blocm 
stage was significantly inoreased by fertilization. Fertiliger treatment 
also inoreased the plant size. Phosphorus fertilizer inoreased the 
I^osphorus content of lespedeza. The increase of phosphorus in lespedeza 
was aocompanied by a highly significant increase in the nitrogen oontent. 
VAilte et al. (llS)^ reporting on the Jordan soil fertility plots 
over periods of 54 and 72 years at the Pennsylvania Agricultural Exper-
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Imenb Station, found that the adjaoent grassland areas in permanent 
grass for the same period showed in evsry one of the twnty comparisonB of 
the grassland soils* an increase in the nitrogen and organic matter 
lovel considerably above that of the fertilized plot soils. The only 
source of energy materials supplied the grassland soils since 1B67 was 
the sloughed off roots of grasses and weods. The Jordan plot soils 
which received biennial treatments of 48 pounds of phosphoric acid 
100 pounds of potash per acre since 1881 have maintained approximately 
the same nitrogen level as the plot soils which have been treated with 
heavy dressing of nitrate of soda, supplying 48 and 72 pounds of 
nitrogen per acre. 
It was also pointed out that at the end of several years the grass 
roadways on each side of tier 1 had "built up » nitrogen level 48,6 per 
cent above the average of the 36 plot soils which include 24 different 
trealanents. Ths grass roadway soils of tier 4 had a nitrogen level 20.3 
per cezxt above the plot soil which had received biennially 10 tons of 
raanuro aai a level 72,9 per cent above liie average of the S unfertilised 
plot soils, 
Leukel (56) stated that soil fertility affects the value of pasture 
plants only insofar as these factors are correlated with growth behaviour, 
grazing, or cutting practices and the effect of seasonal variations. In 
pasture plants which produce an entirely new plant system each season 
reserve foods are stored in the basal portion of the plants and then 
utilized when new top gxxttrth is produced. 
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The difforenoe in quantities of fertilizing constituents in differ­
ent soil areas does not olimys aocoimt for the differences in top growth 
production from sudi areas in all instances# Leukel pointed oat that 
•when pasture plants are passing through the roproductiw stage tliay 
cease to produce vegetati-ve plant parts. Gutting the top growth of such 
plants removes the reproductive parts and cauaos the plants to revert to 
the vegetative growth condition. To produce a pasture herbage of high 
quality, grasses must be in the vegetative growth condition. Fven when 
fertilized with nitrogen fertilizers, grasses will not usually remain 
vegetative throughout the season. Neither vdll nitrogen fertilization 
increase the percentage of nitrogen in the top growth for any ore 
pprticular "growth period, TJitrogen fertilization will often rnaintain a 
more vegetative condition of pasture plants for a period and produce more 
vegetative plant parts. 
In studying the seasonal composition and yields of pastures on the 
alluvial land pastures at the T^juisiare? State diversity. Lush (62) 
concluded that the addition of oomnercial nitrogen and phosphorus appar* 
ently had no effect on the yield or chemical cooposition of the forage. 
SEonples of vegetation representing the sarae growth period -wez*e quite 
similar in chemical analyses regardless of general, family or fsrtllizer 
used. Percentage of crude protein, moisture, oalcium, and to a less 
extent fat and phosjAiorus, decreased with advancing seasons. Percentage 
of crude fiber increased steadily from spring to fall. The distribution 
of rainfall, snaxitnwn and miniimun temperature, shading, continuous cutting, 
and intervals of cutting are factors considered by Lush as influencing 
the rat® of grairth aud consequent yield and composition of pasture 
veeetation durino the years 1930-1G37, Dry matter yields per acre were 
hx^;har in April and August than other growth periods viien pasture areas 
wore dipped at 30-day intervals for 8 years* However, the nxitidtive 
•ralue per 100 pounds of grass was W^rher in mid-sumner, lUish foMnd that 
the analji-ais of the dried pasture vegetation v/aa quite similar tc that 
of alfalfa hay. The protein content varied from 20 per cent in early 
sprin^^ to less than 12 per cent in late suminer* -^^t should be pointed 
out that these experiments were conducted on Sharkey clay on alluvial 
land ad,'5oininp; the levee of the ^'ississippi River. Tlie soil is neutral 
to alkaline in pH reaction and high in fezi;ility* 
Gray found tliat lime and phospiiate were limiting factors in alfalfa 
production on the Olivier silt loam at Baton Iouge (39). The plants 
on all plots not having oyster s'hell died after the first cutting although 
sosie received applications of 250 pounds and 500 pounds of superphos^ate. 
Creditable gains vrere made from superi^osphate when oyster shell "vvas 
added. Both Sparing and Fall sowings vere made. /ui application of 6,000 
pounds of oyster shell (or its equivalent in lime), 350 pounds of super­
phosphate end 100 pounds of muriate of potash per acre was suggested as 
a basic tx*eatment for this soil. 
In a greenhouse study of some perennial grasses liOvvoi*n (60) found 
that cutting treatment ajid soil fertility had greater influences on the 
yield of top growth than any of tl)e other factors included under high and 
low soil fertility levels cut every 10, 20 and 30 days, '^sing 10 and 15 
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hour day lerjgths, 85 degrees F,, and 65 degrees F» tempers tares« the 
yields of top growth at higher temperatures were In the descending order 
of dallis grass* bemuda, carpet and Kentucky bluegrass, The yields 
cf top growth at the lower temperature were In the descending order of 
dallis f^rass, Kentuclty bluegrass, bormnda and carpet. 
Frequent cuttings were more effective in red'icing yields of root 
growth than of top {jravth, ITie yields of top groivth were increased 
relatively more than wore the yields of root srowth by the fertilizer 
treatment. The j'ields of root grovrth at the higher temperature -were 
in the (^escendinc order of dallis crass, carpet grass, bemuda srass, 
.^rbd Kentuok:y bluegrass. Ihs yields of carpet grass roots ytexv not 
influenced by the fertilizer troatment. !l(j.elds v«ere geaer«.lly reduced 
moire by frequent cutting; at the hi^^her temperature and hir;her soil 
fertility level than at the loyrer teT^norature an? lower soil fertility 
level. From a practical standpoint Loworn cautioned that moat species 
•will require more careful management at higher levels of fertility than 
at lower levels if maxinwan production is desired. 
In a study of the mineral content of various clones of white clover 
gram on different soils Kcbinson ("9) found no relation betr/een the 
mineral content of the dunes and their ability to grov/ at low levels 
of lime and phosphate. Clones that -were relatively high in calcium in 
one soil were also relatively high in calcium in other soils. The results 
of the work of Pierre and Robinson (82) led them to conclude that the 
calcium content of a mixed herbage Is apparently deterrr.inot? largely by 
the botanical oonposition of the ^sture^ which in turn is related to 
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th« lime and fertilizer treatments. Vihite olover and some of the ooiamon 
weed< are muoh hif.hor in percentage of calcium than are the grasses. 
liVhen grown in association on a nmribflr of untreated and of variously 
treated plots, vnhite clover was found to average 88 per cent as hi^;,h in 
phosphorus as bluegrass, but 248 per cent higher in oaloium, Phos^dxorus 
fertilisation inoreased the phosfdicrus content of white olover an average 
of 10 per cent as compared with an average of 40 per cent for Kentucky 
bluegrass. 
iiiidgley (67) believed that plants were toaterially affected by the 
nature of the soil in ^ich they grow. If the soils are hi^ in available 
plant nutrients, it will be reflected in the chemical conpoeition of the 
plants and likewise in the performance and physical condition of the 
grasing animals, ^ince legumes contain more protein and mineral than 
the grasses it was felt that soils, by Influencing the botanical com­
position, indirectly affect the chemical composition of the herbeige. 
Fraps and Fudge (35) fouxid that percentages of protein and phos­
phoric acid were generally relatively high in bermuda grass and the pas-
palum species. Coxisiderable differences in chemical composition v/ere 
found among the various species of grasses. These differences were 
found not only among different genera but also among different species 
of the same genus, Advancing maturity greatly decreased -Uie percentages 
of protein and phosphoric acid in all species. This study included 
samples of 64 important species of grasses gi^wn at ^an Antonio, Texas, 
collscted on six dates covering a period oi' more than a year. 
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Five-year results on the monthly clipping of pastures ia Louisiana 
led Lush (61) to conclude tliat samples of ^rass repx'asenting the same 
growth period-were quite similar in chemioal ccKnposition regardless of 
species or j^enera or fertilizer. Garr and r<hoad (23) in their expert 
ijnenta on the irfiproveiisnt of pastures by the use of lime and chemical 
fertilizers aiid by seeding at Jeanerette* Louisiana during the period 
1932 to 1938« found that the influence of tJae different fertiliser treat­
ments became less pronounced as the experiment progressed. This waa 
evidenced by the fact that after R ypars the ren«ral flora was quite 
uniform. T}« plots -Here erased and the reeults meaeured by pounds of 
steer gain aid yield and botanical composition of the pasturage. Yields 
of forage were obtained by the paired cage method. 
There viae a close relationship betrraen the average steer gain and 
the forage yield per acre for each pasture. The experiment was conducted 
upon a black to gray coastal prtiirie soil known as Iberia silty clay 
loam and Iberia clay loam. The authors consider their results applicable 
to the heavier and darker soils viithin the gulf coast region. Keed 
and Sturgis (87) have found the Iberia soil series to be inherently high­
er in nutrients than those at the Baton Rouge Experimental station. 
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EXFERII®NTAL 
Materials and c>:ethods 
Pirelimlnary atudies 
Investii^tions on forage plants have been conducted for several 
years as a phase of the agronomio research of the Louisiana Agricultural 
Experiment Station. Eesults of these experiments in greater detail have 
been given elaevihere (35» 40» 41) • These tests have been conoemed -with 
variety and fertilizer tests and methods of establishment* 
In 1937 a reconnaissance was made of pastures aisd pasture plants 
first in the TSaton Kouge area and then throughout the state. Ten areas 
in -various parts of ii>ast Baton liouge Parish* representing as mazQr differ* 
ent -types of pasture vegetation as possible, were selected for observation, 
^ist and weight chart qtiadrat readings -nere made and specimens of miscellan­
eous grasses and herbs were collected* identified, and 'nounted. This 
naterial proved most helpful in the analysis of herbage in the present 
study* i'Vom some 500 charts mapped in the Farisii the areas iield by the 
different species and their relative abundaooe wore asoeirtainsd* i«.ta 
regarding life form nharacteristioe of the nlants end vmrifltions in 
habitat were obtained* An effort was made to group the different species 
aooording to the soil type with which they were associated* The height 
of the water table also appeared to be an important factor in determin­
ing the structure of the vegetation in an area* 
Some consideration -was ailvwn to the different msthoda of hei^age 
analysis as well as to tho size uf tho quadrats best adapted to use In 
the different plant ooiamuxiities. A fair proficiency in nappint, quadrats 
and evaluating vegetative cover was attained and suitable field equip­
ment vfaB devised. 
Twelve pariehas were included in the state reconnaiBaancej Saint 
Tamraaay in the cut-over area« Saint Lejidry and Lai-'ourohe in the oaxM area, 
Acadia in the rioe area, the Felicianas in the plains, Avoyelles and 
i'/iadison in the delta* Orant and laibome in the hills« and Caddo and 
Hatehitoches in the Hed li'iver delta area. Observations similar to those 
in the Paton. Bouge are© werw made over the State with the exception t^at 
more emphasis was placed on. chart quadrat napping and only plant specimens 
not previously encountered were saved and added to the oolloction, 
i^oil types and moisture appeared more than any others to be the 
factors determining tlie type of vegetation dominating an area. The most 
vjidely distributed grasses on most types of habitat as well as tiie ones 
of greatest economic iiaportance -were carpet and bermuda. grasses, with 
carpet bein^ the most abundant and universal in pennanent pastures and 
areas not recently cultivated. Other widely distributed •''orms -nere 
dalliSf vasey, poverty, needle, smut, and barnyard grasses and broom sodge. 
Ihe more valuable grasses,including berauda, were obviously fouixl on 
the more fertile lands and in^)roved pastures while broom sedge, needle, 
poverty, and smut grasses underlain with carpet sod made up much of the 
native pasture herbage in Saint Tammany, ^rant, and Claibox*ne parishes* 
Since inaoy of the pastures in the rloe area are fallowed rice laxid, a 
large population of amuals inoludinij orab ^raae was found, linleas 
frequent 'nowinp- %'jee practiced thoy had a tendency to "be weedy, 
I^spedesa waa found in each oi' the areas althouf^h it was more 
prevalent on the soils of low fertilit^o bthlte olOYsr was most abundant 
in Avoyelles, and central Louisiana atid on the more fertile areas over 
the state aa well as on the better drained areas in the cane section. 
Traces of bermuda grass were found in all areas although in some 
instances it t.'gs not observed until the sod was dug (Figure 2), Due to 
tlie humid region, very little bermuda grass seed is produced in Louisiana 
although seed steiiis car flowering culms are sent up constantly throughout 
the sumer. Seed samples collected in Soutli Louisiana showed practically 
no germination under tests conducted by the state seed analyst, while 
seed from Avoyelles parish r-anged from 0 to 8 per cent. Consequently, 
the phenomenal spread of bermuda £,rafis in Louisiaiui has been due 
pritnarily to its extensive vegetative growth (Figures 3 and 4)* ^toloz» 
from bermuda planbs often extended as much as 10 or 15 feet fran the 
plant (Figure 5)» The usual practice in Louisiana of planting soybeans 
in com reduces the growth of bermuda ^rass in the cultivated fields 
(figure 6). 
Excavations imde on the George L, Gayden plantation in Kast Feliciana 
I^rieU on solid lespedesa and carpet grass sod revealed a trace of bemuda 
grass present in the sod over the entire ar«a althoup;h it did not form a 
significant part of the herbage cover except when nitrogenous fertilizer 
Figur« 2, Carpet grass irith bermuda grass invading (Loft) rrher® manurs 
was applied. Goo. L, Oaydan Plantation, Gurley, La« 
Figure 3. Bermuda grass plant showing root 
system smd stolons. 
B e r m u  
-N. 
Figure 4. Close view of plant in Figure 3 
flhowin* rhiromea. 
Figur* 5» Bermuda gra«a migration 8hovri.ng 
length of stolons. 
Figujre G. Spj'-basms are grown in com fields on 
the more fertil® soils in Louisiana 
to saiother out bormuda gr&as and 
miscellanoCTjis weeds. W.T» ^y'olin 
Plantation, Karaburg, La, 
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was applied. This inforroatiou was glesined as a result of an observation 
that while the turf ia the entire pasture was lespedesa and oarpet i^ras8« 
practically solid bermuda ^rass sods in circular areas approximately 18 
inches in <1ia?r.0ter were scattered thrci^^iont, o'^vlo'isly the result of 
manure droppings from livestock (r"it,ure 7)» Excavations at one of these 
sites disclosed vigorous bermuda roots extending 33 inches into the soil 
belcw a dark green forage cover. Since bermuda grass was not apparent 
elsewhere and since bennuda seed was not usually viable had it been 
dropped with the manure, the presence of bermuda stolons and rhiBomss 
capable of dominating a well established oarpet sod within a few jnonths 
seemed worti^ of further investigation. Sod blocks were excavated in 
other areas ^yitllin the pasture and on each location and care was ezer~ 
cised to select only those areas appearing to be 100 per cent cai^t 
grass 30d. in 7Ji per cent of the observations traces of bemn'.da rhizomes 
and stolons were found. 
Carpet grass was not lei lied bade as readily in the fall by frost as 
was bemuda grass. It was found to furnish considerable grating duriiig 
mild periods of the south Louisiana winters in TAFourche Parish. Although 
severely graaed in pastures in the northern part of Claiborne Parish, 
a perfeot sod remained to offer z^sistonce to erosion. Unlike bemiuda 
grass, oarpet grass was easily killed by plowing in tests at Baton Kouge. 
The genniziation of seed and the subsequent establishment of les-
pedesa was given some study since it is an annual. Seedling oounts were 
made from January through JAay in the open fields in Kast Baton Houge 
Figure 7. Carpet grass turf with bennuda grass invadiag on spot 
(Center) vt^ere manure was applied, Geo. L, (Jayden 
Plantation, Gurley, La, 
Barish. It was found that some oi' the seed germioated throughout the 
vdutor duriOj^ ouonsional periodB of mild weatxier i;ut the seedlings were 
usually killed with subsequent frosts during January, ui iii the laat 
frost, usually ocpurrinp: in "Pe" runx*;,^, seed contlnuecl to germinate 
throu^^out the sprinji so tl^iat a satisfactory stand was usually obtained, 
Of 138 samples of lespedesa seed tested the average total germination 
was 84.6 per cent which included 31.3 per cent of hard seed. 
Dense growUis of vfclte clover wore found to cause serious injury 
to stands of lespedesa by shading when the two crops were grovm together 
unless the clover was ^^raKed heavily in, the spring. On the more fertile 
soils of Louisiana lespedeza was found to be crov;ded or shaded out by 
vigorous avowing perennial species vdiile on the less fertile areas on 
v/hich only a limited number of species were capable of becomiiig estab­
lished, lespedeea was fo^ind in abundance. Lespedeza was found to be 
quite effective in erosion control since it could invade clay subsoils 
on hillsides and areas from wiiich the top soil itad been removed as may 
be seen, in Fij^ures 8 end 9« 
•"••Jhite clover was found on ^.-^nrovod pastures throughout the state 
and in ccsttneroial production in Avoyelles and adjoining parishes in 
central Louisiana* It was found to invade the pastures and fields 
(Figures 10 and 11) in the southern half of the state where it raade up 
an important part of the vegetation during the winter and spring. It 
was very often found growing alonp; the roads ides and on the head-lands 
on the plantations in the delta v/hero moisture was plentiful. Vvhite 
Figur« 8, Loapadoza playod an important role in soil eroaion control, 
oanal out* Baton Rougo, La« 
Figure 9, Lespodosa paved the iway for Crotalaria, «ni^ other cover 
on canal cut. Baton Rouge, La, 
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Figure 10 • "White clo-ror invading 
pasture, Ben Hur Plan-
tatlon, Louisiana State 
University, Photogmph 
talcen May 19, 1940, 
Figure 11, "White clover invasion 
on land sown to oats 
in fall, ^en Hur Plan­
tation, Louisiana State 
University, 
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clover was seldcsa seen in a solid stand in pcLSturee^ but was usually 
found as a mixture witii grasses* 
It was tihouf;ht thnt tie nrodurttion of olover find leapedeza 
tof^ether \,vould fiimish two Ir rames throiif;}jout the year since one followed 
the other, iiowever, durin^i; our rscounaissance it was unoommou to find 
both growing luxuriantly on the same plantation during the sane calendar 
year. One or the other predominated and on the heavier soils it was the 
T/hite clover. On the Lintonia soils white clover was not found in 
abundanco and those plants ftound had a ^nuch less vigorous growth than 
those of the alluvial section. 
Ihe Paspalum speciesj including dallis and vasey grasses, were 
found to contribute materially to the forage of most pastures. Being 
bunch grasses they were seldom fftund In solid stands. Vasey was 
found to offer considerable competition to the sod-forming grasses, 
pai^icularly when the area was not mowed or grazed olosdly. Other than 
in improved pastures« da.lli8 grass was found mostly on the more fex^ile 
soils of the state. It Tiroduce*^ seed freely durinp: the summer Hrt only 
a small percentage of it was found to be viable. The samples of oom« 
msrcial seed tested geminated approximately 22 per cent. The more 
suocessful planters in different sections of Louisiana were consulted 
regarding their experiences and results vrith the establishmentj adapt-
ability# and length of life of the various pasture species under certain 
seedinfT and cultural practices nnd different levels of fertility. Partic­
ular attention was civon to the problems encountered and the criticisms 
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voiced regardinf, the defiolenoies of th«» pastures in each particular ai*ea. 
Tests conducted at Baton ^oii?re, LoMislana, on Lintonia silt loam 
soil, using 32 pounds or ir.ore of FgOg ccsupared viitli a d^ieck (no phosphate) 
resulted in good stands and heavyr yields on the phosphate plots compared to 
almost oonplete failure of clover on the no phosphate plots (I'igure 12), 
In another test where no phosphate, 50 pounds ^2^5* pounds of Pg^S 
were used, the yields the first year after seeding and fertilising showed 
increases of approximately 25 and 45 per cent i*e«peotively over the check. 
On the basis of the results of the extensive preliminary studies, 
it was possible to plan an intensive investigation of the most promising 
pasture plants for Louisiana, The selection of plants and the detemin-
ation of the nature and scope of the investigation viere based on the results 
of these preliminary studies# ii'lane were initiated and completed during 
1937 labile the seed bed for the plots VELS being prepared* 'i^he plots were 
planted in early 'f^ovemher of 1937. 
Experimental site 
This study was begun in the fjill of 1937 on an area which had 
been broken in the spring of 1937 from a cover of mixed grasses -jidiich 
had invaded .the area 10 years before, following fanning opemtions. 
The cover of the flat area -which Tiras plowed under ima composed of the 
following species I Andropogon virginicus L, (broom sedge), Aristida 
dlohotoma Michx. (poverty grass), Paspalum urveilli Steud. (vasey grass), 
Eragrostis eapillarls (L.) Nees (laoe grass), Sporobolus i'oiretii (Roem. 
Figure 12, CloTer plots, Perkins Hceci Farm Louisiana State University. 
Plota on left treated T?5th phosphate; plots on right 
untreated. 
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and Sohult*) Hitoho. (smut grass), Axonopus oompreasuB (Svurte) Beauv, 
(carpet grass), ond other misceTlflneoiis speoies, Tha aspect of this 
previous cover was mixud pjrairie of vviiicli oarpat ^rass was t^ia c^ilef low, 
sod grass conponent and broom sedge, vasey gross, aod smut grass vrere 
the chief tall {^rass oomponents. 
Besides climate and topography, soil characteristios have a direct 
influence not only on the productiveness , but also on the t^/pe of pasture 
plants vjhicli occupy a region. :\B was pointed out by Vinall (106) the 
land surface of the United wtetes is divided into seven lurge soil 
provinces. The site of this experiment is ia the red yellow podzolic 
great soil riraip which, when the Influence of climate vias ignored vas 
classified (?) as seventh or lowest in inherent nrody^tivit\r l>ecnuse 
those soils were more highly weathered than those of any other of the 
great soli ^roixpa, 
iccording to '"hantz and Zon (95) this region was originally a foi^st-
ed area with an oak-pine association pre^oninntinr:. The native herbaceous 
vegetation followin<i the lumberin^i operations was varied and consisted 
mainly of gmsses low in nutritive value such as broom sedge and poverty 
grassa Most of the pasture plants of importance in this region at the 
present time ivere introduced species including carpet, bermuda, dallis 
and •vasey grasses and lespedeza and white and hop elovers. 
Hie soil of tha plot area is Olivier silt loam (i'i^ure 13) which 
coinsists of a layer of brown ailt loam becoming somewhat lighter in color 
with depth and underlain at 8 inches to 12 inches by yellowish bro\m or 
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71 Rtdditn - Bro^n to Brcwnish > Groy Coottol Plom Soils Occupyir>g 
y Xiliy or Ro>ling Areoi onC Hovtng fted to Y«Uo« Fnob't, WeU 
OfOlntd Sub$oii>i OrongtDurg. Gr«tnvill«, Kirvm, ond Ruiror 5and» 
9ro«ni«?i - Groy CoQtlol Plain Soitt Occurring With Rolling 
o'Nd novino \%%% fnobU ond P«rmtott« fitddii^ or 
MoMftd Subcosit, Su$QU«honno, Bowit* ond Ru«tor>. 
BroAD *0 Block ond Gray Cooitol Ploin Strtom Bottom Seilt 
Dtrtved AMuvum from Local Uplondt, Ochleckon«t ond Bibb. 
LigM Brown to Sroy Lo«»$ioi Mi$*i»»ippi Bluff and Tvrrcc* SoUt 
t w»*h Reddifib - Brown to Groy P«rm«oble to Compoct lmp«rvioui 
•* SufiscJs; Vampnis, Granodo, Lintonio, Olivitr, and Colhour*. 
LigM - Brown *0 Groy Coottal Plom Soili with Gtnlly Rolling 
Topogrophy and MottUd R«d to Gray or Y«Uo« Plattic or 
Poorly 0reir>9d Subtoii«.-, Sutquohonno, Lufkin, Bowi«, ond Ncrfptk 
Groy or LigM ' Gray Flotwoodt Soilt Occurring m Plot ond UndolOfing 
Arooft ond hovmg Oroy Mottled or Yollow lmp«rm«obtt antf Poorly 
Drotn«d Subsoils; Coddo, B«aur«gortf, Hommontf« Mo^foU^ and Myott. 
Block to Groy Cooatol Proiria Soil* with Flot Topogrophy and 
hoving Y«llow to Motrlod Cray Imporviout Subsoilft; lb«rio« 
L.Ok« Chorttt, Crowlffy, ond Koty 
Brownish - Red Red River Bottom 5oii9, Miiitr, Yoholo, ot^d Porlfend. 
Cork-Bro«n to Gray Mississippi River Bottom Soils, Shorksy, 
Sorpy, ^^overl-y, ond Port«ond 
Tidoi Morsh 
Figure 13» Soil nap of Louisiana* 

•brovmieh yellow ellty clay. This passes below into a yellowish sllt:^' 
clay, faintly mottled with brown and sjray. 'Ihe lower subacil is rather 
compact and usually mottled yellow, yellowish brown* or rusty brown, 
and :ray or bluish ^ray (66), The pii value is approximately 6.2 with an 
exohaa^e capaoit:\i' of 11«5, chanr.es'ble "hasos of 4.4 end 62 per cent satur­
ation (0 7), Tlie ooil of the plot appeared unusually homOt;enoou8. 
Species and treatments 
The four speoies selected for study wer« Axonopus compregsus (Swartz) 
Reauv. (carpet ^rass), Cynodon daotylon (L») Pers, (berrnuda grass), Lea-
pedeza striata (Thunb») H. i- A. (lespedeza), and Trifollum repens L, (white 
clover)• 
Carpet ^raes is also known as "petit gaeon" by the i ronch of 
Louisiana. It Is a perennial creeping grass forming a dense close turf* 
It spreads by stolons which -row rapidly in the spring and from an abund­
ance of viable seed which is produced during the sumraer. i^arpet t;ra8B 
is a native cf the xest xadies. it was introduced into the united estates 
prior to 1832, according to Piper (84) and is now abundantly established 
on the coastal plain soils extending inlnnd to -irVRnsas, 
Bermuda r^nas is a perennial creapinr r.rasc fonnins: a dense sod. It 
spreads extensively by rhiEomes extending horisontally in all directions 
within the upper two or three inches of soil and from leafy stolons that 
creep on the surface. Vihile bemude ^rass is considered one of the most 
valuable perennial grasses, it is also considered one of the most pernicious 
weeds in the Sovith when allowed to spread in cultivated fields grown to 
orope requiring extensive and clean cultiTration. ilanaen (42) suggested 
that when berauda is used for pasturing the land nust b© plowed or disked 
eTTory few years because of the tendency to become "sod bound". Combs 
(26) concluded that bermuda would taVe care of itself under all con­
ditions where it was not shaded by other plants. 
Lespedesa is an annual, maturing seed from September until frost. 
It jfiakes comparatively little growth until late spring with the beginning 
of hi<»h temperatures. Accordinp; to T)odson, et al. (29) lospodeza vsae 
first as a oomneroial crop in Louisiana by Colonel J,3. "IcGehee 
of laurol Hill, about 1880« It'was brouj^ht out by Pieters (83) that 
its rapid spread through the ciulf iitates vias no doubt due to its prolific 
seeding; and to the nowrient of dnrinr* the ~'ar 'Petvmen the states. 
It was the conclusion of Akers and Vestovsr (4) that lospedeza was not 
a satisfaotoiy hay crop on the heavy soils in Mississippi, while Kinney 
and Kennej'^ (54) considered it the best leguminous crop for the improve­
ment of cheap lands in need of lime v/here expensive soil treatment is not 
practical. 
•""hite clover, also known as wMte Hutch clover, is a perennial 
sometimes appearing as an annual-with slender spreading and creeping stems. 
It spreads rapidly by stolons that creep on •ttie surface of the soil send­
ing down roots at the nodes on becoming established, and from seed which 
matures in the spring. The Louisiana strain of white oTover used in 
this study has shown merit in the coastal plain region an3 is used ex­
clusively in Louisiana. 
Fertilizer treatments consisted of PCa, P, NPK, and N v/hich were 
composed of the follovdng materials: NPK - 300 pounds of a complete 
fertiliser with a 4-12-12 formula; N - 200 pounds of nitmte of soda) 
P - 800 pounds of superphosphate; and PCa - 1,000 pounds of basic slag. 
The NPK and - applicatLona were made annually in the sprins, while the 
PCa and t fertilisers after the first year were applied ever;'^ four years 
in the spring* The first applications of all fertilizers were made in 
the fall of 1937 during seed bed preparation. 
Carpet grass, bermuda grass, lespedeza and v^iite clover were sovm 
alone and in combination with eaoh of the other species in ten seeding 
treatments during the period of liovember lU-15, 1937. i'he rates of 
seeding for the combinations vrere 15 pounds of carpet grass, 15 pounds 
of bermuda grass, 1?^ pounds of lospefleen p.nd B pounds of white clover. 
Yihen these were sown alone, twice the above rates v /ere sown. The seed 
'nas carefully -weighed for eaoh of the plots and hand sovm. In the 
mixtures the seed of each species was 'vraighed separately and sown sep­
arately in order to insure an eTren distribution. 
Planting; procedure and plot arrangement 
The seed was sown on a well prepared seedbed and raked into the soil. 
Original plans called for the use of a cultipacker after seeding. This was 
omitted, however, for fear that some of the seed might be carried over into 
adjoining plots. The seed of the clover and lespedeza -was inoculateci. &er-
mination tests were made and consulted in deteminiiig the seeding rate. 
60. 
As 16 shoTnTi in T ' l r -ure 14 a s'jTlt o'lct desiftn was used in which 
the fertilizer treataonta weire the wlioio ploLs and the seedirjii treatments 
were the subplots* There were 4 replioatione witii the 5 fertiliser treat­
ments, liaoh fertilizer plot ooxisisted of 16 subplots, 5 by 5 feet, 
and contained all of the 10 seeding oonbinations as shoim in 'i»ure 15. 
These consisted of one plot of eaoh of the speoies sown alone and 2 
plots vaion tv;o of the speoies were sown to;jether. There were 20 fertilizer 
plots consisting of 320 subpluto. ^or the speoies there were a total of 20 
replications each when sown alone and 40 replications when sown with an­
other speoies. The plots were clipped after the white clover produced 
seed in the sprin ; and again in the fall when the lesperieza had ^latured. 
Modifications in environraental factors 
The nature of the climate Is indicated by the data in Table 1 and 
i'i-'^xires IG, 1", 18 and 19, w^iich v/ero co-^n'lod fro-: the reports of the 
J,.J« l«partment of -orameroe (105) i<eather bureau, from observations at 
Baton Itouge, Louisiana. The 38-j,'ear average azmual temperature was 63° F. 
•with average monthly temperature of 53° F. for January and 51.7° F. for 
Julj' and J'ugust. The 88-year average annual precipitation of 53,3 inches 
is quite evenly distributed throuirhout tho year with July and i^ugust aa 
the wettest moriUis and •>epteinl)©r and wctober as the driest months. Over 
a period of 3C years there were 10, 14 and 13 days witli rainfall during 
the months of June, July and August respectively wliich coincides with the 
period of highest temperature, Tlie elevation at Faton louge, Louisiana 
is 60 feet. 
NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in sections in tPie 
following manner: 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH SMALL 
OVERLAPS 
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Figure 15. Section of field plan. Seeding treatmenti AA, carpet graesj 
CC, bermuda gmss} LL» lespedesa^ TT, irtilte oloveri AC» oc.rpoi; 
bermuda; AI^, carpet-lespodeiaj AT, oarpet-olover; CL, bommda-
leopedeza} CT, bermuda-ola7«r; LT, lespedeaa'clover* 
Table !• Sunraar;/ of annual olirnatolo •icnl data at Paton Kour^e, Louisiana 

























Uaximuni 79.7 79,5 78.3 73.3 78.5 79,0 73.7 79.2 
Minimum 57,9 58.1 56.0 6B.4 56.8 56.8 58.7 58.3 
Mean 6B,f5 6C,?i 66,1 6S.2 G7,7 67,9 .7 68.8 
Departure from 38-
year average 0.3 0,3 -1.9 0.2 -0,3 -0,1 0.5 0.8 
Highest 99 98 96 98 97 100 97 96 
Lowest 23 25 15 25 19 20 23 20 
Days 32® F, or 1©88 20 12 32 14 17 25 17 13 
Grovifing season - days 281 255 215 269 292 248 291 296 
Preoipitation • inches 
56.35 61.93 AzBxual 33.34 48.34 66.09 46.16 71.05 60.5 
Departure from 88-
2.64 year average -20.6& -10.96 7.6 -13.13 11,76 0.76 -2.94 
Lays wilii rain 121 135 115 130 124 99 126 123 
90 
70 
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Figura 16, Monthly deviations from the average tomporaturos 
for the years 1938«*4l at Baton Rouge» 
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Figure 18, Monthly deviation3 in rainfall and days with rain from the 
aver&goa for the years 1938-41• 
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Figure 19, Monthly deviations in rainfall and days with rain frcsn the averagoa 
for th9 years 1942-45, 
It is reoogalzod that climte is the chief factor eoveming the 
distribution of plant epecioa over the ea^t^l. Tho effectiveness of 
the annual rainfall varies with the relation of the rainfall to the 
eimporation, iniomthvuaite's classification (103) of climate jives an 
excellent concept of precipitation and tenperature for studies of plaxit, 
soil, and agronomic relationships. Therefore, it is of interest to show 
Tjrfiere the site of this present investigation would fall in this classifica­
tion, Indices of effective precipitation are 'iiope satiafactory than total 
rainfall fie^res. The basis of the moistiiro provinces are the indices 
of precipitation effectiveness (P/e Index). The Humid jaloisturo i'rovince «» 
B, capable of supporting a forest type of vegetation would bo the province 
within which this sit© would fall. The P/s sub-provinces u'ere deteminod 
by the relation that existed betiwen the Trider and the sum of tho F/fe 
ratios and would be "Subtype - r"» indicating; adequate rainfall in all 
seas ons « 
The ten^jeratura provinces fvere compiled on the temperature effect­
iveness indices (T/4i Index) of only temperatures of more than 32° F. 
The >3ite for this study would be in the Mesothermal Province - B*. The 
T/fe sub-province was a ratio of the sum of tlie three summer T/t ratios 
to the total indices times 100 which gav» a percentage figure. "Sub-type -
a*^ is tho sub-province within whidi these investigations were carried out. 
In suinmaxy, then, the invBstigations of liiia paper were located in a humid, 
mesothermal climatic province with "adequate rainfall at all seesona". 
69. 
Methods of determining plant reaponse 
iterba^e. The selection of a method or combination of njethods of 
determining the response of the plants to the growth conditions of the 
site* in pure 8eedinp;s and in oo^nbinations, Tsas hased on a careful, coo-
parative of the habit of rrowt^" of the four species to bo eTOluated. 
first glance, there is a marked contrast between the difi\ise growth 
habit of the legumes and the lower inat-lilce, turf-forming habit of the 
two grasses. However, thex*e are two sets of oonbrQ.sting conditions, 
besides fertility level, which materially affect the growth habits of 
the four plantst close or open stands, pure sendings or Tirfcures. It 
was also necessary under the lonj^ growing season of the experiments to take 
into oonsideration the comparative stage of development of the four species 
in attempting to eveluate their role Rnd Imoortance In pastures during the 
entire year. 
Although the usual uprij^ht, diffuse i-jabit of tlie laspedeza und the 
half prooumbent diffuse habit of the whit© clover differ greatly from 
the usual close growing turf-forming habit of the two grasses, all four 
of the species may assume a low procumbent, mat-like fom in sparse stands 
where bare aress are aval lable for invasion. Conversely, both bermuda 
and carpet grass, although sod-foming grasses, have enough stems 
growing partly upright ••iien in mixtures with white olover and lespedesa 
to prevent any perceptible reaction from shading by the legumes. Under 
Erasing conditions or clipping the growth habit of the four species is 
more nearl?/ similar. In the experiments, the clipping of the nlots at 
four inches in May and Uotober had the effect of keeping the plots in a 
aiiBulatsd pasture condition* 
It was not possible to use the simple count list quadrat method to 
evciluato the gi'uss oovor in the plots because it was impossible to deter* 
mine the number of plants covering a given area of a quadrat. This metiiod 
v/ould also not be practicable for the two legumes becaiise the plants of 
even the same species varied greatly in size* 
llie density list quadrat method showed too much variation amon^ the 
results of several workers and of the same v^orkxir under different con» 
ditlons and could not be checked* The ai^a list method based on per~ 
centaje of g;rouiri cover -was not usablo becfluse the (ground cover density 
of the two legumes did not j^ive a true indication of Hie size of the aroa 
covered and dominated by these plants. Althou4;h it -was well adapted to 
definite area measurement of smll mat-like units of the four plants, it 
•was difficxilt to use in measuring large irregular shaped units of the two 
grasses. 
After comparison of possible methods a modified chart list method 
was selected as the chief nsthod to be used (Figure 20)* The size of tlie 
quadrat decided on was one sixteen^thousandth of an aore« approximately 
one-fourth of a square ireter. The inside measurement of the quadrat freiae 
was 19*8 inches. This size was well adapted to use i.n the STnall 5 by 5 
foot plots which were large enough to eliminate border effect and small 
enoui^h to reduce the plot area as much, as possible in favor of inureaiied 
soil homogeneity* The quadrat was located equidistant from the sides of 
the plot* This aAitrary location of the qupdrat eliminated the personal 
Figure Z0» Utilizing tho modified chart li«t quadrat method on 
oanal cut during preliminary studies. Baton Rouge, !«.• 
faotor and guarded against border effect. 
The quadrat fraioe waa divided into 25 units, five on a side, 
ponaanently to form a ^rid for cliarting low vegetation or temporarily 
witli 12 rods -where tiie vegetation was higher. The top of the quadrat 
tvas oriented to the north to insure a oiianoe of reoheoking the vegetation 
vri-tJi the chart. 
In order to trace the doveloproent of the vegetation of each quadrat 
over a period of years the g^uadrats were made permanent by the use of low 
metal stakes at tiie upper left and tiie loiver ri^ht iiand comers, iiihen 
charting, cord was stretched across the plot area in line with the stakes 
to facilitate the location of the quadrats, '^Tflinp: a limited plot area 
and the same quadrat each year liad ti;e advantage of reducing the nuitber of 
quadrats for an adequate saaple. however, extreme care was necessary to 
prevent undue disturbance cf the vegetation in the plot and quadrat. 
The area covered and domimted by the plants of each species was 
charted directly on engineer's graph paper, ruled 100 squares to the square 
inch. I'.hero tivo or more plants occupied the parts of tlie saaie area, it 
was proportionately divided on the chart. The area dominated by each 
species was computed on a percentage basis by tlie use of a planeuieter 
or by counting squares. The use of the chart list quadrat in this raanner 
to obtain percentage of airea results instead of its usual utilization for 
a graphic representation of vegetation is a modification made because of 
the specialised mture of ti» vegetative cover. 
•'S. 
Although some chart quadrat raadinge were made in the various plots 
of certain fertilizer and seeding treatments at different seasona of the 
year when speoifio information was desired, the chart quadrat data present* 
ed in this 8-year study haire been, for •the most part® those napped during 
June of each year. It was recognized in plannim; the experiment that 
there vould be no time during the year when all the species would be at 
thieir peak of growth, yet it was realized that the readings for all the 
species would need to be made at the same time if a ooncrete picture of 
their associations was to be obtained. 
Yshilo the cover of the grasses studied remained relatively in a 
vegetative state of growth throuiihout the growini^ season, white clover 
made its maximum growth in the spring and lespedesa in the late svomner. 
It was decided that June would "be the month durinp; the year when the four 
species might be fairly well represented in the herbage cover. Although 
the vegetative growth of clover was not at its peak in June, the oover 
was fairly representative of the area hold by clover during the previous 
months. The lespedeza seedlings had become well established and the 
plants had made substantial growth viiich outlined to a fair degree the 
area covered by lespedeza during the year. The stage of growth of the 
different species on June 10, 1940 is shown in Figures 21 and 22* It was 
felt that the olover cover was penalized the moat and lespedese to a less 
extent by the Juns reading. However, because a considerable area of 
olover oover is produced in berauda grass sod during the latter's relative 
dormancy during the winter, it was believed that the June mapping of 
olover cover would fairly mpresent the contribution that olover made 
74. 
Figure 21, Stages of groivth of (A) bemuda graas, (B) carpet 
grass, (c) Isspedeza, and (D) white olover on 
June 10, 1940, 
Figure 22, (leneral view of N plots (left), NTK plots (right). 
Note better clover cover on clover plots at right. 
75. 
to the pr\8t(ire for -Hi© year, leapedeea has a dlsad-wintage of 
oomplote establishnient from eeed eaoh oprin^, the early Pebruai^' devel­
opment of the seedling before the grasses have made much growtii does 
make it possible for this species tc be fairly well represented on an 
area that is held by sod-fominp; grasses, 
'Inder the oonditions of this investif.ation two of the most valid 
criticisms of the oha.rt list quadrat method were greatly reduced. The 
first of 'tiiese is that the method is laborious and tlmeooonsuming. 
The comparatively large unit area covered by a plant or i;;roup of 
plants of eaoh of the species beins; inveatiptated materially reduced 
the number of individual areas to be charted on a mwdrat. The use of 
a small quadrat reduced by at least three-fourths the time necessary 
for ohartini?, viittiout materially decreasing the aoouracy of the results. 
The second of those criticisms Is that the chart quadrat may some­
times yield inaccurate results. The plants invostif^ated, especially 
bermuda and carpet grass« were characterized under the oonditions of 
the experiment by very definite vegetation unit borders, Tliis fact made 
them easy to chart. The oompaotness of growth of the plants for the 
most part oliotlmted the charting of bare areas within the larger areas 
covwrod by vegetative units. The definite charting of the vegetation 
by a carefully trained worker was frequently checked by the invest!rjator. 
The olip board on a shojrb stand was placed at the side of the quadrat for 
easy charting. 
The point list quadrat was used as an added cheoic of the results 
of the chart quadrat method (Figure 23). The points were applied to eadi 
Figure 23• Device used in the point list quadrat method 
plot vilich was charted. The reanIts vrez*e determined in porcenfcage of 
vesetatlve never of each of the four specieB atudiad and of niisoellaneouB 
species, Sohict part of the s-nall di,sore];>anoy betwean the reei'slts of thia 
method and those of the chart quadrat method inay be attri' utable to the 
fact that the results of the point liet rnethod are exact only to -within 
ten per cent. 
It TMRS thmTi^ht edTisable to e'roluate the yiold of the com-
pcnonts of the experimental pasture plots on a yield basis by tic use of 
the v;eight list jiiethod# Ihe size cf quadrat waa one four-tl)ouB£indth 
of an acre, approxirrately a square meter, -^oth greon and dry weights were 
talcen but the YIFLLD ITOS detei^ine'^ on n 'Hasis. "otanical 
soparw-tions were made of the forage to detemino tho relationship of the 
yield cf the plants of individual species to the area covered. Although 
weight list data may be questioned as criteria for evaluetinG pasture 
plants, the data are valuable supplements to the chart list data in 
furnishing inforration on the coptporatix'e yield of conpetltlv© species. 
Hoots . Considerable diff'c. Ity-pifls cncoimtored in p-cavatin-; the 
root systems for nore intensive studj--. jVfter a few preliminarj'- excava­
tions the soil block washing method of Pavlochenko (75) was tried. 
The technique finally developed was a combination of those followed 
by PavlochonW., '"-eaver (lO*!) and Sperr\' fDP). Fxcavntion vjng rrade 
around tho block, 20 by 20 inches and as deep as it was necessary 
to go to include practically all of the roots U igur© 24). 
Figure 24. Soil block exoaration utilising ic« pick 
in locating roots. 
The exoav&tiou aroiuid ths blooic at' soil aixi roots was sufX'iciently large 
to permit men vdoxicing. /iB the ezcawtlon proceeded to a depth whore but 
few roots v/ere found in the soil exoavated, ioe plcrVs were used around 
the base of the block working tor^uurds the center* Jiihen any appreciable 
quantity of roota was enoountered, the exoavation was oontinued to a 
greater depth (Figure 25)• This procedure was oontimed until the proper 
depth 'twas attained vdien the soil beneath the block was remcved (i'lgure 26). 
A suitable sling reinforced with rope was devised for removing the block 
from the pit. This was aooonplished with the aid of a block and tackle 
suspended frtan a portable tripod above the pit (Figure 27). She block 
was hoisted sufficiently high to psnoit a trailer to be backed under it. 
It was -then loaded on its side into the trailer and removed to the wash­
ing si-be nearby. 
Kemovizig the soli from the roots was -time-consuming, being accomplished 
with the aid of ioe piok8« to remove the bulk of -the soil sparsely inhab­
ited with roots, and a generous flow of vwter (Figures 28 and 29). A 
series of soreens collected trie fine roots hro-ren off durinis the -washing 
operation. V.hen the soil was r«r>ioved, the plants were separated accord­
ing -to species from observations of the above ground portions of the plant. 
This separation -was a difficult prooess. To avoid breaking off and -thus 
losing -the identi-ty of the tender fibrous roots a series of -washing, 
floating, and handpicking operations was required. Ihe roots wore then 
cut from tliG abo-ve shoots of tho plan-fee and tho roots and -tops were oven-
dried and weighed for determination of root-shoot ratios. Measuroments 
figure 25. Root study continued; foUowing roots 
down. 
Pigur® 26. Preparation for removal of soil block 
Figure 27, Final removal of soil block. 
Figure 20, Pinal irraehini^ of rootn after rjoil had been 
rotno'red Tfitri the aid of ice p-nl-s and wntor. 
Figure 29, Close vievr of roo-fco ahoTm in Figure carpftt erase roote 
from 95"^ cover, root of Pumex cri.spris L, in center. 
65. 
Figure 30« Bermuda grass roots permeated the soil 
for several feet. 
regarding tho loncjth of the roots and the irelative area they oocupied 
were made at intervals throughout the entire operation from the pit to 
the lahoraton;, 
V.here piraotically solid stands v/ere onoountered, 6 inoh sections 
were out off from the soil blook at right angles to its depth, "beginning 
at the base. The eoil was then removed from eaoh section over fine screens 
pnd the roots oollected* In this ease the total roots •were co-^OBred f/lth 
the total tops of the sample. The relative anount of roots at G inoh 
depths mis thus secured* 
The extreme depths attained by a few roots isas of interest (i-irjure 
30)» However, the concP'rn Ves'dfts wsichts pnd root-shoot ratios 
was in the relative area where most root r,ro;\'fcl) v/ps rnnde ond the absorb­
ing depth of the laass of roots. 
Results 
Differential response of speoies based on herbap;e studies 
liy individual years. 1938 — ihe data on the vegetative cover ob­
tained in 1933 for tiie 2 (grasses and 2 legumes groiraa alone and in, all com­
binations aro summarized in Table 2. The vegetative cover for bemuda 
grass Tiaa the highest of all speoies for all fertility levels. It was 
somewhat hir;her on the MFK plots with an average of 74 per cant, ITie 
lit'K plots som to benouda alone aver&j^ed (35 per oent oovar of bcrmuda 
grass. The vit^orous (growth of benauda ^rass wita an average of 64 per cent 
for all seeding oombinations and fertility levels reflected to some degree 
87. 
Table 2, Effect of fertilizer treatmonts on the herbage cover 
of the 4 species when fioim alone* in association 
with each of the other species, and when invading, 
for the year l!^38 
Crop sovm TV^rtllizer treatment 
PCn t f t J 17 : None t Average 
Percentage carpet rasB cover 
Carpet 75 71 78 75 70 74 
Carpet-bermuda 40 46 30 36 26 36 
Carpet«l98 padesa 45 40 55 49 43 49 
Carpet»"clover 36 38 68 59 61 52 
Average 49 51 58 55 51 53 
Irnrasion - average IS 16 18 18 20 17 
PeroentaKe bormuda pjrass cover 
Bermuda 62 67 85 74 80 74 
Bermuda-carpet 49 45 66 60 63 57 
Bermuda-lespedasa 54 52 75 66 64 62 
Bermuda-clover 57 50 70 68 62 61 
Average 56 54 74 67 67 64 
Irnrasion - average 31 29 14 24 20 23 
Percentage lespedeza cover 
Leapedeza 50 48 65 46 57 53 
Les pedesa-oarpet 26 16 14 21 12 18 
l^spodeza^bermuda 31 31 2 10 11 17 
Leepedeza-cloirer : 43 40 60 43 48 47 
Average 37 34 35 30 32 34 
Imraaioa • average 6 13 IS 15 s 11 
Beroentafie clover cover 
Clover 47 24 10 5 8 19 
Clover-carpet 11 12 3 6 5 7 
Clover-be muda 18 19 3 3 4 9 
Clover-lespedesa 15 15 3 S 4 8 
Average 23 18 5 4 5 11 
Invasion - average S 3 2 1 3 2 
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the good standB obtained from saedlag. The ability of bermuda to Invade 
the plots other than those where it was soua wus shorn by the average of 
23 per oent of bermuda grass for all fertility lovels in all the plots# 
Tlie difference between fertility ip-ffoln -was not signi ficant since an avorage 
of 67 por oent of bermuda cover cxscurred on the unfertilized plots. t\irther-
more, where bermuda grass -was soma alone on the unfez*till£eu plots an 80 
per oent bermuda grass cover was recorded. These data reflected the 
vigorous growth made by bermuda grass during its first year of estab­
lishment. Apparently sufficient nitrogen and other plant nutrients were 
present in the soil for the development and growth of bermuda seedlings. 
Although slightly loner, the vegetative cover of carpet grass was 
very similar to that of benaada grass for the different fertility levels. 
lliat good stands of carpet grass were obtained yms shown by an average 
of 53 per cent of carpet grass for all plots sown and for all fertility 
levels. An average of 17 per oent of carpet grass was produced in all 
the other plots not sowu to carpet grass for all the fertiliser treatments. 
Lespedesa showed no response at the different fezi;ility levels in 
1938, with an nveraf;e of 53 per rent of lospedeza in all plots -where les-
pedeza was sown alone, 'ihe breatsst cover from the seodini^ co-nbinations 
was an average of 47 per oenk of lespedeea obtained from the plots vrhere 
lespedesa and clover had been sown. The invasion of lespedesa into the 
plots not sown to this species was not great, being 11 per oent for all 
treatments. 
The percentage of cover of clover was the lowest of all the species. 
The highest yields were obtained from the tXa and P plots« but the clover 
oover for all plots sown at the different fertility levels was only 11 
per cent, x'here viae only a traoe of viiiite olover iu the plots not sown 
to tdiite olovor. There were very few wBeds in ttie olots durirr the first 
yaar. The parcentage of vegetative cover of "liscellaneous species other 
thEin those ecm« for all the plots, ms only 3 per cent* 
The 1938 results would appear to reflect seeding treatments leather 
than fertilizer treatments« Highest yields for eaoh species vrere obtained 
when the species weire sown alone. This •was follo'wed hy consistently lower 
percentages of vegetative cover v;hon the species were soum in combinations. 
Table 1 and Figures 16 and 18 indicated that the olitaatic factors 
in the sprias'W®^® favorable for the grosrbh of forage crops. Temperotures 
vrare above the average for I'ebjruary and March and the rainfall -sms 
sufficient for plant growth. Considering the year as a whole, there TTO,S 
a deficit of 20 inches of rainfall -which was most critical in ^'ay and 
during the fall. The gro^vio^ season, (between frosts) consisted of 281 
days. There were 2U days during the year with temperatures of 32° ];'• or 
less. 
The effect of the various fartilizor treatments on the establishment 
of the different species during 1950 and 193S is shown in Figures 31 and 32. 
1939 — The percentage of vegetative cover for 
eaoh crop grown alone and in combination for 1939 is shown in Table 3. A 
significant response to NFK and N as shown in the percentage of bermuda 
became apparent in 1939. Great losses from the 193^ bermuda cover were 
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Figures 51 and 32, Effect of various fertilizer treatments on 
establishment of different species during 
1938 and 1939. 
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Table 3. Effect of fertiliser treatments on the herbage cover 
of the 4 species when sown alone, in association irith 
each of the other speoies, and -sriien invading, for the 
year 1939* 
Crop sown Fertiliser treatment 
PGa 1 P 1 NPK 1 N t None t Average 
Pereentapie carpet pjrass cover 
Carpet 78 81 67 64 75 73 
Carpet-bernuda 60 56 41 48 62 53 
Carpe t« les pedesa 65 68 59 46 58 59 
Carpet-cloTsr 64 66 66 63 69 66 
Average 67 68 58 55 66 63 
Irnraaiozi • a-rorage 39 38 32 32 42 36 
Psroentage berauda grass cover 
Bermuda 42 34 65 53 25 44 
B ermuda-carpet 11 20 42 37 18 26 
Benmida-Isspedesa 25 27 45 47 22 33 
Bermuda-olover 20 25 48 41 20 30 
Average 25 27 50 45 21 33 
Invasion •> average 8 7 19 25 9 14 
PercentaKe lespedesa cover 
Lespedesa 32 37 21 12 42 29 
Leapedesa-carpet 24 10 20 22 12 18 
Lespedesa-bemuda 19 26 21 14 22 20 
Lespedeza<-olover 23 13 18 14 20 8 
Average 25 22 20 16 24 19 
Invasion - average 9 13 11 12 11 11 
Percentage clover cover 
Clover ze 34 20 17 17 25 
Clover*oarpet 25 22 6 7 10 14 
Clover-bemaida 32 27 8 10 8 17 
Clover-lespedeta 24 29 10 13 12 18 
Average 30 28 11 12 12 19 
Invasion •> average 2 4 1 2 1 2 
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'bemuda grasa remained highest on the plots 90m. alone as eompared wi-tii 
those sown in oombination with the other species, this was little more 
than half the area ccnrered l}y hermuda on the bermuda-alone plots in 1938 • 
The average peroentage of bemuda ^rass for ail scum at all tlie 
fertility levels mas 33 per cent as compared with 54 per cent for 1938, 
The invasion of 'bermuda grass into th© nlots not sowi to this species 
averaged 14 per cent as coanpared with 23 par cent in 1938. ^is was the case 
with the plots sown to bemuda, nnioh of the bermuda cover from invasion 
occurred on the and plots. Thus *bhe abilxt^ of beniiuda grass to 
invade the other plots not sown to it was limited to the plots containing 
nitrogen and tlPK. 
The vegetative oover for carpet grass was the highest for all species 
at all fertility levels, although there were no significant differences 
for the fertiliser treatments. ii^Mle the percentage of carpet grass in 
the plots sown to carpet alone averaged 73 Fer cent, this was but slightly 
more than that obtained from the plots where carpet was sown in combimtion 
with other species. The average of all plots sown to carpet grass at all 
fertility levels was 63 per cent in 193^. i^ot only was the percentage of 
carpet grass high on all the plots sown to this species with a different 
seeding combination, Kit it alsr invaded the other -olots to a considerable 
degree with an average of 36 per ceut. This was as much as that made by 
bermuda in all the plots on rhich bermuda was sown and about twice as 
much as that isade by bemuda on the plots where bermuda was not sown. Ihus, 
it may be seen that bemuda grass and carpet grass exchanged positions of 
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relative ar«ai oo-ror in 193l> iVom those held hy tho two speoies in 1938. 
The percentage of carpet grass in the plots sown and not sown was sosenhat 
leas on the WK and 'T nlots which mere the only two fertilizer treatmonts 
in vfhioh the bermuda showed a favorable respoisse. 
There were neither signirioaut differenoes in the percentage of les-
pedesa cover at the different fertility levels nor from the seeding oam^ 
binations except from those plots ishere leapedeza •was sown alone, TJiere 
was an average of ^ per cent of lospedeza on all the plots sown to les-
pedesa alone at all fertilii^ levels as compared to 19 per cent for all 
plots where lespedeza was sown in all combinations and fertility levels. 
There was an invasion of 11 per cent of lespedeza into the plots not sown 
to this species, /iS a *ftiole, the percentage of lespedeaa for 1939 not 
only showed no response to the different fertility levels but apparently 
was not influenced by the significant change in vegetative cover of 
oairpet and bermuda grass in their conpetltive struggle for the larger 
areas in the plots. 
The percentage of vegetative cover of clover in 193r> tos slightly 
hijcher for all the plots sown to this speoies at the different fertility 
levels with an average of 19 per oent. Favorable increases in clover were 
obtained from tha PCa and P plots as was the ease in 1938. Very little 
clover was found in the •olots not sown to clover. 
The percentage of vegetative covor from miscellaneous species other 
than those sewn for all the plots was 8 per centj which was mors than twice 
that for 1938. -t^s a iriiole, the plots having no fertiliser treatment con-
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taiood a greater peroentage of vegetation of mlBoellaneouB speoles than 
did the plots n:iven dlffex^nt fertilizer applioationB, The 1939 results 
indicated the need for nitrogen by bermuda in order to hold significant 
areas covered in 1938* There vjaa a significant response to phosphorus by 
clover* 
Although there ws a deficit of 10 inches of rainfall in 1959» the 
defioit urns fairly well distributed throu^^hout the year and there -were 
o 
1^5 days with rain* 'ihere were but 12 days with temperatures of 32 F* or 
less while the growing season oonsisted of 255 days* 
1940 The performance of the different species 
vinder the various ferfeiliiy levels during 1940 is shown in Table 4* The 
percentage of vegetative cover of bermuda grass continued its donnward 
trend in 1940 with an average of 12 per cent for all plots sowa to bermuda* 
which was not more than the bermuda mapj^d from the plots that had not been 
sonn to bermuda. The growth of bermuda grass was practically limited to 
the NPK and tihe N plots, with an average of approximately 25 per oent for 
all plots receiving these fertilizer treatments regardless of mihether ber­
muda iiad been sown. 
The percentage of carpet grass tn 1940 was approximately half that 
for the previous year. The averaf^e for all nlots sown alone and in seeding 
oombinations was 27 per oent, which Tjiy h® oonpared to 63 per cent for 1939. 
A slight raduotion in vegetative cover of carpet grass ooourred for all the 
npk and tho plots regardless of the seeding treatments* There was as 
Biuoh carpet grass on the plots not receiving fertiliser treatment as there 
was on ar^ of the plots receiving fertiliser* The average of 27 per oent 
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Table 4« Fffeot of fertilizer treatments on the herbage cover 
of the 4 Bpeoiea v,hen sown alone, in assoeiation vrith 
each of the other species, and iirtien inTOdin!:^ for 
the year 1940 
Crop sofwa i'^ertiiiaer troatment 
• « PCa t P * ; t l^lone t  Average 
i 
t Percentage carpet sraas cover 
• 
Carpet s 30 37 13 20 40 29 
Carpot-bennuda J 30 43 20 21 20 30 
Carpet-lespedeza t  7 34 17 23 26 21 
Carp«t-olover i 
« 
40 16 34 19 25 27 
C 
Average i  29 33 22 21 30 27 
Invasion •• average i 27 27 16 17 29 23 
t 
• 
Percentage bermuda f^rass cover 
• 
Bermuda t 4 9 25 24 10 14 
Permida-carpet s 3 1 27 30 4 13 
Bermuda-lespedeza : 1 7 32 21 5 13 
Berniuda-clover * 1 4 17 14 3 9 
1 
Average : 2 5 25 22 ti 12 
Invasion - average t  1 4 22 25 3 11 
• m 
m 
Percentage lespedeza cover 
• 
Lespedeza t 24 19 31 12 24 22 
Lespedeza-carpet t  35 18 25 11 20 22 
liospedesa-^erinuda i 12 22 27 7 12 16 
Lespedeza-olover : 14 20 15 11 15 15 
Avewige i  21 20 25 10 18 19 
IttVBSion - average : 13 12 10 9 11 11 
t 
• 
Perconta?::® clover cover 
• 
Clover : SO 17 25 21 20 23 
Ulover-oarpet : 31 28 18 19 18 23 
Clover^erniuda i  29 24 20 24 18 23 
Clover-lespedeza t  
m 
24 12 14 5 17 14 
• 
Average t 29 20 19 17 18 21 
Invasion - average i 
1 
25 11 7 5 10 12 
of oarpet grass for all plots sown to carpet grass was quite similar to 
the average of 2S per cent for all plots not sown to Hie species. 
The lespedeza oovar was not significantly modified hy seeding com­
binations or fe2i:ili2er treatroents, althou£;h there was a slight depression 
from the iH treatoionts on tiia ^lots sown to lespedesa* The plots seeded to 
lespedesa continued to have more lospedeza than did those that vrere not 
seeded* Lespedeaa produced practically as rmsch •ropetati've ccror -wher. grov?n 
in combination vjith each of the other species as it did whon Bovm alono. 
The vegetative cover of olover isas soraevAiat higher in 1940 than it 
Vflfts in previous years, particularly when grovm In conbination with the 
other species and also -when it was not sonn. There was little response 
from tJie fertility levels except from the PCa treatment. The manner of 
seediuG did not modify the olover cover although it was 8lit,-htly less vrfien 
the species was grown with lespedeza* V^ile there was an increase in 
olCTvar invasion* the increase remained soinevdiat lower than the olover 
cover on the sown plots* 
There was a great increase in 1940 of the vegetative cover of nisoellan~ 
eous species that had not been sown. This cover averaged 35 per cent of 
all of the 320 plots and was more than that of any one of the grasses or 
legumes used in the seeding treatments* I*Io significant response to 
fertility levels or seedinr; co-'nlntitions was dbservec!, 
1940 marked the first year oi' the experiment in vriiich the species did 
not produce a higher percentage of vegetative cover when sown alone thfoi 
when sown in ooinbination with eadh of the other species. It was likewise 
the first year in which the grasses produced practically as much cover on 
the plots that were not sown to that species as was produced on 
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the plots 80VH1 to ihe same speoias. It miprht be oonoluded that at the 
nnd of t!ie tMrd year the effect of seedinj; had toeome less 5.Tnnortant in 
deterainiaii the percentage cover of a species in the plots. 
As is shown in '^'ablo 1 and figure 16 exoeptio:iaHy low tei-^eratares 
ocourred during JanuHrj' followinf^ a mild 3^'ecembor and continued to a 
lesser dep:ree durin,'^ tho sprinfi; -"nnt^s, Oritioally low te-rperaturea 
prevailed reaching a tainimum <jf 15° F, at iiaton Kout^o on "^anuarj' 19, 1940, 
According to i/yke (30), 
The most prolonged period of freezing weather of record 
occurred from Jaiiunry 14 to 31, when minima of 32® or below 
•were recorded daily throughout the State, except at the mouth 
of the Mississippi, A mw record low for January TraB estab­
lished -with -8° at St. Joseph and Tallulah, and the State 
mean of 39.S® isas the lovrest of record for all months. All 
tender vegetation and much of the hardy truck were killed, and 
oats ani vinter cover crops damaged. Oranges still on the 
trees were frozen and many young trees killed or severely 
injured. Stubble cane ms badly damaged and never fully hoov­
ered. A wet February retarded farm work and recoverj- of any 
crops that survived the Jaiiuajry freese, but Mar<di was favorable; 
winter oropa made good progress and much plowing and some plant­
ing: of cotton and rice was accomplished. 
There v/ere 32 days during the year with temperatures of 32° F. or 
less, and 22 of those days ocourred during January. The growtnii season 
of 215 days was 54 days below tlie average. kxaaBaive rainfall occurred 
during the year, althouf^h deficiencies ocourred diirinf^ and October. 
The period of deficiencies apparently was not dotri-Tnontal to the growth 
of forage crops. 
1941 •- Bermuda gifass continued to reflect 
favorable increases in vegetative cover fr<aa the NPK and from the N treat­
ments (Table 5). Thew vnx9 a tondency for the PCa and P plots to contain 
S8. 
Table 5. Effect of fertiliser treatments on the herbage 
cover cif the 4 speciea when sown alone, in aasoo-
iatiou v;ith each of the otlior species, and when 
invadin^j, Tor the year 1941 
Crop sown t Fertilizer treatmen'ts 
. x> 
• 1 "PT s ••T • • ^^ons :Average 
Poroonte.r:e carpet rrass coTor 
Carpet » 51 60 32 31 63 47 
Carpet-bermuda t 40 77 23 12 47 40 
Carpet-lespedesa : 48 66 35 16 52 43 
Carpet-clover s 27 39 18 26 44 31 
Average t 42 61 27 21 52 40 
Invasion - average ji 43 41 15 18 35 30 
Porcenta?;e bermuda p.rass cover 
Fennuda : 16 16 24 30 10 19 
Eermuda-carpot i 8 7 20 14 3 10 
Bermuda-'lespedesa : 5 16 24 28 15 
EersnudaoQ lover < 10 12 23 25 4 16 
/iverage s 10 13 24 24 4 15 
Invasion « average t 2 4 17 14 2 ri 
Percentage leapedeza cover 
Lespsdeza x 25 24 24 35 45 31 
Lespedeza-oarpet : iZ 10 26 27 34 26 
Jjespedeza-bermuda : 31 14 8 IS 37 21 
Lespedeza-olover t 14 12 16 30 28 20 
Average t 26 W 19 26 36 25 
Invasion • average ; 14 11 13 19 30 17 
PeroentaKO clover cover 
Clover ; 24 32 30 31 25 28 
Clovor-oarpet : 31 IS 16 7 3 15 
Clover-bormuda : 10 25 28 10 15 13 
Glcrver-lespedesa : 19 10 8 14 4 11 
Average » 21 21 21 16 12 18 
Invasion - averajto : 7 5 G 3 2 5 
t 
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more Bermuda than the plots receiving no fertilizer. The sown 
plots ooatained soiiewh&t higher bennuda coTer tJian did thie plots not sown 
to bertnuda. 
Carpet i^rsiBB regained some of the area lost in 1940 (Fij-uros 33 and 34,), 
Carpet grass on all plots so\vri to this sriooios avenvsed 40 per cent, with 
42, 61 and 52 per cent inapped on idie i'Ua, i-, and no treatment plots 
respectively. liTiere was significant!;^- less carpet ^rass on the I.W and 
the N plots in 1941. All plots that were not sown to carpet .^rass were 
invaded by carpet grass to the extent of 30 per cent of the areal coTOr, 
The response of this species to the different fertility levels vhen not 
sovm vflas quite similar to that of the sown plots described above, 
'Iliare vms some increase in the percentage of lespedesa cover in 1941, 
principally on tl» plots not fertilized. Hie plots not sown to lespedexa 
were similar altlaoup;h slightly lower than those which had been sown to 
lespedeza. In li'ce manner, the lespedeza cover vms similar l^ut slightly 
lower leiien it vras grown in coinbiziation than nhen the species urere seeded 
alone. 
llae percentage of lespedeza cover was slightly reduced on the P plots 
in 1941. Tho pereentane of clover was not t^ifforent in 1941 from the 
prevj-ous year on tije plots sown to clover, iiov;ever, the clover cover frcm 
invasion was somewhat reduced and was scattered. There was but slight 
response to the fertilitj' levels although the NPK treatmortts equalled "Uiose 
of rCa and of P in percentage of clover. 
The percentage of vegetative cover of miscellaneous species continued 
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Figures 3S and 34. Effect of various fertilizer treatments on 
establlslunent of different species during 
1940 and 1941. 
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plots were hii^iior in miscelliuieouB jjluate than were tlie PCa, 
P, and no fertilizer plots, Thore v/ns no response to the oeodinj; com-
binntions, tut tbo Invasion ttos rer" r-on.iistent. 
Tlie v.eathor for 19-il was x\ot uni'avortible to iorajje production, al» 
though the spring growth was no doubt retarded by consistent subnonnal 
temperatures during February and ?'arch. There was a deficiency of 13 
inches of rainfall, but it was regularly distributed throughout tho yoar. 
There were 14 days vAtii temperatures 32° F, or loss and an average gmv-
in;': season of 269 days. 
Exceptionally loT,f temperatures occurred during Jajiuarj-- 1942, follovring 
a mild ueoember and continued to a lesser extent into the spring months. 
Critically low temperatures reached a minirauni of 19^' P, at Paton Houj;© 
on Januar:<r 11, 1942, Excessive rainfall during April, June and A-.i.'^nst 
resulted in 71 inchos of rainfall for the year. Hie re were 17 days dur­
ing the year vuth temperatures of 32° i?, or lesa, and 12 of those days 
occunred during January. There •was a grovving season of 292 days. 
"Hie vroflt'ier for 1943 %"ms net 'jnfovomMc to •fora:T:e '•jronuntion, "Hie 
rainfall v/as near tlio average, 'ihe lon^i-tli of the ^-rowing season vias 248 
days. The weather for 1944 was one of extremes. Spring began in February 
and continued with a growing season of 291 days. The rainfall for tho 
y-e&r was about average. There vras an earlv spring in 1945, beginning a 
growing season of 296 days. Thore were 13 days durin.;- the year with 
torriporatiires of 32° F. or less. Tho rainfall was about normal. 
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1942 «— Ihe performanoe in 1942 of the different 
species under the various fertilizer and seeding tireatments is shovm in 
Table 6, Bermuda grass 'M'&s mostly limited to tiie ilPK and fJ treatments 
regardless of seeding oo:Tibinations or nianner of ostablishrcent, Establish* 
ment vras praotioally the same on the plots not sown as it nvas oa tho plots 
sown to bermuda grass (Figures 35 and 36). 
The percentage of oarpet grass mis similar to that of 1941, avora-ing 
36 per cent on all plots sovoa and 2i) per cent on the reminder of the plots 
that had not been soum to oarpet esz^bs. The lUj^hest coverage of oarpot 
Srass vwlq from tiie plots not reooivinf; fertilizer. This a'7©ra5od 49 per 
cent and 37 per cent for the olots sovm nnd not so%vn, rospeotively. Thus, 
it 'lay be seen that there was a close similarity in tho percentase of 
carpet grass on the plots not so-wn to this species and on those having been 
seeded* 
The vegetative cover of lespedesa in 1942 was similar to that of 1941* 
The hi.^hest perc©nta/»o8 vrere in the plots not fertilized and in those recalT-
ing PCa, regardless of seeding treatments or inannor of establislirnent, Tliere 
v/as slightly less lespedeza cover on the IfPK and N plots* particularly on 
those not seeded to lespedeza* The plots invaded by lespedeza were nearly 
as high in percentage of lespedeza as wore those sown to lespedeza* 
There vfaa very little clover on the plots not fertilized in 1042« 
This appeared as more traces in many instances^ and in no cases were there 
as mush as 25 per cerrb of clover cover on iuuividual plots* Similar clover 
percentages were recojrded for the PCa, P, NPK and N treatments on both the 
clovor so-pin R^d not sarm nlote, '"lovnr incrensed soTnewhat on the plots not 
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Table 6. L'ffeot of fertiliser treatments on. tlio herbage 
cover of the 4 speoies vihen sown alone, in aecoo» 
iation with ea<^ of thte other speoies, and when 
invadi'ns, for the year 1942 
Crop sown Fertilizer treatments 
i'Ua i  P : ilrK ; N i iioxie 2 Averafio 
Percentage oarpet i^^rass cover 
Carpet 32 32 37 42 52 39 
Carpet-bermut^a Zf 40 2R 39 45 36 
Carpet-lespedeza 32 37 32 37 58 39 
Carpet-clover 29 28 26 31 41 31 
Average SO 34 31 37 49 36 
Invasion « average 28 32 22 26 37 29 
Percentage bermuda k rass cover 
Bermuda 4 7 31 34 1 15 
rermuda-carpet 1 2 18 20 1 8 
Formuda-lespodeaa 2 12 28 13 2 11 
! eiTtuda-cloYer 4 19 23 35 4 17 
Average 3 10 25 26 2 13 
Invasion - average 2 8 20 18 2 10 
Percentage lespedesa cover 
Lespedeza 35 25 32 20 55 29 
IjeBpedeKC-carpet SB 18 22 14 22 23 
Le s pe de za-b e rmuda 16 21 15 25 32 21 
I^spedeza-clover 23 28 14 16 30 22 
Average 26 23 20 19 30 24 
Invasion - averat;e 31 21 10 14 34 22 
Peroontapte c!lov«r cover 
Clover 31 27 32 32 4 25 
Clover-carpet 27 20 35 27 3 22 
Clove r-bermuda 36 25 27 22 3 23 
Clover-lespedeza 22 15 20 25 5 17 
Averase 29 22 29 27 4 22 






















Figures 35 and 36. Effect of various fertilizer treatments on 
eata-blishment of different species during 
1942 and 1943. 
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acrvm to olovor iu 1942, hcnvever, these plots reuiained lower in olover oovor 
than were the plots sown to the species. There was an ererage of 17 per 
cent of miscellaneous species in the ':>lot8 in 1942, ^o response to seeding 
or fei*tili2er treatments was noted. 
1943 — Most of the bamuda grass cover was 
found on the HPK and N treatments as to-s the case in previous years (Table 7). 
Only traces were seen in raar^r of the plots not fertillEed. There appeared 
to be slightly more bermuda on the PCa and the P plots but this was not cm 
appreciable difference. 
There -was approximately 35 per cent of carpet grass on all the plots 
in 1943, with 50 per cent on the plots receiving no fertilizer treatment. 
The percentage of carpet grass on the plots sown and not sown to that 
species "was similar at the different levels of fertility with the exception 
of the NPK treatment when there was a greater depression of carpet on the 
plots not sown to carpet grass. 
There -mas approximately 25 per cent of lespedesa cover on the plots 
in 1943. 17o response was shown in tHe pereentap;© of lespedesa at the differ­
ent fertility levels except for the NPK treatenent when the percentage of 
lespedeza cover -nas sonievdiat lower. Equally as high percentages of lespedesa 
were observed on the plots not sonvn as on the plots sown to lespedesa. 
Similar percentages of clover were observed for the PCa, P, and NPK 
trea-bnents. There was somewhat less clover for the N treatment and little 
more than a trace for the no fertilizer tr^atnwnt. There was a somewhat 
greater difference in olover covsr for the plots sown and not sown to clover 
on the PCa, P and NPK plots. 
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Table 7» Effect of fortllizor treatiionts on the herbage 
oovsr of the 4 species v/iieu sewn alone, in assoc­
iation with each of the othor species, and v<hen 
invading, for the year 1943 
Crop sown Feirbi liter treatments 
PCa : P s I^PK ; TI » None t Average 
Pftroentage carpet sraos cover 
Carpet 26 39 32 45 52 39 
Carpet-be nituda 24 36 24 43 48 35 
Carpet-leepede za 85 33 35 40 55 40 
Carpet-olover 25 37 27 38 43 34 
Average 28 36 30 42 50 37 
Invasion • average 23 33 17 34 50 32 
Pernentapie •bermuda grass cover 
Pemuda 3 2 21 13 3 
Bermda-oarpet 2 1 13 13 6 
Bernuda-lespedesa 3 2 18 14 1 8 
Bermuda-clover 7 4 35 20 1 13 
Average 4 2 22 15 1 9 
InTOsion - average 6 4 23 14 1 10 
Percen'^aj^G lespedesa aover 
Lespedesft 25 18 25 Z6 35 27 
Lespcdeea-oarpet 36 38 11 33 32 30 
Lespedaza-bermuda 32 24 17 19 24 23 
Lespedesa-clover 14 16 13 25 30 20 
Average 26 24 17 28 30 25 
Invasion - average 31 26 13 22 27 24 
Percenta/^e clover cover 
Clover 40 30 34 18 5 25 
r,lover-cerpet 26 39 33 14 4 24 
Clover-bermuda 30 40 32 15 3 24 
Clover-leepedosa 35 28 28 20 3 23 
Average 35 34 32 17 4 24 
Invacion - average 13 16 23 9 1 13 
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The performance of the miscellaneous species in 1943 "was quite 
similar to that in 1S42. Thia group was £lair3^ well distributed through­
out the plots and the species occurred mostly as scattered individuals or 
as a few plants grouped tof^ether in the fojrage cover, 
1944 — Tfie percentage of bemruda re»ra3.ned hiF^hest 
at the liPK and h levels of fertility (Table 8). A slight response iwaB 
indicated for the i-'Ca treatiiient. The percentage of carpet grass in 1944 
•was quite similar to that of 1943( esoept there -was a higher percentage of 
cover on the plots not fertilized end less on the ''TPK plots, Tn considering 
the plots sovni to carpet grass, an average of 57 per cent was noted for 
the not fertilized and 26 per cent fur the liPK plots. For the plots not 
sovm to carpet grass, there vias an average of 49 and 14 per cent for the 
not fertilized and the plots roBpectively. There appeared to "be slightly-
more carpet grass on the plots s crrr. b'an tliere vms on the nlots tliat vrere 
not sown to carpet grass (Figure 37), 
There -was a significemt decrease in lespedeaa at the NPK fertilitj' 
level in 1944, although the total cover remained approxitnately th?; aame as 
the previous year. The percentages of lespedeza co-ver for the TIPK treatment 
•were IS and 8 per cent for the plots sown and not sovn to lespedeza vAiilo 
the averages for the levels of fertllitjr-, sown and not sown vjore 25 and 23 
per cent respectively. The plots sown to lespedeza tended to be somewhat 
higher in lespedeia than were those not so sown. Although not significant, 
ther« was an indication of a slight depression of lespedesa w'h.Gn this 
spooios was p;rown on plots sown to clover. 
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Table 8« Effect of fertilizer treatments on the herbag,e 
cover of the 4 species vdien sown alone. In aBso<-
oiation with each of the other species, and -when 
invading, for the year 1944 
Crop sCT'm Fortllieer treatments 
FCa ; P ; W HK 2 N : None : Average 
PeroentaKO oarpot Brass cover 
Carpet 34 42 38 37 67 44 
Garpet-bemvuda 58 34 14 34 62 36 
Carpe t-le s pedeea 28 33 33 40 53 37 
Carpet-clover 25 40 13 41 46 35 
Averafie 31 37 26 38 57 38 
•^aTFasion - avera^jo 30 33 14 51 49 32 
Percentajse benauda tir&ss cover 
Bermuda 3 2 32 22 1 12 
B e nauda-oarpet — 1 26 18 — 9 
Bernnida-lespodeza A 3 23 12 2 9 
Ber>nuda-c lover 3 4 30 18 4 12 
Average 3 3 28 18 2 11 
Invasion - average 5 3 23 17 3 10 
PercentaKO lespedeza cover 
Lespedesa 34 48 15 35 39 34 
Lespedeza-carpet 20 43 13 31 27 27 
Lespedeza-bemuda 29 31 17 33 35 29 
Lespede za-clover 28 32 7 28 26 24 
Avei^e 28 39 13 32 32 29 
Invasion • average 31 27 8 25 26 23 
Percentage clover cover 
Glover 27 27 37 6 2 20 
Clover-carpet 26 22 34 5 2 18 
C lo V0 r-b e nnuda 30 20 35 4 3 20 
Clover-lespedeza 23 23 33 5 1 17 
Average 27 25 35 5 2 19 
Invasion - average 13 12 22 2 1 10 
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The olover cover mB limited to the PCa, P, and NPK treatmonto in 
1944 with averages of 27, 25 and 35 per oent respectivoiy ior the treat­
ments sown to olover and 13, 12 and 22 per oent for the sana treatments not 
sown. There ires no difference in olover hetvwen the nlcfts sown alone end 
titose in whioh olover had been sown in combination with another species. 
The ire was some diffez^noa in the plots sowxi to olover and tnose not sovm* 
The average clover cover of all plots sown -with clover was 19 per oent, 
which may be oor^parod vrl th 10 ner cont for "hhosp not sovm. The percentage 
of miscellaneous cover did not vary much from that observed in previoiis years, 
1945 «« Significant responses (25) to fertil­
izer and seeding treatments are shown in Table 9, 
The percentage of bermuda gr«ss cover -was highest at the NPK and I'C 
fertility Ifvols and lowest iriien no fertilizer was applied. There was a 
slii^ht increase in bermuda at the PCa and P fertility levels. No trace of 
bermuda was found in some of the plots not fertilieed while little more than 
a tziaoe was found in the remainder. 
The percentage of oarpet grass was lowest for the WPK treatment and 
hir.heet on the nlots not receiving fertilizer (Fig\are 3®), The carpet cover 
on the TOa, P, and N treatnionts was practically the same. 
The percentai^e of lespedeza cover was lowest for the Ml'K treatn»nt and 
fairly uniform at the other fertility levels. There was a tendency./- for 
tho plots not receivinp: fert51izpr to ho sl^chtly hirher. There was no con­
sistent difference betwoon the percentage of lespedeza on plots sown to 
lespedeza and on those not sown, rto response was observed from seeding 
eonfcinations. There was a tendency, however* tonard slightly less lespedeza 
1X0 
Table 9, Average herbage oover of the different species under 
various aseding axKi fertiliser treatmenta for 1945 
Seodinjr treatment Fertilizer treatment 
1 PCa t P X NPK t W t 0 tAverac^e 
Percentage of carpet ^raae cover 
Cai^t t 45 32 31 43 68 44 
Carpot-berjiuda : 47 44 28 40 63 44 
Carpe t-le s pede sa i 39 37 10 47 45 36 
Carpat-clover : 29 41 11 42 50 34 
Hemuda t se 45 9 39 47 36 
Ber-mda-lospodeza : 41 43 20 40 53 39 
Dermuda-olover : 28 33 12 28 64 33 
Lespedeza : 54 4G 14 43 49 37 
Lespedeza-olover : 38 30 11 45 41 33 
Clover ; 26 20 7 27 52 26 
Average t 36 37 15 40 53 36 
Percentage of bermuda firass cover 
Carpot : 1 1 16 9 0 5 
Cairpe t«b e rmuda : 1 3 20 7 0 6 
Carpet-lespedeza 7 3 36 11 0 11 
Cai^et-clover t 11 6 34 17 2 14 
Bermuda : 1 5 37 13 0 11 
Bemuda-les pedeza t 4 8 25 15 2 11 
Dermuda-olover : 8 10 19 19 2 12 
Lespedeza t 5 7 32 14 1 12 
Lespedeza-clov9r I 9 11 26 17 1 13 
Clover t 13 15 19 20 2 16 
Average t 6 7 27 14 1 11 
Percentage of lespedeza oover 
Carpet t SO 38 23 27 19 27 
Carpet-bermuda : 36 51 25 28 26 29 
Carpet-lespedeza 35 26 9 22 40 26 
Carpet-clover r 24 21 8 16 33 20 
Bermuda i 34 23 8 22 36 25 
liormuda-lospedeza J 20 Zii 13 25 27 22 
Bennudaoolover 1 24 2S 11 20 25 20 
Lespedeza : 31 22 7 30 33 25 
Lespedeza^olover 16 22 6 19 38 20 
Clover > 19 21 5 29 24 20 
Average i 26 25 12 23 90 23 
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Table 9. (oonticued) 
X 
Seeding treatawnt t J?'ertilizer treatoent 
< PCa I P s WPK t N » ^ tATcrage 
I 
t Peroentage olover oO'ror 
t 
fJarpot • • 13 15 19 9 2 12 
Ca rpe t-bermuda t 5 12 14 3 1 7 
Cerpet'lespedeza s 11 22 31 6 3 15 
Carpet-olover • 31 17 as 14 5 20 
Berimida 15 18 24 8 1 13 
iJerrnuda-lespedeza t 22 IS 25 5 1 13 
nermuda-clorer • • 31 23 3R 13 3 22 
Lespedeza 1 15 18 23 4 2 12 
Lospedeza-clover « • 26 24 36 7 7 20 
Clover • • 24 2S 39 10 4 21 
Average 
1 
• 20 19 29 8 3 16 
1 
iUialysis of variance of herbage oover« 1945 
Source of DegreeB of 
t 
• • ^fe^ln squares 
variation freedom t Carpet i bemuda i Lespedezai ivhite 
t nr&BB : grass t • • clover 
Total 319 
s 
lieplicatioQS : 3 : 25.34 10.42 24.60 16.86 
Fertilizers 4 :11,752.74*» 6 ,499.50«* 3,123.84** 6 ,689.28** 
ISrror (a) 12 t 9.44 7.47 14.49 13.49 
Seedin;;s 9 : 700.5S«» 2R3.64«« 403.93** R16,81»* 
Fertilizers x t 
seedings s 36 J 271.24*f 94.00** 209,41** 131.20** 
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" Not Sown »-
PCo NPK 
Treotmenl 
Figures 37 and 38. Effect of varioua fertilizer treatments on 
eBtftbllshment of different aoecies during 
1944 and 1945* 
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on plots sown to clcrer* 
The highest percentage of clover in 1945 -was for tho UPK treatrnant 
with PCa and P someiAat lov/er, while U vt&B considerably leaver and there 
TiaB -TOxy little olover on tho plots not fertHized, Tho plots sown to 
clover were somovrfiat higher in olover cover than iKers those not sown. There 
was no diil'erenoe between tlie plots sown alono and those sown in ooiubiuation 
v/ith auotiier Bpeoies. l"]!© percentage of nlsoellaneous oover in 1945 averaged 
14 per cent for all treatments and aeodin?; co'ibinRtions, 
The invasjon of rais eel lane ciis n^ecies in on Itivated fxolds, pastures 
and meadows often present a serious problem on the plantations in Louis­
iana. Efforts to oontrol them involve considerable time and expense. 
Since they appear to be over present on plantations -where they at times 
offer serious oompetition to desirable speoies> and to approj;inate prac­
tical pasture cor.ditiona as rauoh as possible, they have been -iven the same 
consideration in this study as any of the species sown. Rie areas utilised 
by tliem were carefully mapped on the charts and aaalyaod with the data 
(Table 10). 
Fortunately for the planters of the state, some of the Troat persistent 
speclos invading their pastures as vrell as the plots in this study vTore 
species such as the Paspalums^ including dallla and vasey grasses, and hop 
and Carolina clovers, -nhioh contribute materially to the pastures in 
Louisiana. 
Most of tho species invadin^^ in 1933 inoluded the above mentioned 
species and presented an average vegetative cover of 3 per cent. Tho prin-
oip&l miscellaneous speoies invading; the plots In 1939 are shovm in Table 11* 
and consisted of an average of 8 per cent of oover. 
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Teblo 10• The percentage of cover of rolsoellaneous species invading 
tiio i^lobfl 3owii to the 4 species iii the 10 seeding arrange­






FCa s P « ti i None JAverage 
1938 
Carpet 4 1 5 1 G 3 
Carpet-be moid a 1 1 2 1 6 2 
Harpet-lespedesa 3 2 4 6 Q R 
Carpet-clover 2 1 3 4 5 3 
Bermuda 6 1 1 3 3 2 
Bermuda-lespedeca 1 3 1 2 8 3 
Hemwda-olover 1 1 6 4 7 4 
Lespedexa 2 2 4 5 4 3 
Leapedeza-clover 1 2 7 3 10 5 
Clover 1 2 4 1 9 3 
Invasion average 2 2 4 3 7 3 
19S9 
Carpet 8 4 7 5 10 7 
Carpet-berEBida 6 7 8 4 10 7 
Carpet-lespedeza 5 9 S 8 18 9 
Garpet-clover 4 2 7 5 7 5 
Bernuda 7 6 4 4 17 8 
Bernuda-lespedeza 10 6 6 6 15 9 
Bermuda-clover 4 4 4 9 14 7 
lies pedes a 9 10 8 11 10 10 
Glover-lespedeza 9 4 11 10 20 11 
Clover 0 4 9 3 8 6 
Invasion average 7 U 7 7 13 B 
1940 
Carpet 40 42 40 34 38 39 
Carpet-bermuda 27 35 38 36 42 36 
Carpet-lespodeza 30 33 39 49 45 39 
Carpet-clover 18 32 12 30 39 26 
Bermuda 23 38 42 52 38 39 
Bermuda-lespedesa 34 40 22 50 40 37 
Eemuda-olover 25 34 28 38 43 34 
Lespedexa 42 34 29 38 35 56 
Clover-lespedesa 36 41 38 31 30 35 
Clover 13 31 15 28 51 28 
Invasion average 29 36 30 39 40 S5 
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PCa ; P : ^rPK 1 >r J Wone tAverage 
1941 
Carpet Z't •iA 45 29 
larpet-bermudft 35 6 36 37 20 27 
Carpet-leapedesa 20 24 25 45 12 25 
Carpet-olover 24 21 26 42 17 26 
Bermuda 27 19 3G 44 13 28 
Perrauda-leBpedeza 16 25 -10 27 22 26 
Beimida-clovor 12 30 31 22 28 
Lespedeea 14 19 36 26 15 22 
Clover-lespedeza 18 18 42 17 21 23 
Clover ZZ 32 30 31 25 28 
Invasion average 22 23 34 35 18 26 
1942 
Carpet 18 26 15 15 12 17 
Carpet-be muda 20 26 15 22 16 20 
Carp®t-lespedeza 18 27 19 12 14 18 
Carpot-olcver 21 16 10 10 17 15 
nermuda 12 13 26 19 2 14 
Bermuda-lespedeza 22 29 17 29 28 23 
Bernuda-olover 12 15 10 11 27 15 
Lespedeza 13 16 14 13 19 15 
Olotver-leapedeza 28 16 12 15 20 18 
Clover 24 14 10 12 24 17 
In-TOSion avor«so 19 20 15 15 18 17 
1943 
Carpet 22 15 18 12 15 16 
Carpet-bermuda 22 10 20 13 18 17 
Car p0t-lo s pede za 15 12 12 10 10 12 
Carpet-elover 17 10 11 17 23 16 
flentruda 20 13 IR 10 23 16 
Bex*nu da-le s pe deza 25 20 17 11 21 19 
i?er Tuda-olover 13 18 12 14 25 17 
Lespedeza 19 15 16 9 14 15 
Clover-lespodeza 21 17 12 15 15 16 
Clover 23 12 10 12 24 16 
Invasion average 20 14 14 12 19 16 
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Table 10, (oonoluded) 
Percentage misoellaneous covor 
Crop sown 1 Pertilirer treatinents 
1 PCa t p 1 WK i j *^ono j 'xvera^e 
1944 
Carpet 15 10 22 19 12 IS 
Carpet^bermuda 18 13 24 18 15 18 
Carpot-lespedeza j 23 12 16 14 18 17 
Carpet-clover s 19 11 19 17 20 17 
Bermuda ir> 13 22 14 21 17 
Bertnida-lo s pedoza 14 17 20 23 10 17 
liemuda-clovor 17 IC 22 19 17 18 
Lespedeza 15 17 17 15 15 16 
. lovor-lespedesa 16 15 21 18 19 18 
Clover 22 14 18 23 13 19 
Invasion average 17 14 20 18 17 17 
1945 
.airpet 12 14 11 12 11 12 
Cnrpn t-'b 0 rmda 11 0 13 22 10 IS 
Carpet-lespedeza 10 12 14 14 12 12 
Carpet-clover 6 15 14 11 10 11 
Bermda x 12 9 22 18 16 15 
Permuda-lespedeza 13 10 17 15 17 14 
Berrauda-olover 9 11 20 20 8 14 
Lespedeza 14 7 24 9 15 14 
Clover-lespedefa 11 13 21 12 14 14 
'^lovor ! 18 15 20 14 17 17 
t 
Invasion averace j 12 
i 
11 18 15 13 14 
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'lable 11* Principal misoellatieous epeoies iav&ding 
plots in 19i)9 and the extent of tlieir covar 
Scientific nani© t Common nene «Plots v/here :Peroentage 
t t fouud : cover 
Paspalum dilatatum ^?oir») LialiiB IS6 4.8 
Paspalum urvllloi (Steud. Vasey srasa 126 5,'6 
Digitaria sanpruinal-ls (L,^ .'^oop. '^rab ftmss 114 S.l 
Cyperus rotundus (L.) Coco 18 1.8 
Paspalum ciliatifolium Michx, 9 8.5 
Msoellaneous 
-vreeds 42 4*1 
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Mleoellanaous speoies invading the plots during one or more of the 8 
years are shown in Table 12. Vkliile eoine of these persisted throughout 
tiie 8 years, mary were found only as individual plants and during soma of 
the years, ".'ith the reduced carpet ^rass and bermuda f^rass covers in 1940 
oEUiw the greatest increase in Jiilscellaneous species during the 8 years 
as may be seen in Table 10• This incroase was less on the white clover 
plots than on the grass or lespedeza plots and it was highest on the un» 
fertilized nlots. There was sn avemfre nf 3R per cent of TnlBcellaneons 
cover in 1D40. 
Tna high percentage of miscellaneous species continued at the !^PK and 
N fertility levels in 1941, but was comiderably reduced at tlie other 
levels of fertilitjr so that the average for the year Tras 26 per cent* 
Py 1942 the miscellaneous cover had lowered to 17 per cent where it 
practically reinained during the lust years of the experiment* ivliile t^ore 
vias considerable variation in the amount of miscellaneous invasion for the 
different plots aixj years, tlie averat^es for the various seeding; and fertil­
izer treatments for the 8-year period was quite unifom. 
T^otanlftsl analj^ses showed a greater percentage of anmials and fortis 
(wfeods) in the miscellaneous cover during the earlier years of the eT-poriment 
vdiile there was a ^^^radual increase of miscellaneous grasses as the years 
prosi*e8sed* There was a tendency for nore forbs (woedss) at the high fertility 
levels and ^ore niscellanoous ?!;rflS!5eB at tVie lower levels of fertilitj' 
throughout the period. 
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Table 12, iVIiscellaneous species invading the plots at 
Baton Rouge, T-«., (^urin'-; one or '-ioro of the 
8 years, 1933-1945 
< 
Soientii'io rmme : Comtnon naiuo 
Amrantlius retroflwxua L, 
Amaranthus splnosus f. 
^TT^'bros^a arteTnieiifolia tj, 
Andropogon vlrKinious L, 
Cassia cliaanaecrista L, 
Commelina (Plum.j ij« 
(/oreopsis u. 
Cyperus flavesoens L, 
CyperuB retrofractnis (L.) Terr. 
Cypoms rotundug 1., 
Cyperus strlscsus L, 
Loitinoohloa oolona (L.) Lirik« 
Fotpatorium oapillifolimn (Lain.) 
Euphortia obtusata Pursh. 
Luphorb ia sp. L. 
Gnaphaliuia purpureura L. 
IpCTnoea L« 
Ipomoea pandurata (L.) G.F.Vj, May, 
LepidiUTn virpiinicuTn L, 
Leptochloa filiformia (Ifim.) Beauv, 
Lippia lanoeolata iviichx. 
ffonarda punctata L, 
Oxalis L, 
Ban i cum microcarpon Muhl 
Paspalura diiatatun (Poir.) 
PaspaluTTt urvillai Steud, 
PolyeoniCT perslcarig L. 
fyrrhopappus carolinianus CAalt.) i/C, 
Kijbus villoauB Ait. 





























Table 12, (oontimed) 
t 
Soientifio name t Comnioii name 
Side L» 
Solldago Ti, 
SorRhum halepenso ^L.) Para, 
Sporo'bolus Indloua FL.) P, Br, 







Tecoma radicons JUBS* 




for tha 8«year period. The response of the speoies investigated in 
pereentage of liertago co-tot v^Jien sowi alono and in combination with oooh 
of the other species for the different years is surrcrjnrized in Table 13, 
The hi(ih percentage of bermuda grass in 1938 with averages of 74 uer coat 
for the plots sown to bormuda grass alono and 52 per cent for all plots 
80\m and not aovjri to bermuda grass refleotod the vigorous growth attained 
by this species during the first year of establishraent. Its inabilit;",'' to 
jnaintaiu dominance (Figure 39) is shown by its muoh lower averages of 44 
per cent \vhen so\m alone and ^ per oent for all plots in 19;Si.' unU 14 
per cent and 12 per cent for the sfiTne averages in 1940, The 1940 bermuda 
cover apparently represented the area that termuda f-rass -was capable of 
holding,under the conditions of tlio experiment, since the cover for the 
subsequent 5 years was aporoxiznately the same. Ihe 8«yaar average of 
bormuda gr«ss for the plots sown to bermuda grass alone vm.8 only 25 per 
cent and the average for all plots sown or not sown to bermuda grass was 
19 per cent of bermuda cover# 
The carpet grass cover in 1938 was quite similar to that of bermuda 
grass, There vrere averages of 74 per cent of carpet grass for the plots 
sovm to carpet grass alons and 46 per cent for all tlie plots sown or not 
aorai to carpet grass# Tihile carpet grass ims 73 per cent for all the fjlots 
sown to carpet girass alone in 1939, the carpet cover for all. nlots increased 
to 56 per cent* I'his establishment of carpet grass proved later to be tiie 
highest peroenta^e of herbage cover attained by aqy of the species during 
the life of the experiment. The oairpet cover average dropped to 26 per cent 
for all plots in 1940, -nh-'ch tips the lowest averRp^e ^or carpet grass for 
Te}}le 13* Effect of memner of establishment upon i^e peroentage of oover of the different species 
on 320 plots and at all levels of fertility for tha years 1936-45 and 3«-year average 
Eatablishment Peroente.Ke of cover 
1938 t 1939 1 1940 » 1941 t 1942 t 1943 t 1944 t 1945 t Averase 
Carpet grass 
Sown alozie 74 73 29 47 39 39 44 44 49 
Sown In mixture 46 59 26 38 35 36 3G 38 39 
Invasion 17 36 23 30 29 32 31 34 29 
Average 46 56 26 38 34 36 37 39 39 
Bermuda grass 
Sown alone 74 44 14 19 15 8 12 11 25 
Sown in mixture 60 30 11 14 12 9 10 10 20 
Invasion 23 14 11 12 10 10 10 12 18 




Sonn alone 53 29 22 31 29 27 34 25 31 
Bcnm in mixture 26 15 18 22 22 24 27 23 22 
Invasion 11 8 11 17 22 22 23 24 17 
Average 30 17 17 23 24 24 28 24 25 
Ylhite clover 
Sown alone 10 25 23 2B 25 25 20 21 23 
Soim in mixture 8 13 20 16 21 20 18 20 17 
Invasion 2 2 11 6 12 12 10 12 8 
Average 10 13 18 16 19 19 16 18 16 
B e r m ^ d  a  
Figure S9, Dead benmida grass plants. Spring, 1940, li'any si:ch plants failed 
to revive with the cominr; of spring durinr the first few years 
of the study. 
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the entire period. The oarpet eovar for 1941 with 47 per oent for plota 
sown to carpet grasa alona end an average of 30 per oent for all plots 
vma fairly repreaeatative of the area held by carpet grass during the 
following 4 years and should be indicative of the area that carpet g^rass 
ral^];ht be expected to hold. There •was an awrage of approximately 50 per 
cent of carpet ,'];ra8s in the •nlots seef^e*! to carpet alono during the B years 
and 39 per oent for all of the 320 plots regardless of whether sown or not 
sovm to carpet grass* 
Tlx© percentage of leopedeza cover for 1938 •was 53 per cent for the 
plots 8cm alone to lespedesa and 30 per cent for all plots sown or not 
sown to lespedeza. This area represented the highest attainment of les-
pedeza durine the 8-year period. There were averages in 195? and 1940 
of approximately 35 per oent of lespedeza for the plots sovm to lespedesa 
alone and 17 per oent for all plots which was a 50 per cent reduction in 
oover from the 1935 average. The area held by lespedeza during 1941 
apparently was representative of tho area that lespedeza Tias eaoablo of 
holding since it VTas similar to the annual areas held during the romining 
4 years of the experiment and also ms representative of the 8«year 
averages. This 1941 average vias 31 per oent for the pure seedings of les-
pedesa and 23 per cent for all plots sown or not sown to lespeflesa. There 
vias sonie j.norease In lespedesa cover in 1944 ivhen the plots sowl to les­
pedeza alone averaged 34 per cent vdiile all plots sowi and not sonn 
averaged 23 per cent of lespedeza cover. 
The mean percentage of white olo-ver co-ver for 1938 nao 19 per cent 
for the DlotB sown to clover clone and 10 per cent for all plots whether 
sown or not sown to vihite clover. This latter value represented tiie low­
est average i'or clover for the entire poriud. iliore "waB a slight i!,vrove-
'iient in olcvBr in 193P ond in 1940 when the average clover cover ireached 
23 per cent fcr the nure seedinr:s ond p«r cont for all plots. The 
1940 clover cover rmy be considered indicative of the area that white 
clover v^ould be expected to hold* sinoe it approximated tlae areas held 
"by this species during the last 5 years of the test. Considering the 
entire 8 years, there was an average of 2S per cent clover for the pure 
seeding plots and an average of 16 per cent for all of the 320 plots 
vjhother sown to clover or not. 
The average hei^ihts of the various species when sown alone and in 
association with each of the other species at various levels of fertility 
Yfere obtained at intervals throughout the experiment. The data for 1940 
are shorm in Tahle 14, The depth of herbage cover as reflected by the 
hoi^^ht of the individual species composing the herbage tos utiliaed in 
estimitinf^ the produotivi't^ of the various pasture seedings oM fertilizer 
treatments* 
The depth of herbasp cover was p^rontest for the p;raS8e8 at the TTPK, 
N and FCa fortilil^,' levels, for widte clover at the PCa, NFK and N fertil­
ity' levels, and for lespedeza at the mPK, l-Ca and P levels of fertility. 
There was less depth of forage cover for all species n^n no fertilizer 
was added. The average hoif^hts of plants or depths of forage cover for 
126, 
Tftblo 14* Average heights of the 4 speoies for the -various seed­















Cai^ot ; 6.2 R.3 10.3 
Cajrpot-bermuda : 6.6 6.0 10.7 
Carpe-b-leBpedesa t 9.9 6.2 10.3 
Carpe-b-clover : 11.8 9.2 ... 15.1 
Bemuda : 8.0 5.3 8.5 
Bermida-lespedeza : 9.0 7.6 10.3 — 
B 0 rnu da-o IcTO r t  11,0 8.0 9.1 7.6 
Lespedesa : 12.0 6.5 
Lespedesa-clcver » 10.1 10.3 9.0 7.0 






Carpet 10.0 6.5 12.0 
Carpet-temiuda 7.6 6.6 8.4 7.6 
Carpe-t>- les pedeza 8.4 7.6 8.9 
Carpet-clover 8.5 7.1 8.5 5.7 
Benuuda 6.8 6.5 9.6 
Perfluda-lespedeza i 8,2 6.5 9.7 
Rermuda-olover 8.0 6.7 7.6 5.1 
Lespedesa < 8.6 6.5 8.1 «••• 
Lespedeza-clover 8.7 7.5 8.8 4.8 
Clover 7.7 6.8 8.7 5.5 
Average 8.S 6,8 
TTTT 
9,0 5.7 
(iarpet 10.7 10.5 10.1 5.5 
Carpet-43erniuda : 9*4 8.7 9.6 6.2 
Carpet-lespedeza i 10*7 8.6 10.3 6.7 
Carpet-clo-ror 10.6 8.3 8.0 6.4 
Bennuda 9.8 7.0 10.5 6.7 
Bermuda-lespedeza 9.8 7.5 9.7 7.2 
Bermuda-clover 10.6 8.1 9.5 7.4 
Lespedesa 10.5 8.8 11.1 6.8 
Lespedeza-olover i 10.9 9.6 11.0 7.2 
Clo-rer ? 11.1 9.S 7.8 
t 
Average t 10.4 8.6 10.0 6.8 
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AvBrat-;e Itelj^hts in inches 
: Beriiuda 
{ grass {Lcspedega ulover 
Carpet 9.0 9.3 9,0 5.6 
Carpet-bor.Tiuda 9,1 9.6 9.2 
1arpet-los pe de za g«5 9.7 8.7 7.5 
Carpot-clover : 9.6 9.9 8.0 6.1 
Hernuda 11.4 9.9 8.2 
IlerzTEJida-laspedeza i 10.1 9.0 9.2 7.9 
Herruuda-olo-yer 10.6 10,6 7.0 6.4 
Lespedeza 9.9 8,1 8.5 6.5 
Lo s po de sa-clo-ro r 10.4 9.7 7,3 5.9 
ClOTTOr 11.7 9.2 8.0 6.1 
Average 10.2 9.5 8.6 6.S 
None 
Carpet 7.2 3.6 8,7 5.5 
Carpot-b e rniud a 7.2 5.8 8,1 4.5 
Carpot-lespedeisa 7,6 6.0 7.5 5.5 
Car^ot-olo-ror 8,4 e.B 7.« 5.1 
Ben-<ni'^a 8.0 5.9 8.8 5.6 
ror'-iudo-lospodoza 7.7 6.1 0.2 5.5 
i^ormuda-clocer 8.3 6.5 7.3 5.0 
Lespedeea 8.2 6.2 S.3 - -
Lospodeea*K}lovor 8.2 6.13 7.5 4.iS 
Clovor 9.6 7.7 8.6 5.3 
Average f?.0 6.1 n.2 5,1 
SiTDi'^ry 
Fertiliser troatraent 
PCa 9.6 7.6 9.3 9.4 
P 8.3 6.8 9.0 5.7 
:.'PK 10.4 8.6 10.0 6.8 
rr 1« 10.2 S.5 8.6 6.5 
Hone 8.0 6.1 8.2 5.1 








the fertiliser treatments for all species was in the desoending order 
of MFK, PCa, and N| i', and None, 
ix comparison was made in 1940 of the point and the chart quadrat 
methods nf pasture study when the percentage of herbage cover waa deter­
mined for all of the 320 plots by eaoh method. The data for this compar­
ison are jiiven in lable 15 aixd the similari^ of the resulte of the study 
is clearly shown in I'lgure 40. There twib a tendency for the point method 
to shof/ somewhat less cover for caroet, berniida and leepedeza and r^ore 
cover for \7hite clover and the misoellonoous species at the NPK and N 
feziiility levisls. 
The sod-fcasming benauda grass was given a lovnr oov«r percentage by 
the point method than -was given it by the chart quadrat method, hovyever, 
both Biethcds were fairly uniform in the evaluation of cover for the mis­
cellaneous species, which -were for the Triost part r.ore ereot nnd of eireater 
height than \«a8 bermuda grass. 
In considering the productivity of the different seeding combinations 
under various ferbilitj'' levels the yields of dry forage more obtained. 
The 1944 yields (Table 16) were considered fiairly represeTrtative of the 
forage growth during the last 5 years of the experiment. The forage 
growth for the various fertility levels in the descending order were NFK, 
FCa» P and 0, vrith twice as much for the NjPK as for the untreated plots. 
Highest forage yiolds were obtained from bermuda j^rass nnd vfliite clover 
seedings and thoir mixtures (Figures 41 and 42), Tlie forage yields from 
the PCa, P, and UPK fertility levels seeded tu white clover were fairly 
high. The plots sown to carpet grass and lespedeaa -wore low at all fertil-
I^ble 15* Compariscn of point end chart quadrat methods of vegetative analysis in 
oomputing cover on 320 plots inoluding all species and fertility levels 
for tile year 1940 
Species 
t t 
t £bthod t Fertilizer treatment 




Percentage of ooirer 
Cairpet Chart : 37,9 29.3 18.6 19.3 29.1 24.6 
Point 1 23.8 3'^.4 11.6 14.4 47.6 27.0 
Deviation firoin chart t "•4»1 3.1 -7.0 -3.9 18.5 2.4 
Bermuda 
t 
Chart I 1.7 4.6 23.4 23.9 3.9 11.5 
Point » 2.8 5.3 5.9 19.8 3.8 7,5 
Deviation from chart i 1.1 0.7 -17.5 -4.1 -0.1 -4.0 
LespedesA 
t 
Chaz*t 1 16 ,S 15.2 16.6 9.2 13.9 U.l 
Point : 31.1 21.6 13.5 2.0 13.5 16.3 H 




Cliart t 25.1 14.9 12,1 10.0 13.0 15.0 
Point 1 13.4 6.4 28.8 13.0 7.9 13.9 
Deviation from ohart i -H.7 -8.5 16.7 3.0 -5.1 -1.1 
Misoellaneoua 
t 
Chart 1 28.8 36.0 30.3 33.6 40.1 34.8 
Point : 23.9 29.3 40.2 50.8 27.4 35.3 




















Figure 40, Comparison of point and chart quadrat method® 
of pasture study. 
Table 16, Averapie yields of herbac;© tjonnds t)©p eer© for the different 




PCa MPK n I'lons 




(Pounds per aore) 
m 




1,065 1,178 1,985 1,470 814 1,302 
« 
Carpet^lespedeza : 994 972 2,157 1,352 913 1,284 
• 
Carpet-clover s 1,178 1,306 1,639 1,093 827 1,209 
3 
Bennuda t 1,892 1,164 2,434 2,214 911 1,617 
t 
Bennuda-lespedesa : 1,477 1,347 2,635 2,393 1,114 1,793 
t 
Beraaada-olover i 1,949 1,685 3,491 2,217 879 2,044 
t 
Leapedeza : 1,417 1,116 1,432 1,235 1,047 1,249 
t 
Lespedesa^olo-ver x 2,115 1,308 1,233 1,531 1,068 1,451 
t 
Clover 1 2,032 1,343 1,031 1,338 1,027 1,614 
1,467 
^ ^ t * j 
Figure 41. Bermuda grass and viiite olover 
oover at NPK fertility level. 
Figure 42. Sane as Figure 41. Section of forage 
out shcnring bennuda sod below. 
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leTOls Tut they v;er0 higher at tho l i K f.nd r; levels and the lespedena 
seodings were hi^6r at the PCa 16TO1« 
A ooinx)ari8on was made of the awrage yields of forage obtained frcro 
the plots originally sown to each species and to mixtures vdth it for iiie 
year. The plots originslly sown to bermuda grass and mixtures rdth it 
averaged 1,689 pounds of dry raatter, vihile those of v/hite clover avorar^ed 
1*580 pounds« lespedsza 1«444 pounds* and those of oai*pet ^rass 1*224 
pounds. 
As was shown in Table 8, there was little more than a third of the 
speoies ordpinally sown remaining on the individual plots sown to them in 
1944. This included 10 per cent for bermuda grass and mixtures v/ith it, 
15 per cent for white clover and 25 per cent for all seedin^s of carpet 
grass alone and in mixtures with the other species. JJotanical separations 
of the clip'^d horbapie ivaa in fnir spti^onient tho cover percentages. 
Tlie forage was composed of approxi.iiately 40 por cent leguminous material 
and the remainder, including bermuda and carpet ^jrasses and some 15 per 
cent misoellaneous material, was mostly grasses. 
To fertilizer trealanent. Bermuda gwss — The response of bermuda 
grass to the different levels of fertility and seeding arrangements for 
the 8 years is sliov/n in Table 17. The percentage of ccrver of bemuda ^rass 
was exceptionally high during 1923, regardless of fertilily level or seed­
ing arrangement as is shown in Figures 43 and 44. By 1939 the bermuda 
cover for -Oie different seedizig arrangements dropped to about half that 
of 193B f^i.^re 45) p.nd 3t beoamo evident that bermuda grass required 
Table 17. jinnual and 8«^ear avemge of bemuda grass cover when sown alone and ia 
association with each of the other species at various levels of fertility 
Crop sown Fertiliser 
treatments 
t 
: PeroentaRe bemiuda srass cover 
t 1938 : 19S9 ! 1940 t 1941 1 1942 1 1943 : 1944 t 1945 1 Ave rage 
Bermuda PCa 
t 
t 62 42 4 16 4 3 3 1 16.9 
P t 67 34 9 16 7 2 2 5 18.0 
Wti t 85 65 25 24 31 21 32 37 40.0 
N % 74 5S 24 30 34 13 22 13 32.8 
0 t 80 25 10 10 1 mr M 1 15.9 
Average > 74,0 43,8 14.4 19.2 15,4 7.8 12,0 11.2 24.7 
Bermuda-carpet FCa f 49 11 S 8 1 2 __ 1 9.4 
P t 45 20 1 7 2 1 1 S 10.0 
NirA : 66 42 27 20 18 13 26 20 29.0 
H i 60 37 30 14 20 13 18 7 24.9 
0 * • 63 18 4 3 1 — — 11.1 
Average t 56.6 25.6 13.0 10.4 8.4 5,8 9.0 6.2 16.8 
Bermuda-lespedesa fCa 
t 
t 54 25 1 5 2 3 4 4 12.3 
P 1 52 27 7 16 12 2 5 8 15 .9 
M'iC • • 75 45 52 24 28 18 23 25 33.8 
N 1 66 47 21 28 13 14 12 15 27.0 
0 t 64 22 5 .. 2 1 2 2 12.3 
Average t 62.2 33.2 13.2 14.6 11.4 7.6 8.8 10.8 20,2 
Bermuda-clover PCa 
t 
1 57 20 1 10 4 7 3 8 13.8 
P 1 50 25 4 12 19 4 4 10 16.0 
NPK 70 48 17 28 23 35 30 19 33.8 
N • • 68 41 14 25 35 20 18 19 30.0 
0 : 62 20 S 4 4 1 4 2 12.5 
Average • » 
t 
61.4 30.8 7.B 15.8 17.0 13.4 11.3 11.6 21.2 
1 tc; 
so-
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1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 
Pigur©fl 43 and 44» Annurd vogs'ba.'bive covor of bsnnuda and oarpet 
gnaesec at various fertility lovols on OliTi^r 
t i It logjn for tlio period ISSO-iv'i. 
Figure 45, Bemuda grass at WK fertili-b\'- le-rol, left 
no fertilizer, right. 
nitro^ien for aatisfaotory growth, i'he 1940 charts sliowed tiaat bemuda 
Srasa roinained only in the plots receiving nitrogen to any extent. From 
1941 to the and of tlie study in 1945 the 'bennuda oowr remained fairly 
constant althoujr.h there were slight variations from year to year at the 
different fertility levels. This included a f^radual inoreaee in cover for 
the NPK treatment a;5d a gradual decrease for the N treatment, 
'•fhe average percentage of herbage cover supplied by berauda grass 
at the various fertilitj"^ levels for the 8-year period is sumtnarized in 
Table 18 and illustrated in 46 ond 47, V^ile there ivas some 
difference in bormiida cover for the seeding and establishment methods, 
all gave definite rosiwnse to tlie fertilizer treatmonts, and favorable 
response to the i-lPK. and I-i treatznents• The iiifluenoe of nitrogen upon 
the percentage of bennuda eirass -vms rnore profound than the tnanner of 
establlshr^nt, since there \tos a hi ther porpontof!;© of bermuda cc^Dr 
as a result of invasion on the and il treatments than there was on 
the PCa, P, and 0 treatments that had originally been sovm to borrauda 
grass* 
Carpet grass •— Ihe annual and 8-year average 
of carpet grass cover under various seedin?; and fertilizer treatraonts are 
presented in Table 19 end grapliically shown in figure 44* Tliere was little 
response to fertilizer during 1938 although the carpet cover was fairly 
uniform within the various seeding arrangements. There was a vigorous 
growtlx of carpet grass in 1939 which was reflected principall?/^ in the 
seeding coTbinations anrl the arooT-mt of invasion in the plots son-m to other 
speoies. The g&in in carpet oo'VBr was laaterially less for the I^K and N 
13d, 
Table 18, Average percentage of herbage cover supplied "by all 
Bpeciee in all the seeding arrangenenta for tho various 
fertilizer troatrnents for the period 1938-45 
Crop sown Fertilizer treatments 
PCa F : ; N > Hone I-average 
Percentage of carpet grass cover 
Carpet 46 49 42 45 61 49 
Carpet-hermda 39 47 26 34 48 39 
Carpet-lespedeza 37 45 35 37 49 41 
Carpet-clover 34 38 S3 40 47 33 
iiverage 39 45 34 39 61 42 
Carpet invasion 
Bermuda 30 34 17 23 38 28 
Bentruda-lespedeza 33 31 19 28 40 30 
PeiTOJda-olover 29 27 IR 22 37 27 
Lespedeza 31 37 22 33 39 32 
Lespedeza-olover 28 32 19 28 42 30 
ClovBr 27 29 16 24 39 27 
Average 30 32 19 26 39 29 
Percentage of bennuda Rraas oover 
Benmida 17 18 40 53 16 25 
•Bormuda-oarpet 9 10 29 25 11 17 
E ermuda-lespedeza 12 16 54 27 12 20 
Rermuda-olover 14 16 34 30 13 21 
Average 13 15 34 29 13 21 
Bermuda invasion 
Carpet 3 4 16 15 3 6 
Carpet-lespedeza 6 6 17 15 6 10 
Carpet-olovor 10 10 21 19 6 13 
LespedeEa 8 7 20 18 4 11 
Lespedeza-olover 9 10 23 22 4 14 
Clover 11 12 28 24 8 17 
Average 8 8 21 19 5 12 
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Table 18 • (ooiitinued) 
Crop sornn Fertilizer trealzaents 
PCa ; P i NPK 1 t None jAverage 
Percentage of lespedeza cover 
Lespedeza 32 30 23 28 39 31 
Lespedeisaooarpet 30 22 18 23 25 24 
L68pedeza-*benauda 24 24 15 18 25 21 
Le 8pedesa'«c lover 22 23 19 23 29 23 
Average 27 25 20 23 30 25 
Lespedeza invasion 
Carpet 25 23 13 19 18 20 
Carpet-bemuda 26 21 13 13 22 20 
Carp©t-olover 1(5 16 11 11 24 16 
Bermuda 26 20 8 18 22 19 
Bennuda-clovor 18 13 7 17 23 16 
Clover 13 18 15 22 23 18 
Average 21 19 11 in 22 18 
Peroentage of clover oover 
Clover 33 28 28 18 11 24 
Clover-oarpet 26 22 22 12 6 18 
Cloverwbermuda 27 26 24 13 6 19 
Clover-lespedeea 24 20 19 12 7 16 
Average 28 24 23 14 8 19 
Clover invasion 
Carpet 8 7 10 4 3 6 
Carpet-be rmuda a 9 12 4 2 7 
Carpet-le spe dssa 11 10 14 5 3 9 
Bomiuda 11 12 15 6 3 9 
Bemuda-lespedeea 14 11 15 6 3 10 
Lespedeza 14 10 12 5 3 9 
Average 11 10 13 5 3 8 
140 
Table 18. (ooncluded) 
Crop sown i Fertlligor treatments 
t PCa I P : NPK : N t Hons sAvesnage 




Carpet t 19 17 19 18 15 18 
Carpet-bonouda » 18 14 20 19 17 18 
Car^t^lespedeza : 16 16 17 20 17 17 
Carpat>olover : 14 14 13 17 17 15 
Bemuda * 15 14 21 21 17 18 
Bermuda-lespedeza : 17 19 18 19 20 19 
Rermucla-clover t 18 18 17 18 20 17 
I/espedeza : 16 15 19 16 16 16 
liQBpedeza-olover : 18 16 21 15 19 18 
Clover ; 16 16 15 16 17 
s 
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Figures 46 arvd 47. Reaponas of seeding treatmenta of carpat end 
borinud/> grasses to -mrious fertility levels on 
Olivier silt loam for the period 193S-'t5, 
Table 19. Annual and 8-year average of carpet grass cover when sown alone and in asaociation 
•with each of the other speoies at various levels of fertility 
Crop sonn : Fertilizer 
: treatments 
1 
1 Percentage carpet gras s cover 
t 1938 I 1939 : 1940 J 1941 J 1942 : 1943 : 1944 i 1945 : .vera^e 
Carpet : FCa 
i 
1 75 78 30 51 32 26 34 44 46.3 
J P 1 71 81 37 60 32 39 42 32 49.3 
t i-JPK : 78 67 18 32 37 32 38 31 41.6 
: N s 76 64 20 31 42 45 37 43 44.6 
s 0 s 70 75 40 63 52 52 67 68 60.9 
j /ivez^e I 73,8 73.0 29.0 47.4 39.0 38.8 43.6 43.6 48.5 
Carpet-benauda 1 PCa 
1 
t 40 60 38 40 27 24 38 47 39.3 
I P ) 46 56 43 77 40 36 34 44 47.0 
: NtK t 30 41 20 23 28 24 14 28 26.0 
2 N : S6 43 21 12 39 43 34 40 34.1 
0 : 26 ez  29 47 45 48 62 63 47.8 % 
: Average I 35.6 53.4 30.2 39.8 35.8 35.0 36.4 44.4 37.6 • 
Carpet-lespedeza 1 PCa 
1 
1 45 65 7 48 32 35 28 39 37.4 
1 P ; RO 6« 34 66 37 33 33 37 44.8 
t TTPK : 55 59 17 35 32 35 33 10 34.5 
t N 1 49 46 23 16 37 40 40 47 37.3 
J 0 t 48 5B 26 52 58 55 53 45 49.4 
s Average i  4S,4 59.2 21.4 43.4 39.2 39.6 37.4 35.6 40.7 
Carpet-clowr i PCa : 36 64 40 27 29 25 25 29 34.4 
< F : 38 66 16 39 28 37 40 41 38.1 
: ID?K : 68 66 34 18 26 27 13 11 32.9 
» N J 59 63 19 26 31 38 41 42 39.9 
i 0 1 61 69 25 44 41 43 46 50 47.4 
t Average : 52.4 
t 
65.6 26.8 30,8 31.0 34.0 33.0 34.6 38.5 
troat'nants in tha:^ it was for Uio other treat;uenta. x'iiere was a ai^;-
nifi :ant drop of approxixtiately 50 per cent in carpet tirass for all treat­
ments in 1940, liowever, t^o further docreaso In Cfirpot cover on the TPK 
and N troatrients continiie-i tt. bo sj n", f:ca.:t, A c'.ooi'Jod rocoverj' wins r»de 
by carpet grass in 1941 on the i Ca, " and U treatments vdiile a ti^eator 
proportionate loss was sustained on tho MPK and I! treatments, ^h© NPK and 
K treatments v^ere relatively lower in percentage of carpet in 1941 
than at ar^ time since the experiaent began. 
The carpct cover vms somewhat less in 1942 7;:,tV. the "rsatest losses 
being roflooted in the PGa and F treatments, while the plots rooaivins no 
fertilizer sliowed little oliaiiiie from the 1941 cover. There ^m8 a definite 
recovery in 1942 of carpet crass in the JirK and K treatcients from their 
low avBrapes for 1940 pnd 1941. In 1945 tho TPK treatment resMTnei^ its 
lower carpot cover of 1940 «nd 1941 while material gains were observed for 
the i. and 0 treatinents. 'i'he I'Ca treatiuent suffered a furtiier decline from 
its favorable cover of carpet grass in 1941« v/hile the F treatment held 
about the SSTTIO area as durinr: tho nrcvioMS year, ^or the -LOST mrfc the 
total percentafje of carpot ;;;re6s cover re-flinod fairly conBt?.'.nt during 
1943 to 1945, Tlie significant trains in cai-pet grass for the Ca treatment 
in 1944 anu 1945 compansated for the continued decline in carpot grass for 
the UPK treatment which bof^an in 1942. 
Tho 5-year avoraeo of carpet f'rass cover for the various seediiig and 
fertilizer trentrei-its is sunrrarlzed in Table IB and illustrated in ^ipure 
46. Ihe response in carpet cover for the various seeding treatments was 
quito similar at tlie difrerent fortilitj- levels, Jioat signii'icant during 
the 8-year study vms the higli percentage of carpet grass on the plots 
receiving no fertilizer and tho Icrvj percentaEQ of co-ror for tho '^"'K treat­
ment. T}iere was slit^htly more carpot cover for tho treatment tlmn for 
tho traatmeut. 
I^spadeza The annual and S^year averages 
of Idspedeza vfhen sown alone and in associotion with each of the other 
species at various levels of fertility is shown in Tehle 20 and graphically 
presented in i-'igure 48. The percentage of lospedeza oover was relatively 
low in 1S38 in comparison to carpet grass and hermuda ^raas. Slight differ­
ences in lespedeza were noted for tiio various levels of fertiliiy with the 
exception of WK which vvas considerahly higher for the lespedoza-clover 
seoding and on tho plots v/hero lespedeza Tvas sown alone. Lespedej^a cover 
did not respond to the various fertilizer treatments in 193S and the total 
lespedeza oover was somewhat less than that of 1953. 
In considering the total cover, the 1940 readings of lespedeza -were 
practically the same as those of 193P, 'Ihere was considerable improvement 
in lospedeza oover in 1941, particularly on the K treatment and most out­
standing on the jjlots receiviJig no fertilizer, i^espedeza oover increased 
for the PCa aBd F treatments in 1942 vdth less cover for the N ti^atment, 
ivhile tho "''K end n traatmonts vrere practicalbr the sanie as those of the 
previous year. Tho upward trend of lospedeza cover on tho P treatment 
'vjhich began in 1941 continued through 194S and 1944. A definite increase 
in lespedeza for the I'i treatment occurred In 1943 and 1944* The PCa and 0 
Table ZOt Aimual axid B^^year averagea of lespedesa v.heii sonn alone and in assooiation 
with ©aoh of the other apeciee at varioue levels of fertiliiy 
Crop 80HX1 t Fertiliser 
s 
t ParcentaKe lespedeea cover 
t treaianents t 1958 i 1939 1 1940 t 1941 1 1942 t 1943 t 1944 1 1945 t Average 
Lespedeza 1 PC.a 
t 
} 50 S2 24 25 35 23 34 32 31.9 
: P t 46 37 1& 24 25 18 48 22 30.1 
i UPK : 65 21 31 24 32 25 15 7 27.5 
« H > 46 12 12 35 20 35 35 30 28.1 
t 0 X 57 42 24 45 35 35 39 33 38.8 
1 Average 1 53.2 
E 
38.8 22.0 30.6 29.4 27.2 34.2 24.8 31.3 
Lespedesa-oairpet t PCa > 25 24 35 32 38 36 20 S3 30^ 
t P > 16 10 18 10 18 38 43 26 22.4 
X HPK s 14 20 25 28 22 11 13 9 17.8 
t N 1 21 22 11 27 14 33 31 22 22.6 
t 0 1 12 12 20 34 22 32 27 40 24.9 
i Average » 17,6 17.6 21.8 26.2 22.8 30.0 26.8 26.0 23.6 
Leepedesa-bermuda » PCa 
8 
t 31 19 12 31 16 32 29 20 23.8 
t F t 31 26 22 14 21 24 31 26 24.4 
1 NPK t 2 21 27 8 13 17 17 13 14.8 
t If s 10 14 7 13 25 19 33 25 18.3 
1 0 : 11 22 12 37 32 24 35 27 25.0 
t Average 1 17.0 20.4 16.0 20.6 21.4 23.2 29.0 22.2 21.2 
Ijespedera-olover ; PCa 
t 
I 49 23 14 14 23 14 28 16 21.9 
t P t 40 13 20 12 28 16 32 22 22.9 
t NFK : 60 18 15 16 14 13 7 6 18.6 
1 N I 45 14 11 30 16 25 28 19 23.3 
1 0 : 48 20 15 28 30 30 26 38 29.4 
t Average e 46.8 
t 













1938 '39 '40 '42 '43 
Figures 48 and 49. Annual cover of l«spodoEa and -srhit© clo-7®r at 
Tarioua fertility levels on Olivier silt loam 
for the -nericd 1P3R-45, 
treatments twere similar in lf^43 and 1944 to t^iose in 1942, The ^^'PK 
treatment -was practically the same in 1943 as in 1942, however, there 
was eoiBBvdiat less lespedeta cover on this treatment in 1944 v<h©n it con­
tained les8 lespodeta cover than any of the feartiliser treatments. The 
lospodeza cover in 1945 was quite similar to that of the two previous 
years. The highest percentage of lespedesa cover in 1945 uras found on 
the plots receiving no fertilizer, while the lov.-est lespedesa cover vms 
for the UFK treatioent# 
Aa may be seen in iable 18 and t ijiurea 50 and 51 there was very 
little response in lespedoxa cover for tJie various fertility le-vels for 
the R<^ear period. As •was the case with carpet grass the percentage of 
lospedeza cover was equally as high on the plots receiving no fertilizer 
as on those receiving fertilizer applications, xhsre was a definite 
reduction in lespedeza cover for the ijPK. treatment. 
Clover — The data on the perfompnoe of 
•whit© clover for the various seedin.;; and fertilizer treatments for tho 
different years are shown in Table 21« llie percentage of cover of white 
clover in 193Q and 1939 was the lowest of any of the species, howevor, 
there was a significant respoiase to the PCa and P treatments. >Ui shown 
in figure 49 a significant increase in clover cover took place at all 
fertility levels in 1940 with the f^reatest favorable response being for 
the PCa treatment. A creditable gain in clover was made in 1940 on the 





























Figuror 50 and 51» Response of seeding treatments of lespedeza arid 
white olo-ver to irarious fertility levels on 
Olivier silt loara for the period 1938-45, 
Table 21. Annual and ^-year a-rorage of clover -when sown alone and in association with each 
of tile other species at various levels of fertility 
Crop sewn Fertilizer Percentage clover cover 
treataaonts t 193B t 1&3S 1940 1941 t 1942 t 1943 1944 1945 s Average 
PCa 
t 
J 47 38 30 24 31 40 27 24 32.6 
P t 24 34 17 32 27 30 27 29 27,5 
NPK > 10 20 25 30 32 34 37 39 28.4 
N ; 5 17 21 31 32 18 6 10 17.5 
0 > 8 17 20 25 4 5 2 4 10.6 
Average t 18.8 25.2 22.6 28.4 25.2 25.4 19.8 21.2 23.3 
fCa 
t 
< 11 25 31 31 27 28 26 30 26.1 
P t 12 22 28 16 20 39 22 17 22.0 
NPK t 3 6 IB 16 35 33 34 33 22*3 
H t 6 7 19 7 27 14 5 14 12.4 
0 t & 10 18 3 3 4 2 S 6.3 
Average : 7.4 14.0 22.8 14.C 22.4 23.6 17.3 19.8 17.8 ^ 
PCa t 18 32 29 10 36 30 SO 31 
1 
27.0 • 
p : 19 27 24 25 25 40 2n 23 26.4 
: 3 8 20 28 27 32 35 38 23.9 
M > 3 10 24 10 22 15 4 13 12.6 
0 : 4 8 18 15 3 3 3 3 7.1 
Average : 9.4 17,0 23.0 17.6 2a .a 24.0 20.0 21.6 19.4 
PCa 
1 
I 15 24 24 19 22 35 23 26 23.5 
P J 15 29 12 10 15 28 23 24 19.5 
WPK t 3 10 14 n 20 2B 35 36 19.0 
?t : 3 13 s 14 25 20 5 7 11.5 
0 t 4 13 17 4 5 3 1 6 G.5 
Average } 6.0 17.G 14.4 11.0 17.4 22.B 17.0 19.8 16.0 
Clover 
Clover-carpet 
Clo ver-b ennuda 
Clover-lespedesa 
1941 than the previouB year. Definite roaowr^"^ in clover vib.b raade in 
194a for all the levels of fertility except that there was practically 
no clover cover on the plots not receiving fertiliser (i''ii:,ures 52 and 
53)« There was a favorable trend for the UFK and N treatments in 1942. 
The highest percentages of clover cover in 1943, 1944 and 1945 were fouai 
on the PCa, P and Nlr'K treatments with very little clover cover on the 
plots receiving N and on the uon-treated plots* 
The average percentage of clover cover for the various seeding and 
fertilizer treotments for the '^-yenr peri od is suTimarized in Table 18 
and illustrated in ii^ure 51, while the clover cover was slightly higher 
for tho PCa treatment, equally satisfactory cover was shown for the P 
and NPK treatments during the 8-yeeur period. The production of clover 
viae practically limited to these three treatments, although tho M 
treatment mas somevdiat higher than where no fertilizer vias applied. 
To competition yrith other species. Tho relative performance of the 
various species at the different levels of fertility during the 8 years 
is illustrated in Figures 54 to 59 and is shown in Tables 17 to 21 
The response of tho grasses, lespedeza and white clover under varying 
seeding methods is suTanarfzed in Table 13 and shown in '^^ables 17 to 21. 
Tiie percentage of vegetative cover observed in 1938 reflected to 
Bom extent the stands secured from seediiig. It will be seen that stands 
remained fairly uniform the first year regardless of fertiliser treatment 
exoept that •white clover anpeared dependent upon phosphate and liTne. Permuda 
grass appeared to be tho most afx*'0SBivo species in 193B» definitely covering 
151. 
a 
Figure 52, Gonoral view of plots. Carpet graas in foreground, no 
fertilizer at left, N at rieht. Note absence of white 
clover at left. 
Figure 53, White clover in foreground, P at left, and PCa at right. 












1938 '39 '40 '41 '42 '43 
if.ures rj'i an.., Comparative performance of the veriouc spociea 
without fertJ.lizer and with all fertilizer 











1938 '39  ^
Figures 56 and 57, f>orapar&tive performfinc® of tb© Tarious species 








Fibres 58 and 59. Comparatlvo perfcmanco of the species at the N~:; 
(Complete) and N fertility levels during th® 
8 years, 1938-45, 
T4 por oent of all olots sovm only -bo "bermuda, 60 per cent of ell plota 
•where bermuda was sown in comViinRtion with each of the other species, 
and invadirj^ all plots not sovai to bernaida to th® extent of 25 por oont. 
After mapping the 320 plots the first year it was belieTOd that bomtuda 
offered the most competition to the other species and that it v/ould become 
tho dominant speoies in the plot area. 
Tlie porformanoe of carpet Krass in 1938 indicated that it -was a 
vrorthy competitor but that it did not equal bermuda in aggressiveneas. 
hoviever* it oo-vered 74 per cent of all the areas seeded to carpet grass 
alone, and approximately 50 per cent of all plots vdiere carpet grass was 
Bovai with lespedeea and rrith white cloirer and showed 17 per cent invasion 
cover In all plots not Bcnm to oarpot grass, but it only held 36 per cent 
of all plots -Kdiere carpet grass i«as sown vdth bemuda, vdxile bermuda 
oOTered 57 per cent of the latter plots. 
By 1939 it was evident that bermuda ^rass required nitrogen for 
satisfactory ?;rowth. Large arens iielcl hy 'bormuda i.n 19fiS -ware covered 
by carpet grass and some misoellanoous species in 1939. Carpet zra.aa 
vias decidedly the best coTi^etitor in 1939* Vthile lespedesa covered 
approximately three times the area covered by vfhite clover in 1938, and 
more than clover in 1939, neither offered serious competition to the grasses. 
The vigorous spread of carpet ^rass in 1939 was severely checked by 
loi^ teinperatures early in 1940 (Figure 16)« Spring obseirvations made 
in adjoining pastures showed from 10 to 25 per cent killing of oarpet 
grass seedlings and stolons* Tho dotmnard trend of beimida grass con* 
tinued in 1940 -when its growth was practically limited to the plots con-
156. 
ta.ining nitrogenous forfciliznrs, 
Lespede&a reciainod noii-aiii;roas3ivo TiJhilo vmito olover revived con­
siderably and eaoh ooverod a greater area tlian that hold bj' hormuda grass. 
Carpet grass remained In control, vdth half as r/Rich area as the other 
three species ooTnbinod, Much of the area s^leased by borraudn grass and 
carpet .^rass in 1940 was oooupied by seedlings of the Paspalum spocies 
and other miscellaneous ^x^sses and weeds. 
Carpet grass recovered much of the areas formerly held in 1341 and 
suffered a second but slight injurj- from lo\7 temperatures earlj"^ in 1942 
but it maintained ooTOr over a greater area than any of tho otJier species 
durinf^ tho reminder of the period. 
. s vras shovm. in Table 16 « for the G-year period, carpet grass hold 
an average of per cent of cover while bennuda grass averaged 17 per 
cent vrtien the two species were grovm in combination. They held averages 
of -41 and 20 per cent, resT^ctivol", vrhor. ofthera vnas seeded with 
lespedeza, and 3i3 and 21 per cent wneu sown w,dth vfhite clover. Carpet 
grass maintained an average of twice as much herbage cover for the eight 
years as did berniuda. Despite the unfavorable showing raade by bermnda 
grass in comparison with carpet grass when all fertilitj,' levels vrere 
considered, it was not surpassed by carpet grass at tho higher fertili-ty 
levels, 
Lespedesa cover for the eight years averaged about the same as that 
of bermuda grass; however, bennuda grass was superior on the and H 
treatments, V/hite olover, litoewise, naintained a similar povor in 
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relation to that of bormuda grass, in cjonsidoring the competitive 
ability/ nf Icspodexa and v/hite clover from eovwr ft-rorapies, lespedeza 
held sanewhnt hi'-hor porcontanes cf total csovor although tho two spaoiea 
were quite similar for the FCa, P, and WPK treatments. 
Since "bennuda grass, and to some extent, •wrtaito clover were limited 
in growth to tho !IPK treatment, a comparison vras made of those speoiea 
with carpet grass and lespedeza with the complete fertilizer for the 
different years, and it is shovm In Figures 60 and 61, It Tjay he seen 
that "bermuda grass continued to hold the area with white clover 
(i'lgure 62), while carpet grass and leapedeza took possession of the 
untreated areas. 
Since white clover rnade its optimum growth at the "Ca fertility 
level, a slniilar coi-parison iisas inade for the I Ca treatjnent, and it is 
sho-vm in Figures 63 and 64, Again carpet grass and lespedesa covered 
a greater part of the untreated area for the different years tlian did 
berffluda prass find whit© cTover, flmroTiniately as rmich of thcf ^Ca 
treatment as the other two species• 
An effort ms made to gain a further insight into tho competitive 
relationships existing among the species by considering the comparative 
areas oooupied by each species Ddien grovm alone and -when grovjn in 
association mth each of the other species, as was done by Aberg, Johnson, 
and 'I'i'ilsie (l), 'llie loss in herbage cover of each spocies p;rov/n in 
association was evaluated in terms of the similar loss of the associated 





Igures 60 and 61« Aasooiation of bermudft grass and vAiite cloTer and 
: c a r p e t  g r s - o c  a n d  l e s p e d e c ® .  - w i t h  a n d  w i t h o u t  N ? '  
tve^.tmont during the 6 years, 1938-45, 
Figure 62. General view NPK treatment showing prevalence of berrnuda grass 
and white clover on entire blook where ail species and mixtures 
had been sown. 
160. 
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Figures 65 and -loflociation of bermuda grass and white oloirer 
and of cerpot grass and lespedeza with and without 
?Ca treatment during the 8 years, 1938-45. 
specioa, ITio data in 'iable 22 aaow tho doviation. in p©rcanta(5e of 
loss of herbfttio cover for eaoh, of the tv<o species in tiie association 
froia their herbage cover -when grown alone. Thus it may be seen that 
the cover o'^' cmrpet r^rass vi^en sown /rraas -ma 52 per cent 
less than whon sown alone, hile tho oover of bornuda £;rass vfas but 24 
per oent less in association mth carpet grass than when groira alone* 
Iionce the difference between their losses of 23 per cent represented tho 
loss that carpet sustained in tho association. In a like raanner the 
not pain or loss for each species in oaoh assoolation -was computed for 
the " years and is su^nmarized in Table 23a 
It T!iay be seen tliat in 1938 the gain of bemuda grass in deviations 
of loss of cover of the other species growi in combinations with it was 
113 as coKipared to 3T for carpet grass, and losses of 41 and 110 for 
lespedeza and white clover respectively. Rerrauda gross, thorefore, 
offered the nost outstanding; competition, while carpet i^rass was second, 
liavini^ lost to bennuda jirass but having gained from lespede&a and white 
clover. Lespedeta gained from v;hite clover but it lost to the {.grasses 
so that it ms not ccncxdernd as havinn* offered actlvn co'^petition for 
the year? however, it ran'rod t.' ird in conparison v/ith the performance 
of the other species. ..hite clover offered the least oonipetition in 1938* 
Continuing for 1939, carpet gmss -was tlis most outstanding compet­
itor. V.liito clover offered competition to lospedeza lut it little mope 
than compensated for the losses to the grasses. Bermuda grass offered 
littlo competition while Icspedeza sufferod tho greatest loss. 
162, 
Table 22, Average deviution in percentage of loss of ;.:over for 
eaoh apeoies thrown in oombinatiou from its cover vihen 
l^xxTMi alone and of tiie aseooiatod epeoies in the 86une 
oombizxation from its oover when ^rown alone for the 
years 1938 and 1939 
t 
Crops {^rowi in : .'sRooiated crop 




Cairpet : 52 33 29 
Assooiated crops t 24 67 61 
Net gain or loss : •28 34 32 
t 
Bermuda : 24 16 17 
Associated crops < 52 68 50 
Net f'lain or leas : 28 52 33 
1 
Lespedeza : 67 68 12 
Assooiated crops : 33 16 57 
Net gain or loss t *34 -52 45 
t 
Clover : 61 50 57 
Assooiated crops t 29 17 12 




Carpet J 27 19 10 
Assooiated crops x 42 39 44 
i^et gain or loss i 15 20 34 
t 
Bermuda t 42 24 30 
Assooiated crops i 27 29 33 
Het gain or loss j 
A 
-15 5 3 
• 
Lespedeea : 39 29 74 
Associated orops t 19 24 30 
Ifet gain or loss : -20 -5 -44 
1 
Clover t 44 33 30 
Assooiated orops t 10 30 74 
%t {^ain or loss : •34 — 3 44 
t 
Table 23. Relative competition offered by the different species £is determloed by the net 
gain in deviations of loss of oover for eaoh species in eaoh association from 
their covers when grovm alone for "ttie years 1938-45* 
t t t t I t t : I : 
Crop association :Gain or lossi 1938 s 19S9 i 1940 i 1941 : 1942 t 1943 i 1944 t 1945 : T«t 
t  t  t 1  I  t I t s :  
Carpet-bermuda Carpet -28 16 6 30 57 16 8 45 129 
C«rpet*lespedeza It 34 20 —25 6 22 0 8 -18 47 
Carpet-olover II 52 34 - 8 14 -10 6 -14 -14 40 
Net 38 69 -27 50 49 22 2 13 216 
Bermuda-oarpet Bejnmida 28 -15 - 6 -30 -37 -16 - 8 —45 -129 
Bemuda-lespedeza 52 5 19 9 1 12 -12 6 92 
Berauda-elover II S3 3 -46 20 0 6 - 2 0 14 
Net 113 - 7 -33 - 1 -36 2 -22 -39 - 23 
Lespedeza*carpst Lespedesa -34 -20 25 — 6 -22 0 - 8 18 - 47 
Lespedesa-bermuda n -52 — 5 -19 — 9 - 1 -12 12 - 6 - 92 
Lespedesa^oloTsr rt 45 -44 4 26 7 -18 -15 -12 - 7 
•41 —69 10 11 -16 -30 -11 0 -146 
Clover>oarpet Clover -32 —34 8 -14 10 - 6 14 14 - 40 
Clove r-bemiuda It -33 - S 46 -20 0 — 6 2 0 - 14 
Clover-leepedeza n -45 44 - 4 -26 - 7 18 15 12 7 
Net -110 7 50 -60 3 6 31 26 - 47 
"White olover made the greatest gains in 1940, mostly as a result of 
the bermuda grass aesociation, and lespedeaa acquired soma of the oarpot 
grass losses v/hile losins to bermuda grass. Thus, the grasses vrere the 
poorest competitors in 1940, Carpet grass regained its competitive rols 
in 1941 while vihite clover lost heaviest, 
Corifliderlnt; the 8-year period, th® relative ooTipetition offered by 
the different species ttrs in the descending order of oarpot grass, borrauda 
grass, white clover and lespedeza. Carpet grass gained a total of 16 
times with a total gain in deviations of 216, •while bemruda p;ra88 gained 
12 times but that did not entirely compensate for its consistent loss to 
carpet grass after the first year, I'^hlte clover gained 10 times but 
did not couuteraot the losses to the grasses, Lespedeza gained but 6 
times and apparently offered the least competition to the other species 
grown in association ivith it f5Mr'.n'- thfi e-"";ht ^'^inrs. 
Differential responaft of species based on root studies 
Aa reported by Sperry (99), the roots of the various species shovsr 
individual characteristics and habit of grov/th as well as pattern of 
dietribution. TAlce the tope the roots of each plnnt were different and 
had their own individual appearance; yet there v/ero certain cliaracter-
istics v^ich seemed to hold for all of the species. In the min the bermuda 
roots growi on fertile soil not only accounted for a great portion of the 
mass of roots in the top soil tut this species "was rather consistent in 
sendinp; 8o»ne roots much creeper into the soil (rir,ure 30), Tn -".ost cases 
•the ocoasxonal ruots encounterecJ at the bottom of tlie sod block whon 
Vt/aslied out and traced back to the surface ivez'e found to be those from 
bemuda plants. Kie habit of growth of the stolons and rhizomes ia 
tlie top soil under favorable conditions is well knovm* 
i''i-ure8 65 axid 66 shew the herbage and root growth^ after the soil 
liad been renoved* of a 98 per cent cover of bensuda ^rass grown at the 
ml-k fertility level« It was l^pioal of bermuda grass growtii uzider favor­
able environment, Tlie forage averaged lo inches in height with a turf 
cushion of 1,2 inches when the soil block was oxoavatrd May 11, 1940. 
Uhile traces uf roots were found below 6 feet« 56 per cent by weight 
^7ere found witiiin the first 6 inches o£ soil* Ul per cent within the 
top foot, 94 per cent vnthin 2 feet* and 98 per cent within the first 
3 feet of soil, 'Hiere were, hoiTOVor, 1,4 rter cent of roots between 3 
and 4 feet» 0,5 per cent between 4 and 5 feet axid 0,1 per cent between 
5 and 6 feet, A comparison of the proportion of top growth to root 
t^rowth showed a shoot-roo-b ratio of 2.4, This was considerably higher 
than the average of 1,1 from the 20 bermuda soil blocks excavated uiider 
a Td.de range of fertility levels as shown in Table 24, 
Ihe washed roots from a 95 per oent carpet grass cover are shown 
in Figure 29, While carpet grass does not have rhisomes as does bemuda 
grass, there was a solid luass of roots in the top soil extending to a 
depth of approximately 10 inches, above which level most of the roots 
were fc«nd. 
Figure 65, Tops of vigorousI7/ growing bennuda grass from NPK fertility 
level, 98 per cent cover» height 10.4- in. 
Figure 66, Bermuda grass root system from Figure 65 after soil had been 
removed; 98 per cent of roots were found within the first 
three feet of soil. Shoot-root ratio 2.4. 
168. 
Table 24. Average wBir.lit in p,ra7Tia of tops eind roots end tho 
shoot-root ratio for eeo>> stjeoiee 
Species I I'opfl hoots Shoot-root 

















Eie root tips did not penetrate as deeply as did those of tho bormuda 
plants. Since both tlie berraudji and carpot grass roots represented sods, 
it \va8 not possible to consider them as individuai plants or to attribute 
the root raitter as being from one or Tnore particular plants, IXiring 
••rii^.rat • on the rhizomes and stolons from bemruda ^wre traced ^'or se"oeral 
feet from the original plant. Under tlio conditions of this experiment the 
spread of carpet ^rass t.'Wls mostly from seed, 
A oompariaon was made of the herbaf^e end root systems grovm frori 
plots reeeivin;; the var5.ous sepdin' ^nd fertilizer trf?at^onts. Two of 
those aom to the carpet grass-vihito clover laixbiiro (Fi^^ures 67 and G8) 
are of particular interest since they shov/ed respectively 33 and 45 per 
cent of bomuda grass invasion -when exoavated in 1940, Figure 67 -was from 
a plot reooiving the nitrogen treatnent and its cover consisted of 3^ per 
cent oarpet p;rRas, 1^ per cent vvhite clover nnd 1? per cent •alscollfineous 
species, as \vell as 33 per cent of berrp.uda ^mss, 'JTie UPK treat-r^ont had 
been applied to tho plot represented in liguro 63 and its cover ms composed 
of but 12 per cent carpot grass, 35 per cent white clover and 3 por cent 
Figure 67. V'ashed roots of carpet grass ajid white 
clover soym. at N fertility level; 33 
per cent "berrauda grass invasion. Shoo 
root ratio 0.7. 
Figure 68. Same as roots in Fif^ure 67 except at 
NPK fertility level; 4S per cent 
ber^iuda grass invasion. Shoot-root 
ratio 1»0, 
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nlao«llaneou8 speoies, together Y;ith tlie 45 per cent cf borifwda i^raas. 
The Tlp;oro)is VemiKln roots ^rcn tVp fert^ I'-b' lewT nay bo clonrly 
seen in the fi',^Ire. There ivoro shoot-root rtxtics of 0,7 for tho and 
1»0 for the NI'K treatments when all species were considered. 
From botanical separations thsro viere shoot-root ratios for the N 
fertility level of 0,6, 0,3 and 1,3 for carpet grass, vriiito clover and 
hermuda rrraBS rospeetitrelyj -while similar ratios for the UPK fertility 
level in the sano order ivere O.-l, O.G, rind 1,9. 
lypioal of tho carpet grass-lospedeza association grown vdthout fer­
tilizer was tlae plot represented by the root system shown in i igure 69, 
There was a 70 per cent turf of carpet grass with approximately 25 per 
cent of lespedeaa plants intorspersod tfiroughout. The shoot-root intio 
was 0,8 for tho carpet grass and 1,3 far the lespedeza. f.'hile tho carpet 
grass ratio of 0,8 indicated a slightly (greater root iirowtii tlian top 
growth, the roots were somewhat shallow v/hil© there was not much depth 
to the herbfiTo ^otVi n^rts •nT.snts Rpnarently produced less 
dry matter at the low fertility lovcl l"?t the reduction v«s s;r0ator for 
the top growth than for tlie root iirowtli, as may bo seen in Table 24 the 
averago shoot-root ratio for carpet grass shov^ed a much sweater proportion 
of roottt tJian of tops. In but one of 22 excavations did the tops eqital 
the roots and that yras from one of five soil blocks taken from tho Goo, L, 
Gajrden nlontation in %st Folicionn Parish (Fi.-ure 7) id'iero carpet rrass 
and lespedeza are considered at tlieir "best. 
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Figure 69, 'Washed roots of carpet pr&ss-lospedeza 
association p;ro-jm -without fertilizer; 70 
per cent carpet grass turf with 25 per cont 
lespodoza plants disporsed throughout; 5 
per cent misoollaneoua plant#. Shoot-root 
ratio 1,1, 
172, 
The US per oeuti v/hite oiovar oov«r uad roota Siiwni in 70 and 
71 appeared typical of white «lovor at tlie PCa fertility lovel. The shoot-
root ratio vias O.H for vj'ilto pilo-rcr vv- o'' Is loss t-'nr. tho av^rt.i[:e cf 1,2 
(Tablo 24)» liio '6 per ceut of bei'mmia {jrasa foazitl wheu tiio ruots were 
v.-uahed had a ratio of 1«1. 
The root systema of clover and lespedeza vjore quite variulile 1 isofar 
as the depth ol" the root mass v/as concerned, as Tiro 11 as its pattern, of 
grov/th. «hilo rcots wore put down at the nodes v.hioh contributed mater­
ially to tleir ability to cover an area, the clover plants apparently de­
pended more on tlie heavier rooting systei.i hi the area vj-here tlie orit^ixial 
ijrOTrtli was made. Ihe annual lespodeza ivlonts, of course, depended entirely 
upon tlieir ori,p:innl root system. The avorapje shoot-root ratio for lespedesa 
^va8 1.2a Often tlxs "bullc of tho fi';rov,s roots would be found several inches 
aviay from the baso of txie plant. The pattern, •would not bo a syLiniotrioal 
one, extending, in ali directionB froia tiie base of tiie plaiit, but wuid bo 
found in clustesrs in one or •noro directions from the base of tlio plant as 
thou.-vh it v/ere utilising-: the areas not f'llj- hold "by competini^ plants. On 
the other liaxid, tlie bemuda and carpet (grasses usually developed very 
intensive root systems directly below tiia plants. 
Chesdcal analyses mere made of the tops (Table 25) and roots (Table 26) 
from botanical separations of the species associatioixs at the various levels 
of fertility in all of the soil block exoaTrations. Since there v/ero differ­
ent proportions of plant roaterial for the species mixtures at the diffewnt 
levels of fertility, no attempt was made to assign analyses bo individual 
species. There •was fairly consistent ap;reeinent for thn analyses of the 
tops and of the roots at the various fertility levels• 
17-6, 
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Figure 70, Tops of whits clover with bermuda grass trace at PCa 
fertility level; 95 per cent clover cover. 
Figure 71, Vfeshed roots of tops shovm in Figure 70, 
Shoot-root ratio of 1,0, 
Table 25. Chomioal analyses of the tope of different species mixtures grov/n at 
"various levels of fertility on Olivier silt loam in 1940 
Crop sown 
Carpet-bormudB 
























Amlyses as percentage of dry Timtter 
JProtein t r)at : . i* .Li f t Fiber ; : CaO 4 
^2% 
FCa 25«2 : 14.91 1.85 56.99 16,84 8.19 1,03 0,34 
n 30.S 1 5.12 0.69 53.53 30.99 9.57 0,33 0.30 
n 17,2 : 20,52 2.73 4=i.58 21.05 9.94 1.34 0.93 ij 43.3 s 15.11 2.10 3r>,S7 36.67 6.50 1.06 0.57 
tf 28.3 : 13.92 1.B4 4^1.S4 26.89 8.55 0.94 0.54 
P 31.9 1 12.07 1.94 39.31 39.25 7,40 1.13 0.28 
II 43.7 t 5.85 0.80 60,61 23.82 8.83 0.21 0.16 
It 51.6 I 4.88 0.41 61.22 24.13 9,26 0.39 0,39 
II 44.7 t 6.62 1.10 60.18 23.04 8,93 0.31 0,63 
n 42.7 t 7.41 1.06 55.33 27.56 8.61 0.51 0^37 
ISfPK 23.7 t 5,78 0,72 52.62 29.24 11.52 0.30 0,21 
II 21.4 : 7.20 1.26 4^^.60 30.61 12.34 0.23 0.05 
n 22,2  : 5.14 1.08 51.31 31.98 10.54 0.27 0.41 # 
It 22.4 t 6.04 1.02 50.84 30.61 11.47 0.27 0,22 
N 21.9 t 15.76 0.82 53.11 21.55 8,58 1.05 0.46 
u 53.4 J 4.76 0.43 63.56 25.81 5.49 0,60 0.45 
n 37.7 : 10.26 0.63 58.34 23.68 7.04 0.83 0,46 
0 92.7 J 12,55 0,83 47.06 34,71 4,88 0.80 0.30 
« 33.4 : 12.43 2.04 42.43 33.14 6,89 1,02 0,33 
ti 20.4 ; 17.06 1.03 52.30 19.95 9,G1 1,03 0,54 
ii 48.8 J 14.01 1.30 47.26 30.27 7.13 0.95 0^39 
Table 2G. Chenioal analyses of the roots of different sneeies •fixtures gro™ at various levels 
of fertilitj^ on Olivier silt loa-^, in 19<10. 




> Analye es as percentage of dry matter 
t treatment s matter % tProtein s Jkt J f.E-. t I'lber t Ash t CaO ; P 0 
Carpet-bemuda » Pga 
• 
; 30 .3 
I 
: 11 •45 0< .53 40 •46 20 .33 27 .19 0 •50 0. 26 
•Jarpet* le spedeza 1 " > 34 »7 : 4 .12 1. .10 45 .42 31 .04 18 .44 0 .52 0. 14 
Carpet-olover 't : 32 .s : 14 .95 1, ,73 38 .05 23 .47 21 •76 0 •50 0. SI 
Lsspedese t : 53 .3 » 14 .02 0. .73 31 .48 35 .12 18 .65 0 • 73 0. 77 
Avsrage » : 37 
c 
.7 I 11 .14 1, ,02 33 .85 27 .69 21 .51 0 ,56 0. 37 
Carpet-bo rmuda t P 
• 
: 30 .7 t 12 .21 1 ,17 30 .81 35 .54 20 • 36 0 .55 0. 29 
Cai^pe t-les pede 2a s n ! 5 .3 i 5 .66 0, ,94 41 •89 25 .28 27 .55 0 .19 0. 19 
Carpet-olover 1 ti : 40 .0 s 3 .80 0 .33 44 .75 26 .80 24 .28 0 .33 0.. 25 
Lespedeza-oloTrer t ^ : 42 •6 t 4 •98 0, ,66 46 •62 30 •42 17 •42 0 .31 0. 55 
Average t 29 
• 
.7 : 6 
• 
•66 0, ,78 41 .02 29 .51 22 .40 0 .45 0^ 27 




: 3 .77 1 ,23 44 .55 33 .47 16 .94 0 • 26 0. 19 
Carpet-lespodeza ti ; 25 .8 t 4 • 80 1-,52 36 .76 25 .36 31 .05 0 .12 0. 20 
Carpet-oleve r ti : 20 .6 : 4 .47 1. ,12 49 .32 35 .10 9 .90 0 .29 0. 39 
Average It : 24 .3 t i .35 1, .29 42 .B8 31 .48 19 .30 0 .22 0. 26 
Carpet-bermuda ! N : 27 .1 t 12 •03 1 .86 53 .43 19 .04 13 .47 0 ,26 0. 48 
Carpet-clover 
Average 
t 36 .0 t 4 .22 1. .17 45 • 75 26 •50 22 .39 0 • 31 0. 25 











































































The data obtained and presented in tliis investigation have been 
maziy and varied* ^ attempt has been made to trace the developmont in 
the field of the four speoiee selected as pasture plants as -well as of 
misoellaneouB plants niiioh affect pasture development* Variations among 
the species vhioh affect their response to changes in climatic growth 
oondit:\on8, the duration of the establishment and s^rowth period, phys­
ical characteristics of the soil« levels of soil fertilitj', and the 
presence and behavior of other species have been emphasized in the 
presentation of data* 
The chief difficult^' arises in interpreting the information ob­
tained in terms of the plant grovfth conditions to whioh each of the 
species is especially adapted* iiowever« based on the quantitative data 
obtained under the conditions of this investigation, this should be 
possible and will be attempted* The best approach to this interpreta­
tion or evaluation of the pasture 2ro\Tbh oor.dltions to which each of 
the species is best adapted nculd seem to be on a species basis. 
Bermuda grass is a more valuable pasture grass than carpet grass 
but the results of the investigation show that its habitat reguireinents 
are more exacting* The outstanding demand of bermuda grass on the 
habitat seems to be the demand for soil nutrients especially sources of 
nitrogen. The definite response to high fertility levels shown by 
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bemuda grass was outstanding throughout this laves titration after the 
first year. The high average of 67 per oent of hermuda cover for all 
seedinf^B on the unfertilized plots in IPS? ^ay he e-rplained partly on 
the basis of its utilization of the humus and plant residues plowed 
into the soil both in the spring and in the fall of 1937 before the 
saedings were mde. It was pointed out (llgure 2) that traces of 
bermuda grass irere found in all area studies over the State, axtd since 
very little seed produced in South Louisiana germinated it -vrould seem 
pldusible to assume that part of the large bermuda oover, at least to 
the extent of its 23 per cent of invasion, was the result of scattered 
bermuda rhizomes in the soil at the begiimiDg of the investitiation. 
Under i^e conditions of this experiment bermuda grass nas outstand­
ing as a competitor at the higher fertility levels and during the first 
year or two at all levels. The conclusion of Hansen (42) that bermuda 
grass taade a moderate growth on ola;v soils mioh were too poor for the 
profitable production of T.iost other crops -nas not borne out in the ex­
periments conducted at Louisiana Stete (F-lfTjre 47). The 
results were in agreement with Ferris (34) who found that bermuda grass 
grew well on all of the land that was brought into cultivation and 
fertilized in south Mississippi but that it failed to furnish superior 
grazing to the native grasses when planted on the land without fertilizer. 
Bermuda grass was easily killed back by froet, consequently it made a 
good co^npanion crop with white clover as it was more or less dorrnant 
throughout the late fall and winter when the clover seedlings were devel« 
oping and the olovor plants were reestablishing their grovrbh after 
having been quiescent s^noe the Torevimia mtfl-su'Tner. 
Exoellent stands of bermuda were obtained in the Southern 
part of the i'tato vdtli the average rainfall by seeding 10 pounds par 
acre. In tests conducted at the Louisiana Kxperiment Station, satis­
factory stands were obtained the first year either from seeding or by 
setting 4-lnch sod pieces two feet apart. ViTien conditions vrare favor­
able fcjr its establishTient ( 'ipnire 31) none of the other species stariied 
were able to compete with It (iigure 72), 
Despite the application of nitrogenous fertiliser there ms a tend­
ency for bermuda grass cover to wane during the later ji-ears of the exper­
iment. Onty at the WK fertility levels was bermuda grass at its best. 
Carpet grass was shown to be well adapted to the various ferility 
levels U'able 3) and capable of rapid establishment* its herbage was not 
Icilled back as readily by frost in the early winter as was that of ber-
mada grass and heno© should fux^ish longer Kresinc, However, carpot 
grass was affected by the excessively low te-^psratures during 1940 and 
to some extent in 1942 (Figure 44). Vihile the stolons of both bermuda 
grass and carpet grass were froeen during exceptionally cold weather, 
yet the rhiisomes of the bemuda grass plants were not killed and con­
sequently twre in a better position to take advantage of early estab-
llshmont the following spring. 
On soils medium to Icm in fertility carpet grass was able to become 
established and maintain its turf in competition with other species cap-
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Figure 7Z*  Biseot of bermuda grass turf and roots 
grown at NPK fertility level. 
able of offeriT?g corppt3.tlon at low fertility If^vels. however, oai*pet 
grass did rospond to fertilizer treatir.ents ccntainiag nj.trOt;;en to the 
extent aad vihen permitted by bermuda grass (Ficures 46 and 47)» It was 
believed that carpet prass produced more sod on low fertilit;/^ levels partly 
at least because they were the greatest areas not being utilieed by a 
stronger competitor. 
Obsenrations have sViown this "petit gjason" in relatively pure stands 
on large areas of poorly drained soils in central Louisiana where it offered 
not oulj'- the principal grazing but its sod the oaily foothold for animals 
durin'^ excessive and continued rainfall. It furnished a 50 per cent turf 
on all plots sowT! to it durinf^ the years of this investigation and approx-
imatety 40 per cent on all of the 320 plots v/hether sotim or not sown to 
carpet grass (i a^ure 46). These data are in agreement with ffiper (84) 
that it was rare to f jjid carpet i^rass and bermuda ^rass growing on the same 
soil area. The restilts s' ov.n lierei'n sn^p'nst that s'tcV a condition probably 
existed on the ruore fertile soils as a result of bermuda grass compstition. 
7,hits clover has long been considered the most important legume for 
winter pastures in Louisiana where it was often grazed and later cut for 
hay and seed (Figures 73 and 74), but the results of this study indicate 
that it was defin5.tely exacting in his liabitat requirements. ?rot only did 
it require phosphorus and line for satisfaotorj' growth but there was 
indication that soils ^jenoralJy high in fertility were preferable. This 
substantiated the findings of Blaser (10) that when lime, phosphorus and 
potash were added Ttianura gave superior results and that l^.ght applicationa 
of nitrogen were helpful on Florida soils. 
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Figure 73, White clover cut for seed on the George L. Gsj'den Plantation, 
East Peiiciana Porish, 
Figare 74, Grazing white clovar on the same plantfttlon. 
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The increased growth of clover on the MPK plots in 1941 and in 1942 
may be explained as the effect of the potash as well as the phosphorus in 
the WPK fertiliaer. However, the inoreaae in vhite clowr invasion in 1940 
may bo attributed in part to the release of large areas formerly held by 
bermuda and carpet grasses and my not have necessarily indicated the 
competitive ability of the clover. Its lack of response in previous years 
under grass dominance might have presented a better evaluation. 
It would appear from this inveatigation C^igure 51) that white clover 
required very exactly adjusted habitat conditions for its profitable 
establishment but that when these requirements were met, it, as was true 
with benauda i^rass, made outstanding gains ^ri^^ure 75) and offered con­
siderable competition. It has been observed that vrfiite clover came in 
naturally and contributed Tnaterially to the vgpietatTon in pastures, in 
the southani iialf of Louisiana on the more fertile soils. Jnder the con­
ditions in this study it was tha third year after plowing before an 
appreciable amount of v/hite clover invaded the plots where it had not 
been soim. Enterprising planters have not depended upon nor have they 
waited for white olover invasion but have found it more profitable to apply 
the requirad fertilizers and sow an abundance of seed on a well prepared 
seedbed (iigure 76). This furnished a satisfactory crop the first year 
as well as the following years (Figure 77). 
Lespedeza made good growth at medium to low fertility levels where 
competition from other species was apparently not too severe. Its establish­
ment was limited on areas suitable to the growth of bexmuda t^r&aa and to 
FifTure 75# 'Vhite clover gro"vm under optimum conditions Tor seed production 
on the 'r7. T. Nolin Plantation, Avoyelles Parish. 
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Figure 76, White clover seed bed on the ff. I, Nolin Plantation, 300 
poundR of superphosphate were disked into the plowed soil 
prior to sowing 10 po^mds of seed per ecre. 
Figure 77, Same as Figure 76 eighteen months later. The clover field 
was clipped earlier in the spring for weed control and 
for inducing uniformity of seed stem growth. 
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soino extent to white clover, but made exoallent oover on the untreated 
plots as did oarpot grass. There vraB not n great difference In response 
at the different fertility levels except that there vraa less lespedeza at 
the rtPK fertility level and more on the untreated plots. 
Although lespedeza ranked lowest in competitiv® abili-ty as shown in 
Tahlo 25 and appeared to f^row only where other plants T>er"iitted It to do so, 
it did, however, rank next to carpet grass in total area covered (Table 13), 
and produced an exoellent quality of iiay (Figure 78)« ^ was the case with 
carpet grass, the lespedeaa cover was limited to some extent to low fer­
tility levels upon wfiloh bermuda sress nnd, in -hhe cflse of lespedeza, white 
clover v/ere not capable of oatablishne.it, oinoe lespedeza seedlings are 
eatablished early during the sprin^^, the iraiik growin/ vdiite clover appar­
ently offered serious competition for light by shading. This was in agreement 
with the observations of Melson (72) that lespedeza was sometlTnes crowded 
out by the vigorous growth of clover, and with Akers and Westover (4) that 
lespedeza was not adapted to the heav^/ soils in -issiasippi, 
Lespedeza made comparatively little growth until late spring with the 
beginning of high temperatures viien it apparently required moisture as 
well as light for optimum growth. It was found that miscellaneous species 
jTiakine; t^ielr f!;rowth during winter and early spring tended to roTtove the 
available moisture from the top soil and to shade the ground to the extent 
that the lespedeza seedlings were unable to obtain sufficient light for 
growth and as a result many were eventually killed before they became 
established. Loss from this source was noticed t)Brtlo"larly dnrin?: the 
years vdien a conparativoly dry J ne was experienced. In the light of this 
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Figure 78, Samples of lespedeza hey grown without 
fertilization on Olivier silt loam, 
iSast Batoa Rouge ParlBh. 
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study it would appear that from a practical standpoint, heavjr spring 
grating of clover pastures and the clipping of miBoellanoous weeds should 
encourage the establishinent of lespedesa. Being an annual the critical 
period in the life of lespedeza plants was during their establishment in 
the spring. Under favorable conditions, including sufficient moisture 
and lif;ht, stands capable of covering the entire area were obtained, 
iiowever, with adverse growing conditioiis including heavy shading by-
other species in the spring, the percentage ui' ieepedesa cover was mater­
ially- reduced* 
It is felt that lespedeza is well adnnted to certain areas in 
Louisiana on soils to v.'hioh considerable quantities of fertilizer would 
need to be added before satisfactory clover growth could be obtained 
(Mgures 79 and 80). Theoretically, lespedeza should grow better in 
association with bemuda grass than with carpet grass since bermuda 
grass starts growth later in the snring. Hollowell (48) has shown that 
bermuda grass turf is not as dense near the surface of the ground as is 
that of caiT)et grass. But the insults of this investigation indicate that 
this was not the case for lespedeza produced siguii'ioantly more cover 
with carpet grass. It was probably coincidental that edaphio conditions 
were more effective in limiting the growth of lespedeza than was the 
competition for light. 
In ooznparing tlie point and chart inetnods uz' herbage aiialysis it 
was pointed out that bermuda grass was given a lower percentage of cover 
by the point method than was founrt by the chart -net'iod (Fip;ur9 40), This 
is in conformi'ly with the findings of others irfio have found that the point 
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Figure 79, Lespedeza migration beside canal road 8' below the original 
soil surface. 
Figure 80, Same as Figure 79 after lespedeza establishment, Y»hite 
olover left. 
method lias a tendanoy to record more "hits" for the tall growing speoiea 
than for ttie sod*>forralug (^irasaes. 
Ubservatioos ehowod that any areas not occupied at &ny given time 
were aoon oovered with seedlinp;8 of Tniscellaneoua annuals and other Bpecioe 
in rather large numbers and tl-iat viien the plants had gro^iaa beyond the 
seedlint; stage they were more than likely to becwue eatablished for that 
eaaeon at least* fhis was also true« to eomo extent, of the species 
studied and perticnlarlv of "lespedeza, Tt "le-*-- h® po^'nteci out that ber-
muda and carpet grasses also too!c ever adjoining unoccupied areas when 
environmental conditions permitted, am often conpletely surrounded sui 
upright growing species, leaving the appearance that the species had grown 
through the grass sod. This was often the manner of entrance of the 
Paspalum species. The sod forming grasses appeared most efficient as 
oonpetitors not by killing out the establislied annuals and short lived 
species during the year, but possibly by liiniting their growth somewhat 
in the utilisation of soil nutrients and moisture during, the season and 
espeoially by completely covering the area before the next growing season 
of the annual arrived. This characteristic in oarpot grass is believed to 
explain to a large extent the octmrrence of practically solid sods of 
this species on nuoh of the suils of low fertilii^ levels in the state. 
Its ability to utilize the less fertile soils is, of course, its prime 
asset. 
The heavv' loss in carpet grass cover following low temperatures early 
in 1940, together with the decreasing benauda grass cover, released large 
areas which were oooupied in part by Baspalum spoeies and other misoellan-
eous grasses and weeda. Iilhite clover ms relatively aggreBBivD in 1940 
nnd the plots sown to it to a lower perosntase of tni ooeUarjsous 
cover than, did either the grasses or lespedeaa. To a great extent the 
high aitroi^e;! levels of fertility were iuvacied by species of the ao-
oalled weed tj'-pes and Paspalumfl ?rfi.ile the low fertility plots were iuhab-
itad "by misoellenoous p;rass snoclj^s usually oonsidered no of low nutritive 
value. 
Plant oonpetltion as it affected the vegetation in this investigatioa 
vms quite variable and at times appeared elusive. Yihile even casual ob­
servations indicated major changes in the plant associations, a more 
intensive study revealed that it ms not easily possible nurrerioally to 
evaluate the co'-ipetitive abilit'/ of the different species under consider­
ation in terms applicable to theni all, since their response to the reaction 
of competition with other species varied with the species and with the 
relative fertilitj'^ levels. It was believed that certain species might be 
considered as offerin?^ competition only when they appeared under environ­
mental conditions at least somewhat favorable for their establishment. 
Under adverse ejrowing coaditions they probaLly vould have disappeared 
vdthout the overwhelming effect of ai^ oompetiters. In this investigation 
bermuda f^rass proved a stronp; cc^oetitor, bi.i+- only at thn relatively high 
fertility levels. Similarly -white clover offered co-npetition ^Tiostly at 
the i'Ca, I', and .>:PK fertility levels. It would seem that both of these 
species failed to become established on the unfertilised plots because of 
insufficient nutrients rather than from competition confronting them as a 
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result of a preponderance of lespedesa and oarpet grass cover later found 
growing on the untreated plots. The evaluetion of their coTOetitive abil-
itifls Tras therefore limited to speoiflo edaphic environT-ente nrwl ccjuld not 
be co -ipared numerioall^^ with tiiose uf carpet f^raaa and leapedeza at low 
fertility levels. 
Competition for li^ht among speoies grotm in association reflects a 
tendenc;',.'' for the elongaticn of 'nter^odes nf* thp r!pcc5.(5!i mftVirsp; later 
growth or growing aormally at less heij^iit. The inoreased height of the 
grasses at the PGa fertility level vias thought to be the result of the 
effeot of the white clover growth. The viiite clover was established the 
pjrevious winter and was at its poak of production v.hon the grasses began 
their growth 5n the aprinj^, Purther^jore, there was not more than an aver­
age of 5 per cent of borjnuda grass on the ^Ga plots in 1940 (Table 4). 
The increase in heijjht of lespedeza at the Ai'K fertility level was like-
vdao attributed to the effeot of the vigorous growing bermuda grass and, 
to some ortent, to the oarpet grass growth. That a similar response vms 
net shovm. hy whits clover was believed to be Recounted for, as tras sue;-
jested, by the f&ot that the wnlte clover had jnade its maximum ^^rowth in 
the spring before the grasses or leapedeza Jiad be^un their most active 
growth. 
Tho variable pattern and i^ann.er of rrCTvt^ of ^oth the v.'^iite clover 
and the lespedeaa jroota apparently reflected their struggle in competing 
with the sod-forming grasses and other vegetation. Both bermuda grass and 
cavpet grass usually developed verj' intensive root systems directly balow 
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the plants. Sparry (8S) considered tho oxygon content in tlie soil as on® 
of th« most important factors affeotinp; the pettem b»>c1 nenrtmt'on of 
roots, lie cnnsidered it intimately l.ound up v/ith thnt of the mter table, 
ouiirse aii equally important factor v/ould be that uf tivailable moisture. 
In oousiderine the reeulta of this inve8t;it,atj.oa. in tho li^ht of general 
climatic conditions and local tor)or:raphy, it has been ehovm (Table 1) tliat 
the rainfall in this rerJcn was nHi-ndnnt for olRnt PtroxTbh, Tt v.'ould seem 
that daring; periods of proloaiiod ia-coueive rainfall v;ith the resultaiit 
Tiater lo^^ing of the soil for Boveral v/eeks, tho "latter of excessive soil 
moisture might have a depressing effect upon tho crops being considered, 
Hoivover, it ie doubtful if this v/ould result in the death of the plants, 
L-perr^r considered three factors operating which night have proven to be 
limitiuf; in their effect upon the root systems, Hiey -irere abundance of 
soil moisture, water table, and lack of oxyi',en»—all of viiich are a result 
of either au abundant rainfall or relatively poor drainage or both. The 
most extensive root 2:rowth i« l:novm to occur in soil In wh^.eh the water 
content is si>rhtly "elow the optimum anount, 'mother soil factor entered 
this study and that vjui; the need of wore laineral nutrients, xt is knotm 
that tiiis soil is extreiaeiy low in nitroj^en with potaesium as a secondary 
limiting element (B7), and that phosphoinB is needed for profitable legume 
growth. 
In coiiisidering the response of the species during the pro^reBB of the 
investigation* tho 1938 results would appear to reflect seeding rather 
than fertilizer treatments. The most cover for each species was obtained 
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when the species were sown alone. This was followed by ooasistently 
lower percentages of vegetative oover when the species were sovm in oan-
binations. The 1939 results indicated the need for n^tropen by i-'ormuda 
t;m8s in order to hold sitinificant areas oorvered in 1938, There was a 
significant response to phoephorao by clover. 
The year 1940 narked t}io first season of the oxporinent in \<^iich 
the Bpeoios did •nro'^.ncB b 'h^fhf?r rtpvnmntpi'rfl of -"mpetjitivo cover when 
sown alone than v?hen sown in co-:MnQtion -with eaoh of tho other species. 
It was lil&wise the first year in vhich the grasses produced practically 
as much cover on the plots that were not so^vn to the species as was pro­
duced on the plots sor,n to the same species. It inir';ht be concluded that at 
the end of the third year the effect of seeding, had become less important 
in determining the p9rcenta!>;e cover of r species in the plots. 
The sharp depression in the carpet grass cover on the NPK and N plots 
was probably due to the competition from benrjuda whether sown or not sown, 
e.nd also from the rais cellaneous grasses and herbs invadin,-; these plots 
in 1940 88 well as in 1941. The 1P41 data indicate a deTieni^eney of the 
miscellaneous j_';roup upon the nitrogen in the IJPK --.nd M treatments for their 
establishinent. it would seem that v;itn this help the miscellaneous i^roup 
was able to compete with carpet grass to the extent of approximately 35 
per cent ov thw plots. To this "lav be added the clover cover 
established the previous fall and the lespedesa cover whioh both offered 
passive resistance at least to the conqpetition offered by oarpet grass. 
On the plots not receiving nitrogen, carpet grass wes able to recover in 
1941 much of the area formerly occupied by the raiaoellaneous group in 
1&40* This would indioate the vigorous competition offered by carpet 
grass on areas low in nitrogen. 
The similar response of carpet grass and lespedeza to the different 
fertility levels in 1942 probably is more nearly representative of the 
indirect resporiae of bennuda gresa to the fertiliaer treatments, I'he 
hij^hest bermuda cover Twas on the WK and N plots v/ith a sliejht favorable 
response to the i' plots w^^ich hfivf heen on 'niMrect effect of the 
phospiiate supplied ttirough the clover, hut very little bermuda cover 
was grown on the check plots and but slightly more on the PCa plots, A 
relatively negative response to that observed of bernuda grass would be 
found to be identical mth the response of carpet grass and lespedeta in 
1942. This would indicate a greater competition of bermuda grass than 
of carpet grass when the fertility level was satisfactory to the growth 
of bennuda grass. 
The decrease in bennuda cover on the N plots during the period of 
1943 to 1945 as compared with the NPK plots urb possibly due to the need 
for P and 7.. after a few years. That bennuda grass was the -lore ac:,":ressive 
coiayetitor under the higher levels of fertility may account for the inability 
of carpet ^rass to invade the plots as reflected in a greater depression 
of oarpet cover on the plots not sown as ooT?ipared to those sown to carpet 
gx*a8s (Figure 46). Furth'^rmore, t'lo r^ooreRse benmida t^ress on the N 
treatments during ld43>45 (fij^ures 43 and 44) resulted in increases of 
carpet grass on these plots during that period, indicating that carpet 
grass oould utilize the N plots if they vere available* 
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ObaorvatioM similar to those reported in this investigation teve 
been made on the plantations in Louisiana by some of the more enterpris­
ing planters. The T'orsan Plantation ad.iacent to the Per^cins Hoed Farm 
and on aimiai" soil in fast Paton Rou|*,e Parish has areas that have been 
improved over a period of several years from a oarpet grass-lespedeza 
aasooiation to one of bexmuda. 6ra8s--white clover largely throng the 
utilization of fertilizers on legumes. I«nd remaining idle for 10 years 
or nore nroduoed excellent lespedoza cover ^'^p-nre ^1) fro^ seeding the 
first year followinij breaking, cornplste fertilizer was applied in an 
effort to encourage a dallis grass seeding for immediate grazing. This 
TWis in agreement with the 1938 results shown in Table 2» The ability 
of lespedeza to invade areas having had the top soil removed by grading 
was also observed (Figure 82). 
Annual application of basic slag ( i  Ca) on clovers (?igure 63) Twas 
credited indirectly with building up the fertility of the Olivier silt 
loam to the capability of a bermuda grass association (i-'igurw 84) which 
permitted the devBlopment of a pasture association (injure 85) of bemida 
grass, white clover and dallis prass from aeedinr? the latter two species. 
The versatility of carpet grass inay be seen in ri£;ure 86 witli lespedeza 
on a lavm after ^ears of weekly mowings, aud in ri^ure 67 with dallis 
grass under jneadcw conditions -when considerable herbage and seed was 
produced, nbserrotions rnsde on tbo *^olln sntl t-.he ^myden •olnntations have 
been presented. 
From this invostigdtion and the experience gained, it would seem 




Figure 81. Lespedeza and dallis grass pasture first year following 
10-year oarpet grass sod, blmore itorgan photo, June 1946. 
Figure 82. Lespedeia invasion following top soil removal by grading, 
Elmore Morgan photo* 
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Figure 83. TNhito clover grown for seed, Elmore iniorgan. photo, 
Figure 84. Upright growth of hermuda grass on fertile soil, Morgan 





Figure 85. Bermuda grass, white clover and dallis grass pasture, 
Elmore Morgan photot 
Figure 86, Typical carpet grass-lespedeza association under continued 
grazing, ^'Imore Morgan photo. 
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Fif,ure 87, Carpet grass under meadow conditions, Elmore Korgan photo 
Louisiana at the different fertility levels raijiht be predicted with a 
greater degree of certainty than heretofore. And furthermore it is believed 
that a particular pasture osBOoiation might be developed by tho addition of 
appropriate fertilisers approximating the levels of fertility required for 
optimum establishment of that t;/pe of olent association. Certainly bemuda 
grass vrould be adapted to the more fertile soils in Louisiana while carpet 
grass might be expected to cover the areas relatively low in fertility. 
Likewise white clover would appear to be adapted to the better soils and 
lespedosa to those of the lower fertilifr^r levels, with the exceotion that 
7/hite clover also requires the fertile soil to be fairly high in phosphorus, 
Bermuda grass and white clover should tiieu be expected to g;row well together 
as would carpet grass and lespedeea, although the adaptation of the paired 
species in eacV association fot be ir'en-hicnl. If thft former association 
is desired on soils somewhat low in fertilit;;/, it v.'onld appear obvious that 
a complete fertilizer relatively high in nitrogen and phosphoinjs would be 
required for establishjaent* 
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suimm 
A preliniinary investii^ation of pustures and meadows in Louisiana 
•maB initiated in 1937, M a result, four speciea were selected 
for a comparative study of their growth responses under field 
conditions. 
Carpet i^rass, bormuda i-r&aa, lespedeaa and white clover were sown 
alone and vfith each of the other species in ten different seeding; 
arrangcniouts and at five soil fertility levels on S20 replicated 
plots in 1937 on Olivlor silt loan at the T,oui8iena Airriciiltural 
Eypeririont Station at "aton Houj^o, Triejr responsos wox*o studied 
through the ensuing 8 years. The fertilizer treatments, in addition 
to (1) the untreated areas, included (2) basio slag, (s) super­
phosphate, (4) nitrate of soda, superphosphate, and muriate of 
potash, and (S) nitrate of soda. 
Several Trothods of meas jrinp the response of the different species 
•were employed and the results coripared, A modified permanent 
chart list quadrat method vras utilized in the Votanioal analysis 
of the vegetation throu^^hout the period of study. 
The results c^tained in 1P38 appeared to reflect seeding ffor-
onces rather than fertilizer treatments, since the greatest cover 
for each species ve.e obtained wiien the species ivere sown alone. 
Consistently lower percentages of vegetative cover were observed 
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when the speoies were sown in assooiations with other species. 
The non-fertilized plots contained practically as much cover, 
viith the exception of -whito clover, as the fertiliser plots. 
There was little growth of white clover other than at the PCa 
and P soil fertility levels. 
5* Benmida grass apneared to be the ^nost aggressive speoies in 1938 
with an average cover of 74 per cent on plots sown only to 
beirmuda ^ras8« 60 per cent where bermuda (^rass was sown in ooxnbin-
ation with the other species, and invadin^^ plots not sown to 
bermuda grass to the extent of 23 per cent# 
6# The porfomnnce oerpet rrese in i,n;^ieato(^ thst it vras a 
worthy competitor, but that it did not equal bermuda c*"ass in 
aggressiveness. It produced 74 per cent of cover when seeded 
alone, approximately 50 per cent when sown with lespedesa and with 
white clover and 17 per cent invasion cover in plots not sown to 
carpet prass. Xt held only 36 per cent of cover where sown with 
bermuda r.rass, while bermuda grass covered 57 per cent. 
7, Lespedeza in 1938 covered approximately 50 per cent of the areas 
seeded to it, 25 per cent when in association with other species, 
and 10 per cent when not seeded. The white clover cover was the 
loTvest of all species, avorap;inR 20 per cent when sown tJlone, 
8 per cent when sown ia association, and 2 per cent of the areas 
not sown to it* 
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8, Bomuda grass nnd carpet (^^rass exchanged poaitiona of relative 
areal cover in 1P39 from hhose hnld by the two species in 193^', 
The average of the bermuda cover dropped to about half that of 
1938. Ihe eigaificantly favorable response to the .'iPJv and R 
soil fertility levels indicated that berrauda grass required nitro-
(^en setlsfAotory growth. The vigor of carpet grass was re­
flected principally in the soodins oombinations and in the araount 
of invasion in the plots sown to other species* .I'he (^ain in 
carpet g;ra8s was materially less, however, for the i^PK and 
treatments than it wns for the other soflcies. 
9» As a whole, the percentaf^e of lospedeza in 1939 not only showed 
no response to the different fertility levels, but apparently 
it was not influenced by the s ignifleant changes in vegetative 
cover of the carpet and bemiuda grasses in their competitive 
struggle* The average clover cover in 1939 was slightly higher 
than in 1J53B, The most favorable increases, however, vjere from the 
PCa and F fertility levels, Althous^h Isspedeza covared approximately 
3 times the area covered by -sdiite clover in 1938, and mor« than 
the white clover in 1939, neither offered serious competition to the 
f^rasses. 
10* The aggressive growth of carpet ^rass was severely checked by low 
temperatures early in 1940* ihe downward trend of bermuda ^rass 
continued in 1940* its gr^>wth was limited practically to the 
?TPK and N soil fertili-ty levels. T^espedeza re'^ined non-app;res8ive 
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while Y^hite clover revived oonsidera'bly. Each covered a 'greater 
area than that held by bomuda erase, Wuoh of the area released 
by the bermuda and carpet grasses in 1940 was oooupied by 
seedlinPB of the paspalum species and other Tniscellaneous irssses 
and -weods. 
11. The year 1940 narked the first year of the oxporimont in which tiie 
individual speoies did not produce a higher percentage of vegeta* 
tivB cover when sown alone thnn when sown in PssociRtion vr'th one of 
the other species, Lilcevrlse vms the Tirst ;-Par in vjh.ich the 
grasses produced practically as much cover on the plots where 
they were not sown as on the plots where they were scjwn, 
12. By 1940 the bermuda grass cover apparently represented the op­
timum for this species under the prevailing environinent, since 
the coTrer for the subsequent five years reT.ained fairly con­
stant. Carpet grass recovered rapidly from the effects of the 
1940 low temperatures. Its areal cover continued to surpass all 
other speoies throughout the remainder of the invBstif.ation. 
13. The lespedesa increased si\ffioiently by 1941 to ranV next to 
carpet grass, where it regained until the close of the exporiraont, 
V.hite clover was somewhat depressed in but improved in 1942 
to approKimately a 20 per cent cover, which was held during the 
later years. The clover cover was hi^.hest nt the PCa, nnd P 
fertility levels and lowest v/hon fertilizers were not applied. 
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Bermuda ^^rass was outstanding as a competitor at the higher eoil 
fertility levels durln'" the years and at all levels d'jrin'*: the 
first year. The influenoe of hi^h fertility levels upon the 
bermuda cover vi/aa greater than was the miuier oi° establishnisnt. 
Significant during the 8«^ear period was the high percentages of 
carpet ^rasa pnr! lespedeza on the nlr*-,.® not rccalvlna; fertilizer 
and their relatively low peroeutases on the IIPK treated plots. 
Fertility levels had very little effect on lespedeaa cover during 
the 8-year period. 
The production of clover during the eight-year period was limited 
chiefly to the PCa# and 'tPK fertility levels. There waa a 
greater response to the i'Ca levels di;rin(;; the early years and to 
the TJFK levels after 1941, 
The percentage of annuals in the nii seel lane ous cover vias greater 
during the earlier years, perennial Krasses increasin,?; as the 
study progressed. There wns a tendency throughout the n^nht "ears 
for more weeds at the hi^h fertility levels and more perennial 
grasses at tiie lower levels. 
The depth of herbage cover at the different fertility levels, in 
desoendinr, order, was for the '^msses - ""TK, " nnd PCaj for white 
clover - ?Ca, iJPK and K; and for lespedeta - t.'PK, I'Ca and P, 
There was the least depth of forage cover, for all spccies, vfhen 
no fertilizer was added. 
The point and the chart quadrat methods of pasture analysis gave 
quite sinilar results. There was a tendency, however, for the 
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point Ttcbhud to aiiow soioawhat less CQVor Tor carpet grass« 
bemuda grass end lespedeea and more for white clover und the 
miscellaneous spocies at the nn'! fort^^ty levols, 
20, Dry weight forage yields in 1944 shovjed Uhe average forage 
growth for the various fertility levels to be in the descending 
order of ^IPK, N, PCa, P and no treatment, with twice as much for­
age production from the NPK as for the untreated areas. Bermuda 
grass and -vAiita clover, and "lixbures of them, procluoed the higher 
foirage yields. The ;^ ield8 of carpet jrass -"^nd lespedesa were 
relatively low in comparison at all fertility levels. 
21* The competitive rank of the species vfas determined by measuring 
the areas occupied by each species v»hen gro'.-m alone and -when 
p;rown in association with each of the other spocies. The com­
petition offered by the different specios durinj^ the 3 years was 
in tlM descending oinier; carpet grass, bermuda grass, white 
clover, and lespedeza. 
22» The depth of root penetration was in the r^f?scen;^5n"- orders 
bemuda grass, carpet grass, ivhite clover and lespedeza. Most 
of the bennuda grass roots were within the upper 2 feet of soil 
iriiile those of the retraining species were largely within the 
upper foot. The depth of l;he root r.mss and the pattern of growth 
of white clover and lespedeea were quite variable. 
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By 1944 the vegetative cover eotablished by seedln?: had becon© 
reciuced to approximately a tiiird oT the original und scarcely 
more than that provided by invasioa. ILis araouated to 10 per cent 
for bormuda Rrass, 15 per cent for vrhite clover, nnd 35 per cent 
for onrnot •"•resa tmd for lospftr^ezs, '^ota^ioal sepo-rations of the 
clipped herbage Twas in fair a^roe lOiit with the cover percerxta{je. 
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Cui^CLiJb lOliS 
On soils sinilar to those reported in this investigation and under 
the clinatic conditions -whioh prevailedj the following oonolusions would 
appear to be Justified, 
a» The Inclusion of bermuda grass atid white clover in the seeding mix­
ture is of little value unless ample applications of a complete 
fertilizer are made* 
b. The more desirable species, bemuda grass and inhite clover, may be 
encouraged to invade a posture end contribate rnaterlally to its 
productive capacity by the application of complete fertilizers, 
adequately hit^h in nitrogen and phosphorus* In the event that a 
high state of soil fertility is not mintained, carpet grass and 
lespedeta "^ny be eroected to predo'^'nste. 
c» Essentially as much cover of either bentwda grass or of carpet grass 
may be expected from invasion in a pasture after the third year as 
from an original seeding, depending upon the relative degree of soil 
fertility juaintained. 
d. Pfeirly heavy rates of seeding may be axpected to hasten establishment 
and Increase the cover cf a ;;iven species duriit; the first two years, 
V<hen sovm in a mixture -vfith another species half the rate used when 
seeded alone may be expected to produce equally as much cover after 
the second years* 
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9m A given specios offers effective compe'fci'fcion in a pasture assooiation 
only the rnvironTv.nte'l fnctnrs nre ^ovom'hle to its establish-
nent. The cc:npetitive ability of u species is not ooiisbant but 
varies with the alternatiag responses oi the other speoies grown 
in assooiation, 
f. The TRiiitenance of fertility seena to be of greater importanoe 
in the establishmont of the nore desirable species in pastures 
than does the saedirif^ of these species. 
g» The pernanent chart quadrat method of herbage analysis is well adapted 
to pasture research, particulcrly with the mt forminij speoies. 
213« 
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